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ABSTRACT 

Economic development is a major concern to the majority 

of countries in the world today as they strive to catch up 

to the industrial West. Japan has been the most successful 

non-Western country in building 

it as developed. Most studies 

an economy which qualifies 

of economic development in 

Japan focus on macro-level issues, particularly on analysis 

of the role government played in the development process. 

It is generatly recognized that Japan's central government 

played a major role in fostering industrial development. It 

is unfortunate that this fairly centralized political 

structure has somewhat obsc'.Jred the rol e that local 

government may have had in helping local economies grow. In 

a sense, these local development efforts were at least as 

important as what was going on at the national level, 

because if peripheral areas had not developed at all, they 

would have become a liability for the central government and 

the core areas. 

This study examines one particular aspect of the 

development process 

government's role 

throughout the Meiji 

in 

in Japan; 

fostering 

(1868-1912) 

specifically, local 

economic development 

and Taisho (1912-1926) 

eras. The silk industry in Shimane ~refecture provides the 

context of the case study approach used. The analysis 



focuses on two key issues: the mechanisms 

government and the impact of growth on 

industry and on the standard of living. 

10 

used by local 

the local silk 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION* 

Economic development is a major concern to the majority 

of countries in the world today as they strive to catch up 

to the industrial West. Japan has been the most successful 

non-Western country in building an economy which qualifies 

it as developed--a designation otherwise reserved for 

Western countries. Therefore, many see Japan as a 

development model for other countries. 1 This in itself 

makes the study of Japan's development process an important 

topic, and greater insight into the mechanisms of the 

process would have a wide audience. This study examines one 

particular aspect of the development process in Japan; 

specifically, local government's role in fostering economic 

*Following East Asian practice, Japanese surnames 
precede given names in this dissertation, except 1n cases of 
East Asian scholars whose English-language works are cited 
and/or who reside in the West and observe the Western 
practice of giving surnames last. 

lThe International Development Center of Japan (IDCJ) 
even received substantial funding from the Jap~nese 
Government Economic Planning Agency and f~om the Ford 
Foundation to conduct a major research project on "Japan's 
Historical Development Experience and the Contemporary 
Developing Countries: Issues for Comparative Analysis." The 
purpose of the project was to determine which elements of 
the Japanese experience might be transferable to countries 
in the developing world. Results of the research, which 
included several articles on development of the cotton 
industry in Japan, are published in: Kazushi Ohkawa and 
Gustav Ranis, eds., Japan and the Developing Countries 
(Oxford, UK: Basil Blackwell Ltd., 1985). 
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throughout 

eras. The 
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the Meiji (1868-1912) and Taisho 

silk industry in Shimane prefecture 

provides the context of the case study approach used. 

The analysis focuses on two key issues. The first 

concerns the mechanisms used by local government in Shimane 

to successfully foster economic growth. The prefecture was 

able to develop its agricultural sector quite rapidly, and 

then built the kinds of processing industries that utilized 

agricultural products as inputs. This was achieved, 

however, without substantial direct government ownership of 

productive enterprises. Rather, local government largely 

concerned itself with construction of physical and 

institutionai infrastructures. Achieving a well-educated 

local work force, in particular, was considered especially 

important. Local policies, however, were unable to keep 

Shimane abreast of other prefectures in later stages of 

development, and the prefecture did not develop much of an 

industrial base beyond processing industries. Examination 

of both the successes and the failures in Shimane's local 

development efforts can illustrate many critical issues of 

relevance in today's world. 

The second key issue this study addresses is the impact 

of growth on the local silk industry. There is considerable 

literature on the silk industry in both English and 

Japanese. Most of it, however, concerns either exploitation 
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of unfortunate silk-reeling workers 2 or the macro-level 

impact of the silk industry on Japan's economy.3 These are 

certainly important topics; in particular, one would hope 

that developing countries in the modern world could avoid 

the exploitation of young female workers that was common 

during the early phases of Japan's industrialization. 

Nevertheless, research into how local economies evolved, how 

local living standards changed, and the extent to which 

local populations participated in policy formation is also 

2Japanese accounts of conditions for women workers in 
the textile industries, based on interviews and personal 
experience, include: Yamamoto Shigemi, ~ Nomu2i toge (Tokyo: 
Kadokawa Shoten, 1977); and Hosoi Wakizo, Joko Aishi (Tokyo: 
Iwanami Shoten, 1954). Yamamoto was originally published as 
a newspaper series in 1968 and covers only silk workers. 
Hosoi was originally published in 1925 and discusses both 
silk reeling and cotton spinning workers. A recent 
discussion in English of women in the silk reeling industry, 
with extensive references, appears in Gail Lee Bernstein, 
"Women in the Silk Reeling Industry in Nineteenth-Century 
Japan," in Gail Lee Bernstein and Haruhiro Fukui, eds., 
Japan and the World (New York: st. Martin's Press, 1988), 
pp. 54-77. 

3Japanese works which focus on the silk industry as a 
whole and its contributions to Japan's economic development 
include Ishii Kanji, Nihon sanshigyo~hi bunseki, 2nd Edition 
(Tokyo: Tokyo Daigaku Shuppankai, 1981); Takizawa Hideki, 
Nihon shihonshugi to sanshigyo (Tokyo: Miraisha, 1978); 
Yamamoto Saburo, Seishigyo kindaika no kenkyu (Maebashi: 
Gumma-keQ Bunka Jigyo Shinkokai, 1975)~ Ehado Akira, 
Sanshigyo chiiki no keizai chiriteki kenkyu (Tokyo: Kokon 
Shoin L 1969); _ and Yamaguchi Kazuo, ed., N4ho~ sangyo 
kin'yushi kenkyu: seishi kin'yu hen (Tokyo: Tokyo Daigaku 
Shuppankai, 1966). A recent English language work on the 
development of the silk industry in Japan is Stephen William 
McCallion, Silk Reeling in Meiji Japan: The Limits to 
Change (Ph.D. Dissertation, The Ohio state University, 
1983). 
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critical in understanding development. This kind of work on 

Japan is rare. 

WHY FOCUS ON LOCAL GOVERNMENT? 

Most studies of economic development in Japan focus on 

macro-level issues, particularly on analysis of the role 

gove~nment played in the development process. It is 

generally recognized that Japan's central government played 

a major role in fostering industrial development; indeed, 

government-business cooperation is a key element of the 

Japanese model. Many studies, though, leave the impression 

that the national government was responsible for every 

public sector contribution to development in Japan, and many 

even see the cou~try's successful development as almost 

completely the result of the central government's efforts. 

It is unfortunate that Japan's fairly centralized political 

structure has somewhat obscured the role that local 

governments may have had in helping local economies grow. 

Economic development in Japan was not equal throughout 

the country, and the central government was not equally 

interested in all regions at the same time. The government 

was not so highly centralized that Tokyo could determine 

local policies in every part of the country. The central 

government did not have sufficient resources to intervene 

everywhere; rather, policy attempted to focus efforts 
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carefully. Of course, peripheral areas did benefit from 

many projects, especially those aimed at building nationwide 

physical infrastructure, such as transportation and 

communications. In general, though, they did not receive as 

much attention as core areas, and in many local areas, this 

meant that national government policies and programs had 

relatively little practical impact. Local government 

efforts were therefore proportionately much greater in 

importance and impact, and development of peripheral areas 

was largely the result of local efforts. Local policies may 

have been complementary to national policies, and may have 

warranted some national oversight, but they were carried out 

independently. 

In a sense, these local development efforts were at 

least as important as what was going on at the national 

level, because if peripheral areas had not developed at all, 

they would have become a liability for the central 

government and the core areas. National development would 

have been retarded as the country t~ied to deal with widely 

diverging living standards in different parts of the 

country. This kind of problem has become very serious in 

many developing countries today .• Moreover, if a highly 

"For example, problems of regional disparities in 
China, a very important developing country receiving 
substantial development aid from Japan, are discussed in: 
Mark Barnard and odud Shenkar, "Variations in the Economic 
Development of China's Provinces: An Exploratory Look," in 
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industrialized core area had developed without a relatively 

well-developed hinterland, most inputs into core area 

industry would have to have been imported, rather than 

sourced domestically. 'rhis is an issue of economic 

linkages, and is also critical in many developing countries 

today.$ Without linkages, inputs must be imported, and the 

benefits of building industrial capacity remain quite 

narrowly focused. 

Developments in Pacific-Asian Business, Vol. 2: Proceedings 
of the Second Annual International Symposium on 
Pacific-Asian Business, Honolulu, Hawaii, January 1989 
(Honolulu: Pacific Asian Management Institute, University of 
Hawaii, 1989), pp. 120-123; and Philippe Aguignier, 
"Regional Disparities since 1878," in S. Feuchtwant, A. 
Hussain, and T. Pairault, eds., Transforming China's Economy 
in the Eighties, Vol. 2: Management, Indust~YI ~nd the Urban 
Economy (Boulder, Co: Westview Press, 1988). pp. 93-106. 

5The issue of economic linkages resulting from Japanese 
foreign investment in the developing world is discussed in 
Kiyoshi Kojima, Japanese Direct Foreign Investment: A Model 
of Multinational Business Operations (Tokyo: Charles E. 
Tuttle Co., 1978), chapters 7 & 8; and Jon Woronoff, Japan's 
Commercial Empire (Tokyo: Lotus Press, 1984), chapter 7. 
Kojima asserts that Japanese firms transfer appropriate 
technology which less advanced economies can absorb, thus 
facilitating economic linkages. In contrast, U.S. foreign 
investmcmts tend toward advanced technology, which cannot be 
absorbed in less advanced economies, so that there ar.e few 
economic linkages. Woronoff presents an opposing view, 
showing that many developing countries accuse Japanese firms 
of investing only in assembly operations, while sourcing 
components from Japan. Thus, plants have very little impact 
~~ wider areas of the local economy. Chip E. Miller and 
Mark Speece, "What Happened to the China Market?" Business 
Forum 11,4 (Fall 1986), p. 29 note that China has begun to 
doubt that many economic linkages result from Japanese 
investment, and therefore has begun to favor U.S. or 
European investment in some industries. 
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Local government, then, helped insure that national 

development remained on track, and that peripheral areas 

could contribute to the development process rather than 

drain resources from the central government's efforts. Many 

peripheral areas, such as Shimane, were able to play vital 

roles in national industrial development as suppliers of raw 

materials or semi-processed inputs into industries in the 

core areas of Japan. Shimane's economy initially grew as 

the prefecture developed sericulture to supply cocoons to 

the silk-processing industries in other parts of Japan. 

Euonomic growth continued as Shimane began to develop some 

of its own silk reeling capacity. The local government 

played a major role in this process. 

WHY FOCUS ON THE LOCAL SILK INDUSTRY? 

Throughout Japan, the silk industry was one of the most 

important key industries in early economic development. 

Silk took on its critical role partially by a happy 

coincidence of historical events. The European silk 

industry was badly damaged by silk worm disease at precisely 

the time that Japan had been forcibly opened to the world 

economy and was looking for means to build its economic 

strength. Japan was one of the few countries in the world 

with sufficient excess capacity to contribute sUbstantially 

to the unsatisfied demand left by the crippled European 
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industry. The technical level of the Japanese silk industry 

was very low by the standards of the more developed 

countries, but silk became one of the first "targeted" 

industries. Great efforts were made to upgrade technology 

and skills levels in the industry to bring it up to 

competitive standards on the world market. 6 This "target" 

industry approach is recognized in modern times as another 

characteristic of Japanese economic policy and of the 

Japanese model followed by other successful East Asian 

economies. 

Furthermore, development of the silk industry 

illustrates various views on what the key elements of the 

whole Japanese development process supposedly were. Private 

sector entrepreneurs were very important in the silk 

industry, which has been used as an example of successful, 

privately led industrialization. 7 The central government 

6Among the works _on the silk industry cited above, 
Ishii, Nihon sanshigyoshi bunseki, in particular, discusses 
technological development in the most detail. McCallion, 
Silk Reeling in Meiji Japan, discusses government policy to 
encourage technology transfer, and cites a number of 
Japanese sources which specifically address the technology 
change issue. Thomas C. Smith, Political Change and 
Industrial Development in Japan: Government Enterprise, 
1868-1880 (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 1955) 
discusses technological change in the textile industries, 
including silk. Several articles in Ohkawa and Ranis, Japan 
and the Developing Countries, address the issue of 
technology transfer in the Japanese cotton industry. 

7Authors who stress the private sector~s role, and 
often cite the silk industry, include: Johannes Hirschmeier, 
The Origins of Entrepreneurship in Meiji Japan (Cambridge, 
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was also heavily involved in the industry, even to the 

extent of founding pilot silk reeling concerns that were 

later sold to the private sector. The government also 

played a major role in marketing and financing through 

regulation of the Yokohama raw silk wholesalers' centralized 

money lending system. The silk industry has therefore also 

been cited as an example of government-driven 

industrialization.o 

Each of these arguments has its points, though we 

believe, along with many who have investigated these issues 

in depth, that the essence of the Japanese model is really 

the combination of such factors, rather than one alone. Tn 

fairness to the sources cited above, it should be pointed 

out that even when arguing that one sector was the driving 

force in industrialization, most authors acknowledge an 

MA: Harvard University Press, 1964); Yasuzo Horie, "Modern 
Entrepreneurship in Meiji Japan," in William W. Lockwood, 
ed., The state and Economic Enterprise in Japan (Princeton, 
NJ: Princeton University Press, 1965), pp. 183-208; KOzo 
Yamamura, A study of Samurai Income and Entrepreneurship: 
Quantitative Analyses of Economic and Social Aspects of the 
Samurai in Tokugawa and Meiji Japan (Cambridge, MA: Harvard 
University Press, 1974); and Takafusa Nakamura, Economic 
Growth in Prewar Japan (New Haven, CT: Yale University 
Press, 1983). 

8Authors who stress the state's role include: Smith, 
Political Change and Industrial Development in Japan; 
McCallion, Silk Reeling in M~iji Japan; and Ryoshin Minami, 
The Economic Development of Japan (New York: st. Martin's 
Press, 1986). Disagreement is mainly over which sector was 
more important and led development of the silk industry. No 
one on either side of the issue argues that either the 
private sector or government was excluded from participation. 
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important, if secondary, role for the other sector. Also, 

silk was a light industry, while the most concentrated 

government attention tended to go to heavy industry. But 

the point really is simply that the silk industry provides a 

very good case study of some important issues in Japan's 

development process. 

Like studies of the government's role in development, 

most studies on the silk industry in Japan have focused on 

macro-economic issues--especially the contribution to the 

national economy. Real economic development, however, 

consists of much more than just increasing the gross 

national product. It must include widespread economic 

linkages, in that supplier industries and other areas of the 

economy must also grow as a result of building the target 

industry. This is necessary if the benefits of 

industrialization are to b~ more widespread than just a few 

who work in the target industry. Improvements in living 

standards must not be confined to narrow groups within a 

society, but include all. National institutions must be 

constructed, and broad sections of the society must be able 

to participate in the affairs of that society.9 

9Such a view of development is becoming fairly common, 
and is followed by many standard texts on the subject, such 
as the one this study uses as a guideline: Michael P. 
Todaro, Economic Development in the Third World, 2nd Edition 
(New York: Longman, 1981). 
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A full discussion of the impact of the silk industry 

must look beyond silk reeling in the core ureas, and must be 

broader than even raw silk production in core areas. To 

show that the industry had a substantial impact on Japan's 

economic development, rather than only on its economic 

growth rate, we need to demonstrate that wide areas of the 

country were involved in the industry, and that this 

involvement led to improved living standards beyond a few 

targeted areas. All this indicates that a deeper 

understanding of the Japanese development process, and the 

role that silk played in Japan's development, can be gained 

by studying peripheral regions of the country. A few 

studies have examined the silk industry jn the core areas 

(especially Nagano and Gumma prefectures), which produced 60 

percent of Japan's raw silk production. 10 Researchers, 

however, have rarely investigated what the impact of the 

industry was at the local level. 

lOFor example, Yagi Akio, Nihon kindai seishigyo no 
seiritsu (Tokyo: Ochanomizu Shobo, 1960) deals exclusively 
with the industry at the prafectural level in Nagano. Even 
studies of the silk industry on the macro-level, cited 
above, invariably use data from core area prefectures ~hQn 
they cite details of the industry in individual prefectures. 
McCallion, silk Reeling in Meiji Japan, for example 
concentrates on Nagano; while Yamamoto, Seishigyo kindaika 
no kenkyu focuses on Gumma. 
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THE SILK INDUSTRY IN SHIMANE 

This analysis of local government's role, and of the 

local impact of the silk industry, centers on Shimane 

prefecture. Shimane is quite far from the core area of the 

Japanese silk industry. As such, Shimane and other 

prefectures like it received little attention in national 

policy during the Meiji and Taisho periods, and the central 

government invested relatively little in such areas. The 

prefecture was too remote and transportation and 

communications were still too underdeveloped for Shimane to 

appeal to the central government as an attractive site for 

projects such as pilot factories. Nevertheless, Japan's 

development, especially in the silk industry, depended 

heavily upon agricultural commodities in the early phases. 

Peripheral areas could certainly supply such commodities if 

they could produce them; they just could not count on much 

assistance from the national level. 

Likewise, very little scholarly attention has been 

devoted to Shimane or to similarly situated ~=efectures in 

research on the industries which led Japan's economic 

growth. Regardless of this lack of attention, though, the 

silk industry did play an important role in local economic 

development, and contributed much more widely than by simply 

providing a few jobs in a few factories. silk fostered 

development in agriculture, the major supplier industry. It 
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promoted upgraded technical and management skills thr.oughout 

the labor force. It contributed to improved living 

standards for widespread sections of the local population. 

And the role of government, well documented at the national 

level, was also characteristic at the local level. 

In addition to rice and barley, silk-related industries 

became major sources of revenue to the prefecture and many 

of its inhabitants. However, Shimane's silk industry was 

not only of local significance. The prefecture was a 

latecomer in the industry. Nevertheless, despite the fact 

that it started developing silk industry technology 

(mulberry, cocoon, silk-reeling) after other prefectures, 

and that the technology in the industry was complicated, 

shimane managed to catch up with places where the industry 

had a long history. It was able to develop sericulture to 

the point where it was a national supplier of silk cocoons, 

and eventually also & moderately important supplier of raw 

silk. 

shimane was very oriented toward agriculture, and the 

silk industry was very much agriculturally based, so 

development of the industry benefited a wide cross-section 

of the population. The high levels of technological 

knowledge required in cocoon production were required of 

every farmer who wanted to produce cocoons. Local 

government made substantial efforts to bring technological 
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knowledge to farmers, and masses of farmers acquired some 

level of technical education. Local government offered 

financing to help farmers set up production, they began to 

produce cocoons, and incomes went up throughout rural areas. 

The most prosperous began to invest in silk-reeling plants. 

This is a classic pattern of successful economic 

development. However, Shimane did not complete the pattern, 

as other parts of Japan were able to do. The prefecture did 

not reinvest capital from the silk industry to develop other 

industries, and Shimane's economy remained agriculturally 

based into the mid-1900s. 

One cannot really call this a failure in local policy; 

after all, core area industry required supplies of raw 

materials from somewhere, and Shimane was one of the most 

successful prefectures in this role. Local government had a 

different constituency to consider, and this resulted in a 

different set of considerations in policy formation. The 

national government needed to develop the country so that 

Japan would eventually equal Western countries. Development 

could not stop with the light industries such as silk. Nor 

were farmers necessarily the most important interest group 

on the national stage. The government could often well 

afford to ignore farmers' interests and direct r~sources in 

other directions. In contrast, local government's primary 

goal was t~ develop the prefecture in order to improve the 
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living standards of the people of Shimane. The majority of 

Shimane's residents ~ame to be farmers engaged in 

sericulture, and through sericulture the prefecture achieved 

its primary goal. There was no need to foster further 

development, since Shimane was clearly sharing in Japan's 

rising prosperity by fulfilling its particular role. 

OVERVIEW OF CHAPTERS 

The second chapter looks at the background of Shimane 

prefecture on the eve of the Meiji era. First, the 

geographic characteristics of the prefecture are reviewed to 

show the physical basis for agriculture in Shimane. The 

ruggedness of the region also insured somewhat greater 

isolation from core areas of Japan than was characteristic 

of many other areas. The overall lack of substantial 

natural resources and isolation of Shimane made it an 

unattractive place for investment of national resources once 

the Meiji government began its development efforts. 

In the absence of national investment, local efforts 

would become critical. An overview of economic history in 

the Tokugawa era shows that Shimane possessed most of the 

necessary preconditions for economic development. Because 

they needed sources of revenue, each han in what became 

Shimane prefecture had established monopolies in particular 

areas of the economy and encouraged the development of 
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activities other than rice cultivation. Paper production 

utilizing the bark of certain trees flourished in two han, 

cotton production flourished in another, and several han 

developed profitable iron mines in the mountains. 

Sericulture and silk were introduced during the 

Tokugawa period, but did not become very important. 

Nevertheless, experience in other industries meant that the 

prefecture had a small core of skilled workers and managers. 

Chapter 3 shows that these other industries eventually 

declined once Japan was opened up to foreign trade at the 

end of the Tokugawa era. A review of national government 

policy in the early Meiji era shows that although the 

national government was quite activilt in pursuing economic 

growth, it did not have sufficient resources to intervene 

throughout Japan. Many areas, including Shimane, received 

very little assistance from Tokyo, and had to develop their 

own programs. 

The cotton industry throughout Japan was initially 

unable to compete with foreign producers. In Shimane it was 

never able to compete with cotton textiles or cotton 

agriculture in those parts of Japan where the industry did 

eventually recover. Mining and paper production similarly 

declined, and people in Shimane began to search for other 

industries which could replace the lost income. The silk 

industry was beginning to grow in Japan, and some people in 
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the prefecture felt that it presented good opportunities for 

shimane to develop a new profitable industry. 

Chapter 4 examines in more detail the development of 

sericulture and silk reeling in shimane. Initially, 

prefectural and local governments were not very interested 

in supporting the industry. They felt that Shimane's 

agricultural base required efforts to develop grain crops. 

Private entrepreneurs investing their own money and effort 

led development of the new industry for nearly the first two 

decades of the Meiji era. They were ultimately successful 

in demonstrating that sericulture and silk reeling could 

contribute substantially to the local economy, and local 

governments began to get involved. 

At first, local government primarily supported 

sericulture, which was closer to the agricultural activities 

which it f&vored, but reeling soon also be~an to receive 

more governmental attention. Support came primarily through 

indirect means rather than by direct investment in 

production. Programs to develop skilled labor, to spread 

technology, and to facilitate marketing and production 

through co-op organizations were stressed. By the time 

Shimane prefecture began to implement formal ten-year 

development plans in 1895, the industry was sufficiently 

established to receive a share of the budget on a continuing 

basis. 
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development plans, beginning 

The prefectural government 

it felt held substantial 

potential for Shimane, then concentrated resources on those 

industries. Initially, planning focused almost exclusively 

on the agricultural sector, and the list of key industries 

mostly covered various agricultural crops and activities, 

including sericulture. silk reeling was about the only real 

industrial activity which the plan recognized, but it did 

not receive very much funding. The nature of government 

support remained unchanged from the decades before planning 

was instituted, but spending on such indirect efforts 

rapidly increased. 

Public debate arose over the very agriculturally 

oriented plan, with some wanting to see more attention to 

developing industry such as silk rueling. By the time of 

the second plan, prefectural government had begun to pay 

more attention to silk reeling, but otherwise the second 

plan was still very oriented toward agriculture. 

Furthermore, this tirne the prefectural government tried to 

implement the plan without forming any consensus among 

district and village levels of government, so that the plan 

turned out to be unrealistic and ultimately unrelizable. 

The third plan finally began to fund development for a 

number of processing industries which utilized local inputs. 
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Chapter 6 examines a few key elements which illustrate 

the impact economic development had on local society in 

Shimane. Sericulture and silk reeling contributed 

substantially to farm incomes, so that people's material 

living standards rose. Development, especially of the silk 

industry, also began to bring changes in social structure. 

Women, who made up the majority of the labor force in the 

industry, began to participate more directly in local 

affairs on many levels. Educational and training programs 

helped expand opportunities for many workers in all parts of 

the silk industry. 
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CHAPTER 2 

GEOGRAPHICAL AND PRE-MEIJI HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

Shimane prefecture today is indeed somewhat 

underdeveloped by the standards of the major industrial 

regions of Japan, such as the Keihin, Hanshin, Tokai, 

Setouch and Kitakyushu Industrial Regions. Gorrie, who 

distinguishes Tottori and shimane as a separate geographic 

region (North Chugoku), notes the region's "preoccupation 

with its arable agriculture, pastoralism, and forestry 

rather than with the industrialization which is indubitably 

the mark of the Inland Sea Littoral"l (another of his 

geographic regions). Shimane is suffering from continuous 

out-migration due to the lack of major industries which 

could provide employment. Many villages have disappeared 

owing to the drain on population. The prefecture has 

actually gained very little in overall population from the 

early Meiji era because its economy cannot support rapidly 

increasing population. 2 

lA.M. Gorrie, A Geography of Japan (Sydney: Thomas 
Nelson (Australia) Ltd., 1969), p. 167. 

2The population of Shimane prefecture in 1926 was 
724,000, according to Naikaku Tokeikyoku, Nippon te!koku 
tokei nenkan, Vol. 46, 1927 (Tokyo: Nihon Tokeikyokai, 
1964). By 1987, population had only reached 792,287, 
according to Shimane-ken Kikaku-bu Tokei-ka, Shimane no 
tokei (Matsue: Shimane-ken Kikaku-bu Tokei-ka, 1987). 
Hiroshi Kawabe, "Internal Migration and the Population 
Distribution in Japan," in The Association of Japanese 
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Nevertheless, as we noted in the previous chapter, 

Shimane did achieve notable successes in developing 

agriculture and some agriculturally based industries. Why 

the prefecture now lags behind other areas of Japan in its 

economic development is a further issue of considerable 

interest both for Japanese economic history and for the 

broader study of the economic development process. 

Disparity in economic progress between core and periphery 

characterizes many countries, and it is often viewed as a 

major problem. In Japan, this disparity is certainly 

considered a problem, and has led to government economic 

plans in the post-war era that try to increese 

industrialization in peripheral areas. 3 To begin the 

investigation of the economic development process and of how 

this disparity came about, one should first gain an overview 

of the geography and pre-Meiji ~conomic history of Shimane 

prefecture. 

Geographers, ed.,. Geography of Japan (Tokyo: Teikoku Shoin 
Co., Ltd., 1980), pp. 379-389, shows tha~ out-migration from 
the San'in region has increased dramatically in the 
post-WWII period. 

3D.H. Kornhauser, Japan: Geographical Background to 
Urban-Industrial Development, 2nd Edition (New York: Longman 
Scientific & Technical, 1982), pp. 153-162 discusses the 
evolution of industrial planning policy in Japan. The area 
around Matsue in Shimane was designated one of the target 
areas. Naito Seichu, Shimane-ken no hyakunen (Tokyo: 
Yamakawa Shuppansha, 1982), p. 313 ff., discusses this issue 
from a local Shimane viewpoint. A major emphasis in Shimane 
was to develop t.r.-ansport.ation and communications. 
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GEOGRAPHY 

Shimane prefecture is located in the Western part of 

Honshu, the main island of Japan, north of the Chugoku 

mountains, and along the Japan Sea coast (Figure 1). 

Shimane and Tottori prefectures make up the San'in 

geographic region, an area described by the literal meaning 

of "San'in": area shadowed by the mountains. The term 

"San'in", as applied to the northern littoral of the Chugoku 

region, also refers to the dark, gloomy, stormy winter 

weather characteristic of the region. This contrasts with 

"Sany~", meaning sunny side of the (Chugok~) mountains, the 

area which includes Hiroshima, Okayama and Yamaguchi 

prefectures (Figure 2). Climate is not the only difference 

between these tW() regions. San'in is also characterized by 

its less indented coastline, more limited hinterland, more 

restricted areas of alluvium, lower population density, 

fewer cities, more meager development of manufacturing and 

commerce, and absence of salt manufacture and citrus 

culture. 4 

4This whole section on the physical geographic 
characteristics of Shimane comes mainly from Glenn T. 
Trewartha, Japan: A Geography (Madison, WI: University of 
Wisconsin Press, 1965). Some details also are discussed in 
the introductory chapter of Nait~ Seichu, San'in no fudo to 
rekishi (Tokyo: Yamakawa Shuppansha, 1976); and Fujioka 
Daisetsu, ed., Ky~doshi jiten Shimane-ken (Tokyo: Sh~heisha 
Shuppan Ltd, 1981), passim. 
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Figure 1: Prefectures of Japan 

Region Region RElgion 
Prefecture Pretecture Prefecture 

1 Hokkaido Tosan Shikoku 
19 Yamanashi 36 Tokushima 

Tohoku 20 Nagano 37 Kagawa 
2 Aomori 21 Gifu 38 Ehime 
3 Iwate 39 Kochi 
4 Miyagi Tokai 
5 Akita 22Shizuoka Kyushu 
6 Yamagata 23 Aichi 40 Fukuoka 
7 Fukushima 24 Mie 41 Saga 

42 Nagasaki 
Kanta Kinki 43 Kumamoto 

8 Ibaraki 25 Shiga 44 oita 
9 Tochigi 26 !5yoto 45 Miyazaki 

10 Gumma 27 Osaka 46 Kagoshima 
11 saitama 28 Hyogo 
12 Chiba 29 Nara Okinawa 
13 Tokyo 30 Wakayama (not shown) 
14 Kanagawa 

Chugoku 
Hokuriku 31 Tottor! 

15 Niigata 32Shimane 
16 Toyama 330kayama 
17 Ishikawa 34 Hiroshioa 
18 Fukui 35 Yamaguchi 
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The San'in and Hokuriku regions, which lie along the 

Japan Sea, are called Ura Nihon (Back Side of Japan). All 

of these terms associated with the region imply that these 

areas are backward, underdeveloped, unprosperous, and 

unimportant. The San'in region is thus a representative 

section of peripheral Japan. Shimane and Tottori are two of 

the nation's least develop~d prefectures in manufacturing. 

Significantly, their two most important industries today are 

pulp-paper and foods, both of which depend on local raw 

materials. In modern day discussions of Japan, Shimane 

prefecture is often used as a prime example of the 

peripheral regions of the country when discussing uneven 

development. s 

Chugoku is asymmetric in physical relief, in that the 

drai~age divide is closer to the north than to the south 

coast. Relatively little land is tributary to San'in, 

mountains are fairly steep with extensive areas of sea 

cliffs, and much of the coast has deep water offshore. 

Therefore, no extensive alluvial accumulations, such as 

SNaito, Shimane-ken no hyakunen, argues strongly that 
shimane and other areas in the geographic region containing 
Shimane are relatively backward areas of Japan. Kawashima 
Tetsuro, "The Regional Pattern of the Japanese Economy: its 
Characteristics and Trends," in The Association of Japanese 
Geographers, ed., Geographyof Japan (Tokyo: Teikoku-Shoin 
Co., Ltd., 1980), pp. 390-414, shows that per capita 
incomes in post-WWII Shimane (and in all of San'in) have 
been quite lo~ compared to most other prefectures. The 
region also contributes a much smaller proportion to Japan's 
industrial output than its population proportion. 
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Japan, are to be found in 

enter the sea, tiny 

accumulations of alluvium have developed behind outer belts 

of beach ridges and dunes, but strong waves and currents 

prevent their seaward extension beyond the protection of the 

headlands. There is only one major exception to this rather 

featureless shore line. In the middle of the San'in 

coastline, the Shinji Ridge, sixty to seventy kilometers 

long, parallels the coast. It is attached to the mainland by 

a narrow rock isthmus and by stream and wave sediments 

deposited in the intervening valley. 

The mountains in southwestern Honshu are not very 

substantial compared to farther north and east, but they 

still impede transportation and communications, as well as 

restrict agriculture. The Ch;goku mountains rarely exceed 

1000 meters ~xcept in a few is~lated peaks. They run east

west and provide a natural boundary line between Shimane and 

Hiroshima prefectures. The Hiroshima side of the mountains 

slope rather mildly, but the Shimane side is steep and the 

mountains come near the coast in many areas. There are 

several volcanic groups along the San'in coast and three of 

them are in Izumo. The largest is just to the east of 

Matsue, while two smaller and less conspicuous groups of 

lava domes are also found west of Matsue. The ash and lava 
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slopes are somewhat more gentle, and cattle and horses are 

pastured in some numbers on them. 

Since the region lacks extensive plains, San'in 

generally has no large settlement clusters. Small 

agricultural-fishing villages are strategically located on 

the numerous little alluvial patches at the mouths of short 

rivers. Settlements also occupy shallow upland basins as 

well as valley floors. However, open valleys with important 

linear concentrations of population extending back into the 

interior, characteristic of other parts of Japan, are not 

very common. Considering the nature of the terrain, rural 

population is relatively dense, although small settlements 

are the rule. There are only eight cities in Shimane and 

four in Tottori of over 25,000 population. The three 

largest of these cities, Matsue and Tottori, capitals of 

Shirnane and Tottori prefectures respectively, and Yonago in 

Tottori, each have slightly fewer than 150,000 inhabitants. 6 

Artificial terracing to create small fields on mountain 

slopes is common. Agriculture is still oriented toward 

agriculture, although some cash income is derived from the 

sale of cattle, wood products, and cocoon. Manufacturing 

and commerce are relatively unmodernized in Sc.:l'in, and are, 

6According to 1987 figures for Shimane in Shimane-ken 
Kikaku-bu Tokei-ka, Shimane no tokei; and 1985 figures for 
Tottori in Jimmonsha Henshu-bu, ed., Shinban Mihon bunken 
chizu (Tokyo: Jimmonsha, 1988). 
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as noted, concentrated in industries based on processing 

agricultural products. Physical infrastructure is 

relatively less developed than in most other regions of 

Japan. A railroad, constructed with difficulty because of 

the abrupt and hilly coast, parallels the San'in littoral. 

since there are few natural harbors along the generally 

smooth coastline and port~ are rare, ocean shipping is 

relatively undeveloped. Moreover, during the winter, 

weather conditions and boisterous seas make navigation 

difficult. 

The three former provinces 

basic characteristics of the 

of Shimane 

whole San'in 

all share the 

region, but 

locally there are important distinctions in historical 

background and geographical characteristics (Figure 3). 

Shimane prefecture became a 

region in the early Meiji 

constituted from three units 

newly created administrative 

years (1870s-1880s). It was 

which are quite different at 

the local level: Izumo and Iwami provinces and the Oki 

Islands. Oki is a group of islands located in the Japan 

Sea approximately 60 km north of Matsue city. The group 

consists of two larger and nrnnerous small islands, most 

without any inhabitants. There is very little arable land 

on any of these islands, and 

today. The Oki islands 

fishing is the major industry 

are relatively unimportant 

economically even in local prefectural affairs, and it is 
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therefore not necessary to discuss them in any detail. 7 

Izumo and Iwami are long narrow areas which extend 

almost 180 km from east to west along the Japan Sea coast. 

North to south, the two provinces are only about 50 km wide 

at the widest point. Izumo province contains fairly large 

tracts of agricultural land by the standards of San'in. One 

of the most extensive delta-fans in the San'in region is 

found in Izumo. This is Shinji Basin, the valley lying 

between the Shinji ridge and the mainland. It is not 

surprising that this area contains the largest single 

population cluster anywhere in northern Ch~goku. Population 

density is comparatively high. In the older western and 

central part of this basin, settlements are very ancient. 

They become progressively more recent toward the eastern 

parts of the advancing delta, and some settlements along the 

extreme eastern margins are less than ~eventy-five years 

old. Dispersed rural settlement is characteristic here, 

with each individual farmstead occupying an artificially 

elevated site as a protection against the flood menace. 

Iwami, on the other hand, is much more rugged than 

I zumo I as the meaning of its name sU~lgests: "to see rocks I" 

7The only real significance of the Oki islands in 
Japanese history is that deposed emperors and court nobles 
were sometimes exiled there; cf. Kodama Kota , ed., Sogo 
chihoshi dainenpyo (Tokyo: Jimbutsu Oraisha , 1967), pp. 
1074-1083. 
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or "rocky area". The province has no notable exceptions to 

the general description of San'in discussed above, so that 

population is less densely concentrated than Izumo, and 

agriculture is less productive. Historically and 

culturally, Izumo was more closed than Iwami, since Izumo 

could be more self-sufficient in agriculture. Due to the 

lack of arable land, Iwami was relatively more open, since 

it could not survive without relying on other areas. Because 

of proximity, Izumo was somewhat more oriented to the 

Kyoto/Osaka areas culturally and economically, while Iwami 

had closer ties with Sanyo, especially Hiroshima and north 

Kyushu. O 

THE TOKUGAWA PERIOD: OVERVIEW OF POLITICAL HISTORY 

Present-day Shimane consists of a number of small 

feudal domains (han) that were merged to form the prefecture 

in 1887, when new boundaries were drawn. The major domains 

comprising the prefecture did not change much when borders 

were adjusted in the early years of the Meiji government. 

For the purposes of looking at Shimane in the Tokugawa 

period, it is sufficient to note a few of the most important 

domains. Matsue han in Izumo province (including the Oki 

ONaito Seichu, Shimane-ken no rekishi, 2nd Edition 
(Tokyo: Yamakawa Shuppansha, 1977), p. 160, discusses the 
cultural orientation of Iwami toward Hiroshima. In fact, 
this author, a native of Hiroshima, found many similarities 
in Iwami dialect with Hiroshima dialect. 
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Islands) carne under a branch of the Echizen Matsudaira 

family, which had direct blood ties to the Tokugawa shoguns. 

The founder of the Echizen Matsudaira family, Hideyasu, was 

the first son of Tokugawa Ieyasu, the founder of the 

Tokugawa regime. Naomasa, the third son of Hideyasu, was 

sent to Izumo in 1638 to govern the province after the 

former lord of Izumo died without leaving a successor. 

At the time, the western regions of Japan were still a 

threat to the central government. The strong tozama lords 

(outside lords) of the region had only come under Tokugawa 

control after the battle of Sekigahara in 1600, which had 

established Tokugawa supremacy in Japan. It was therefore 

important for the central government to send someone highly 

trusted to Izumo province. Thus, Naomasa was chosen to 

govern this small but strategically important province. The 

Matsudair& family stayed and cont~olled the province from 

Matsue under the Tokugawa until the new Meiji government was 

established and the han political structure was abolished. 9 

9Naito, Shimane-ken no rekishi, p. 80; and Shimane-ken 
Gakumu-bu Shimane-ken Shi Hensan Gakari, Shimane-ken shi, 
Vol. 9 (Tokyo: Shimane-ken, 1930), pp. 156-171 discuss the 
Matsudaira family in Izurno. Izumo was considered a 186,000 
koku province at the time, to which was added the 18,000 
koku of the oki Islands, which were part of Izumo 
administratively. The central government was actually using 
old surveys at the time, and Izurno yielded more like 250,000 
koku. In any case, this was small compared to the million 
koku of a few prize provinces in some areas. 
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had a more complicated political 

history. The province contains the Omori Silver Mine, a 

small silver mine in Hamada han that was of considerable 

interest to the Tokugawa. Therefore Omori and nearby areas 

were under the direct control of the Tokugawa central 

government. 10 The rest of Hamada han, which is the largest 

division in Iwami province, at times had very close ties 

with the Tokugawa shogunate. Two different branches of the 

Hatsudaira family, both separate from the branch in Izumo, 

ruled Hamada at different times. The first Matsudaira 

branch came to Hamada in 1649 from Harima (Hyogo prefecture) 

and governed until 1836, with a brief interlude in the 17605 

when the head of the family was sent somewhere else. The 

last lord of this Matsudaira family, Yasutomi, 'viaS called 

back to the Tokugawa court to assume important positions in 

the central government. 

Another branch of the Matsudaira family was sent from 

Kozuke (Gumma prefecture), and several generations adopted 

sons from famil ies in the direct Tokugawa line. Due to the 

early deaths of successors in this line, the family 

eventually adopted a son from the Mito family, one of the 

branches of the Tokugawa, but not the ruling branch. This 

line governed Hamada for 32 years until just a. few years 

before Meiji, but since their ties to Tokugawa were less 

lONaito, Shimane-ken no rekishi, pp. 94-96. 
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direct, the links to the central government were not quite 

as strong as those of Matsue. The rebel r.hoshu han was able 

to take control of Hamada without particular difficulty a 

couple of years before toppling the Tokugawa shogunate and 

establishing the Meiji government. 11 

Tsuwano han in Iwami province was under the Kamei 

family, one of the tozama daimyo. The family was sent to 

Tsuwano in 1617 to govern for the Tokugawa, who had a policy 

of transferring tozama families to relatively unimportant 

areas. The first lord died suddenly, his successor was too 

young to be daimyo, and a political struggle broke out 

between the Kamei family and several high-ranking Bakufu 

officials. Fortunately for the family, the mother of the 

young heir was the granddaughter of Tokugawa Ieyasu, and the 

struggle was resolved in favor of the Kamei family. Thus, 

throughout ~nuch of the era, Tsuwano was loyal to the 

Tokugawa through marriage and adoption. However, ties were 

even less direct than those of the ruling family in Hamada, 

so loyalty waned over the years. Tsuwano actually threw its 

support to Choshu han near the end of the Tokugawa period. 

By this time, of course, Choshu was militantly anti-Tokugawa 

and eventually became one of the leaders of the Meiji 

llIbid., pp. 82-86. 
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Restoration,12 which overthrew the Tokugawa and dismantled 

the entire feudal system. 

Undoubtedly, the closer cultural and economic ties 

between Iwami and sanyo noted above also had much to do with 

the eventual political allegiances at the end of the 

Toltugawa era. Choshu was one of the centers of kokugaku, 

(nativist learning), ~hich signified focus on Japanese as 

opposed to Western learning. At the base of this philosophy 

was the traditional rule of the country by the Emperor, 

descendant of the Sun Goddess. Under the han leadership, 

kokugaku became v~ry popular in Tsuwano, and the han 

contributed considerably to development of kokugaku thought. 

The sonno joi ideal (Restore the Emperor, expel the 

barbarians), derived from kokugaku, developed early in 

Tsuwano, and Tsuwano's version of this school of thought, 

called Tsuwano hongaku,became the ideological base of the 

new goverrun~nt. 

The revival of imperial rule was developed by one of 

the followers of Tsuwano hongaku, and the Kamei family were 

strong supporters of the doctrine. Eventually, the Kamei 

family became one of the early supporters of the new Meiji 

government's efforts to establish a modern centrali2ed 

nation-state and voluntarily returned its domain to the new 

central government. Kamei Koreomi, the last lord of Tsuwano 

12Naito, Shimane-ken no rekishi, pp. 80-82. 
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han, became a vice-governor in the Ministry of Justice, and 

several other advocates of Tsuwano hongaku thought became 

judges for the new Meiji government after 1868. Thus, the 

Kamei family and other leaders from Tsuwano assumed a number 

of quite important postS. 13 

At the time of the Choshu Expedition in 1866, Iwami 

province became a battleground. All the domains in the 

region were ordered by the Tokugawa government to fight 

against Choshu. Tsuwano, however, resisted the pressure and 

the Kamei family made a secret deal with Choshu. The Kamei 

lord let Choshu troops pass through Tsuwano without 

hindrance when Choshu counter-attacked. Hamada ban, 

although it did not embrace the anti-Bakufu cause so 

directly, was not very enthusiastic about supporting the 

Tokugawa government and surrendered to Ch;shu. Matsue, on 

the other hand, was in an uneasy situation. They had the 

closest ties with the Tokugawa family, yet they realized 

that the new era was inevitable. They equivocated, and both 

Tokugawa and Choshu interpreted this as a lack of enthusiasm 

for their respective sides. This unclear attitude caused 

13Naito, Shimane-ken no hyakunen, pp. 15-17, for the 
movement in Tsuwano. General accounts of the movement at 
the national level can be found in many standard historical 
studies, e.g.: John W. Dower, ed., Origins of the Modern 
Japanese state: selected Writings of E.H. Norman (New York: 
Pantheon Books, 1975) pp. 132-136. 
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suspicion a few years later years when the new Meiji 

government was formed. 14 

ECONOMIC PRECONDITIONS IN SHIMANE 

Although Hamada was valuable economically to the 

Tokugawa central governnlent because of its silver mines, the 

rest of the area was not very important economically on a 

national scale. The major products from the several domains 

that were eventually incorporated into Shimane included 

rice, lumber, wood products, marine food products, cotton, 

minerals (especially iron and copper), processed food 

products, wax, paper, sake, and textiles. 1S Traditionally, 

the lords of most domains encouraged exports to other 

domains to generate cash. 16 The subsistence agri~ultural 

14Nait~, Shimane-ken no rekishi, pp. 121-126; and 
Nait~, Shimane-ken no hyakunen, pp. 17-23, discuss the 
impact of the Ch~shu expedition and its aftermath in 
Shimane. The suspicion on the part of the new Heiji 
government toward Matsue determined the name of the new 
prefecture. Most prefectures were named after their capital 
city. However, in cases where capital cities had not 
cooperated in establishing the new government, the name of 
the district in which the city was situated became the name 
of the newly formed prefecture. Shimane was the nam~ of the 
district in which Matsue was located. 

15Naito, Shimane-ken no rekishi, pp. 101-107; Kodama, 
Sogo chihoshi dainenpy~, pp. 37-42, 296-290. 

16Thomas C. Smith, Native Sources 
Industrialization, 1750-1920 (Berkeley, CA: 
California Press, 1988), shows that this 
Tokugawa Japan; almost all domains produced 
cash product for export to other domains. 

of Japanese 
University of 
was common in 
some kind of 
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economy had begun to lose its viability during the Tokugawa 

period, when the economy slowly began to shift toward a 

market orientation. Rice production alone was no longer 

sufficient to support the peasants' cash outflows once the 

country's economic 

many domains were 

Regular taxes were 

structure began to change. In addition, 

chronically in financial difficulty. 

no longer sufficient to support the 

relatively unproductive samurai, and it was always necessary 

to find new ways to generate income. The domains in Shimane 

were no exceptions to these national trends. 

Amung those products which, in addition to rice, became 

quite important in the economies of the domains in Shimane, 

paper, minerals (especially iron), and cotton stand out. 

The major cash crop and processed product in Iwami province 

was paper. In Tsuwano han, paper even eventually became 

acceptable for tax payments in lieu of rice. Tago Sanemasu, 

a high Tsuwano han official, encouraged the development of 

terraces on mountain slopes to grow kozo, haze, and urushi 

trees; the bark of which provided the raw material for 

paper. He also tried to improve paper making techniques in 

the domain. He hired professional paper makers as kind of 

government extension agents to spread the techniqlteS of 

making woven paper, and he sent some local peasants to Hida 

province (Gifu prefecture) to learn how to manufacture paper 
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for the han government. Thus the paper industry in Tsuwano 

han began flourishing between 1648 to 1660. 17 

Besides encouraging the spread of the paper industry, 

including production of raw materials, the domain gradually 

monopolized the sale of paper. By 1665 paper sales were 

completely controlled by the han government. By 1680, paper 

production amounted to 15,806 gan (gan is a measurement of 

paper, one roll), which was about thirty times more than 

production at the start of the domain's efforts to develop 

the industry. By 1697, Iwami paper (produced by both Hamada 

and Tsuwano domains) had achieved a 17 percent market share 

in the Osaka wholesale markets; only Bocho (Yamaguchi 

prefecture) paper had more share. In 1798, an Iwami 

resident wrote the first technical manual on paper making in 

Japan. Thus Iwami established its position of one of the 

major paper producers in the nation. 10 

17Naito, Shimane-ken no rekishi, pp. 101-103; NaitoL 
Santin no fudo to rekishi, pp. 254-262; Kodama, Sogo 
chihoshi dainenpyo, pp. 296-298. 

18Naito, Shimane-ken no rekishi, pp. 101-103; Nai~oL 
Santin no fUdo to rekishi, pp. 254-262; Kodama, So~o 
chihoshi dainenpyo, pp. 296-298; Yatomi Kumaichiro, 
Masuda-shi shi (Hiratashi, Shimane: Masuda Kyodo-shi 
Yatomikai, 1963), pp. 298-299. Yatomi notes that the manual 
contained numerous pictures to make it easy for women and 
children to understand. Women were an important part of the 
manufacturing work force and were receiving technical 
training in Shimane by the late 1700s. In fact, Naito shows 
that han policy in Shimane made the paper industry a primary 
area for women's part time employment. 
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In 1696, Tsuwano han allowed for the first time the use 

of paper for tax payments, and an official rice equivalency 

was determined (one gan of paper for seven to, seven she of 

rice [i.e., 77 she = 4.356 bushels]). In 1724, the han 

government changed its taxation policy from a proportional 

tax (proportion of production potential for each rice paddy) 

to a fixed tax. The new policy also applied to paper, and 

the domain's income from paper was 

became compulsory for villagers to 

paper as part of the taA.l~ 

stabilized. It even 

produce a given quota of 

The major products in Izumo were cotton and iron. Most 

iron mines are found on the north slopes of the Chugoku 

mountains. The beginnings of iron mining in this region go 

back to as early as the 13th century, and by the Tokugawa 

period, there was considerable mining activity. The slopes 

of the mountains were open-pit mined, and material 

containing iron ore was flushed down tubes with water to 

separate the iron from sand and other lighter materials. By 

late in the Tokugawa era only a few major families in 

Shimane owned most of the mining op~rations. All of them 

also owned large areas of woods and mountains surrounding 

their mines. The smelting methods used in this area 

19Naito, Shimane-ken no rekishi, pp. 101-103. 
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required enormous amounts of fuel wood; only those who had 

easy access to the fuel could process the iron ore. 20 

Matsue han tried to monopolize the sale of iron. In 

1684, the han government attempted to buy up all production 

of iron to sell outside Shimane. The government did not 

prove particularly adept at marketing activities, and soon 

changed the system. From 1726, the domain shifted to 

indirectly monopolizing iron by controlling production 

through licensing. 21 This was necessary not only for the 

domain's revenues from mining, but also to protect rice 

farming. Even though iron was very profitable for the 

domain, it conflicted with farming due to the production 

method of iron. Since the kan'na method required flushing 

enormous amounts of sand and dirt into streams, it 

consequently raised the beds of rive~s. This resulted in 

flooding in downstream rice areas. 22 

Thus i~on production and agricultural development 

conflicted. For the domain officials, this meant that 

expanding p~oduction of rice and developing increased 

production of iron could not be pursued at the same time. 

20Naito, San 'in no fudo to rekishi, pp. 245-247; 
Kodama, Sago chihoshi dainenpyo, pp. 37-39. 

21Naito, Shimane-ken no rekishi, pp. 105-106; Kodama, 
Sogo chihoshi dainenpyo, pp. 37-39. 

22Naito, Shimane-ken no rekishi, p. 105; Naito, San 'in 
no fudo to rekishi, p. 246. 
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The domain had to control the size of iron mine operations. 

To limit the operation of mining the domain government gave 

mining rights to a few prominent families and collected 

licensing fees. Five of the major mine owners were named to 

oversee the entire iron mining operation in Shimane. Even 

today, these families remain important political and social 

leaders of the area. 23 

In order to eliminate the conflict with farming in the 

downstream area, mining was done only during the slack 

season of rice production. This worked well for both 

peasants and mine operators upstream area as well where 

mining was done. Mining and processing iron required many 

different kinds of labor. Professional miners and operators 

handled the aspects requiring skilled labor. However, the 

operation also involved work such as gathering wood and 

making charcoal, collecting and carrying sand to flow, 

transportation of fuel and iron. Thus peasants could get 

part-time work during slack seasons.24 

Since rice paddies in such areas were small, peasants 

needed off-farm work to survive. At the same time, mine 

23Naito, Shimane-ken no rekishi, pp. 105-107; NaitoL 
San'in no fudo to rekishi, pp. 245-247; Kodama, Sogo 
chihoshi dainenpyo, pp. 37-39; Fujioka, Kyodoshi jiten 
Shimane-ken, pp. 88-89. 

24Naito L Shimane-ken no rekishi, pp. 106-107; Naito, 
San'in no fudo to rekishi, 245-247; Kodama, Sogo chihoshi 
dainenpyo, pp. 37-39; Fujioka, Kyodoshi jiten Shimane-ken, 
pp. 88-89. 

-~-----.-----
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owners needed to secure labor from peasants. To make sure 

peasants would stay in the area during the slack season, 

instead of migrating out of the area, the availability of 

part-time jobs was necessary. Mine operators also needed to 

secure food acquisition. Thus mining and peasant life in 

the areas were intertwined. When mining was abandoned later 

because of imports of cheaper foreign iron, peasants shifted 

their production of fuel for mining to production of 

domestic fuel. This then became one of the major industries 

of shimane until well into 1960s. 25 

The mining operations in the upstream parts of the 

rivers might have caused problems to rice farming in the 

downstream parts of the rivers by flooding. But at the s~me 

time it generated considerable flows of sand and silt to 

downstream areas. Iron production in mountainous areas thus 

contributed extensively to the development of rich, flat, 

sandy alluvial plains where the rivers left the mountains. 

This kind of rich, sandy soil provides particularly 

favorable cotton growing conditions. The Hikawa river, the 

mightiest river in Izurno province, created the Hikawa plain, 

a major cotton growing area. Not only did raw cotton 

production become important, but cotton processing was 

25Naito Seichu, Shimane no kindai nogyoshi (Matsue: 
Hokosha, 1976), p. 138; Naito, San'in no fudo to rekishi, p. 
252. 
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developed and cotton fabrics generated cash for the local 

han. 26 

Cotton production in Japan goes back well over one 

thousand YEars, but it became particularly widespread after 

the early 1500s. During Tokugawa period (1600-1868), cotton 

growing reached its height in Japan. By the middle of the 

period, improved varieties of cotton developed from imported 

seeds allowed production to expand so that cotton became the 

cloth for everyday wear among the masses in Japan. As 

farmers accumulated experience, cotton production costs 

quickly fell below the cost of hemp production. Cotton 

clothes were of better quality than the traditional hemp 

clothing, and cotton became very popular. This popularity 

encouraged farmer.s in many areas, particularly in warmer 

areas containing large plains, to shift all of their cash 

cropping activities to cotton. 

Cotton growing actually became so popular that rice 

production was threatened, and the government even attempted 

to prohibit cotton planting in rice fields early in the 

Tokugawa period. The law proved impossible to enforce in 

the face of other policies by which the central government 

and the individual domains imported cotton seeds for 

distribution to peasants. By the end of the Tokugawa 

26Naito, Shimane no kindai nogyoshi, p. 18; Naito, 
San'in no fudo to rekishi, pp. 262-263. 
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period, cotton was an important cash c~op practically 

everywhere in Japan except those areas noted for severe cold 

weather.27 

It is not clear exactly how raw cotton production, 

weaving, and marketing were done in early Tokugawa Shimane. 

However, a document from 1762 shows that cotton apparently 

could provide a much better return per tan than rice, even 

though cotton production required over three times more 

labor and fertilizer per tan (one tan is about 0.245 

acre) .28 Because of the higher investment, cotton growing 

was more risky, but because the alluvial plains in some 

areas of Shimane provided excellent cotton growing 

conditions, cotton gained popularity rapidly. Eventually 

Shimane be'came one of the four major cotton textile 

producing areas in Japan, and was even exporting cotton to 

china by the early Meiji era. 29 

---,.,,--------

27Azuma Tosaku, Noson sangyo kikoshi (Tokyo: Yobunkaku, 
1937), p. 494. The shift to cotton actually led to a 
decline in some other agricultural activities, notably 
sericulture. Major sericultural areas of the Heian period 
(794-1185), such as Kinai, Sanyo, Aichi, Mie, had all 
shifted to cotton production by the mid-Tokugawa period. 
Only a few of these areas regained their prominence in 
sericulture later during the Meiji era. 

28Naito, Shimane-ken no rekishi, p. 103, quotes from 
this 1762 document. 

29Naito, Shimane-ken ~o rekishi, pp. __ 103:105; 
Shimane-ken Rodoundoshi Kenkyuk~iL Sbimane-k~n rodoundoshi, 
Vol. 1 (Matsue: shimane-ken Shako Rodo-bu Rosei Kunren-ka, 
1981), pp. 169-170, reproduces a newspaper article from 
San'in Shimbun, May 13, 1888, which discusses major cotton 
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Cotton textile production was developed as a part time 

cottage industry for women during the slack season for rice 

production. A local regulatory document written in 1682 

says that while men work, women over fifteen years old must 

prepare food for the family. After this duty is taken care 

of, additional time should be devoted to weaving cotton 

textiles for the family's use. Any surplus of cotton goods 

should be sold, and the proceeds used to buy food. 3o By the 

end of 18th century, IZumo's cotton textiles were important 

exports to the Hiroshima and Osaka mark~ts, as well as 

products for local consumption in Shimane. The province, 

however, did not develop much dying capability, and most 

exports were not finished fabrics. 31 

In the late 1700s the biggest textile dealer in the Edo 

period, Echigoya (a Mitsui family), started shifting their 

sourcing away from the Osaka area, where prices were 

becoming too high. In 1782, they began buying cotton 

textiles in Tottori, the neighboring region of Shimane. By 

1800, 'they began buying Izumo cotton textiles. Eventually 

San'in became the major source region for Echigoya, and 

pr.oducing areas in Japan and the cotton trade with China. 

30Naito San 'in no fudo to rekishi, p. 264; and Kodama, 
Sog~ chihoshi dainenpyo, p. 39; both quote from this 1682 
document .. 

31Naito, San'in no fudo to rekishi, p. 264; Kodama, 
80go chihoshi dainenpyo, pp. 41-42. 
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Izumo surpassed Tottori as a supplier. By 1810 this 

Echigoya was buying over 13,000 tan of cloth from major 

markets in Izumo province such as Hirata, Naoe, Kitsuki and 

Matsue. The biggest market dealing with cotton textiles was 

Hirata, which later in the Meiji era became the most 

important silk reeling place once sericulture displaced 

cotton. The domain did not have a monopoly on this cotton 

marketing. However it did try to control the distribution 

network by regulating the export route, so that cotton sales 

could be taxed.32 

Sericulture had also been in Japan for well over a 

thousand years. In the Heian period (794-1185), most of the 

major producing areas were clustered around Kyoto, including 

Kinai, Sanyo, Mikawa (Aichi prefecture), and Ise (Mie 

prefecture). The industry was not very large, since 

government policy reserved silk for the nobility, and Japan 

did not export silk until the Meiji era. The industry was 

encouraged somewhat by Tokugawa bans on trade with China. 

but only areas marginal to cotton production developed 

sericulture, since cotton was much more profitable, and the 

market for silk was very small (only the nobility). The 

shift to cotton production noted ab~ve actually caused a 

sharp decline in sericulture in what had been major 

32Kodama, Sogo chihoshi dainenpyo, pp. 40··41; Fujioka, 
Kyodoshi jiten Shimane-ken, pp. 111-113. 
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producing areas. Consequently, sericulture was left to cold 

and mountainous places where cotton growing was not 

possible. Many of these areas eventually developed into the 

core sericultural regions of the Meiji era (notably Gifu, 

Gumma, Saitama, Nagano, Yamanashi prefecture).'3 

Sericulture was not very important in Shimane during 

the Tokugawa period, but it had been introduced. For 

example, in several areas of Ochi district, part of Hamada 

han, mulberry trees were taxed as early as the mid-1600s. 

Certainly in the 1830s, the new Matsudaira lord encouraged 

sericulture when he moved into Hamada han from Gumma, a 

region which was well known for sericulture. In other parts 

of the district, mulberry trees were introduced from Shiga 

prefecture in the mid-1800s. When Hamada was under 

Yar.laguchi han control just before the establishment of the 

Meiji government, sericulture was strongly encouraged 

because Yamaguchi han was very enthusiastic about the 

development of industry.34 

33Takizawa Hideki, Nihon shihonshugi to sanshigyo 
(Tokyo: Miraisha, 1978), pp. 12-16; Stephen William 
McCallion, Silk Reeling in Meiji Japan: The Limits to Change 
(Ph.D. Dissertation, The ohio State University, 1983), 
Introduction. In fact, Japan was a net importer of raw silk 
until the Tokugawa era, mostly from China, since Chinese 
silk was of higher quality than Japanese. Japan developed 
sericulture itself primarily to insure a supply c~ silk, 
since trade with China was not always reliable. 

34Moriwaki Taichi, 
Moriwaki Taichi, 1937), 
shit p. 299. 

ed. , 
pp. 

Ochi-gun 
224-227; 

shi (Shimane-ken: 
Yatomi, Masuda-shi 
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Tsuwano han also encouraged sericulture at the end of 

the Tokugawa period. A han official began to distribute 

mulberry plants to villagers in 1867, and the local 

government even provided manuals to farmers on the care of 

silk-worm eggs. Most farmers were not very enthusiastic, 

although a little progress was made. 35 Similarly, Nita 

district in Izumo had established a local government 

department late in the Tokugawa period to foster the 

development of sericulture. Not much was accomplished here 

either.36 Economic conditions still did not seem very 

promising, especially compared to cotton. Sericultural 

development was not really very rapid anywhere in Shimane 

until a decade or more into the Meiji era. 

This brief review should indicate that all the domains 

in Shimane prefecture had vigorously encouraged some kind of 

industry even during the Tokugawa period. Such industrial 

development supplemented the farming economy by providing 

part-time work for peasants in an area that was not as rich 

agriculturally as some of the other areas of Japan. 

Industrial development also helped domains' finances 

considerably. The domains became heavily involved in the 

3S6ba Yoshimi, Nichihara 
Nichihara-cho Kyoiku Iin-kai, 
Masuda-shi shi, p. 299. 

Oboegaki 
1971) , 

(Hofu, Yamaguchi: 
p. 100; Yatomi, 

36Nita-gun Yakusho, ed., Shimane-ken Nita-gun shi 
(Tokyo: Meicho Shuppan, 1972), pp. 360-363. 
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development and management of industries. In some cases 

they monopolized the industries. Developments in 

sericulture in Meiji era Shimane did not take place in a 

vacuum. The local population Bnd officials already had 

considerable experience in production, processing, and 

marketing of agriculturally based products for the national 

market. 
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CHAPTER 3 

THE EARLY MEIJI ECONOMY IN TRANSITION 

When the Meiji government began in 1868, Shimane's 

economy was not significantly behind other areas of the 

nation. It certainly had as much potential for development 

as many other areas of the country, and the prefecture took 

many early steps which showed its determination to thrive 

under the new conditions. The capital city of Matsue, the 

former castle town, was the twenty-second largest city in 

the nation in the year 1893, with a population of 37,611. 

Matsue became the thirty-second city in the nation to found 

a Chamber of Commerce in 1894. The city and the prefecture 

as a whole also boasted the establishment of many new 

schools, including women's schools, all in the first decades 

of the new Meiji government. 1 

The central government was certainly not hostile to the 

prefecture. Shimane may not have been as favorably regarded 

in government circles as some of the very solidly 

pro-restoration prefectures, but it was viewed more 

favorably than many of the solidly pro-Bakufu areas. In any 

lNaito Seichu, Shimane-ken no hyakunen (Tokyo: Yamakawa 
Shuppansha, 1982), p. 4 cites many of these examples to 
demonstrate that Matsue was a relatively developed town. 
Shimane-ken, Shinshu Shimane-ken shi: tsushi hen, kindai 
(Matsue: HOkosha, 1967), pp. 764-813 discusses education in 
Shimane in detail, a topic that will be addressed in Chapter 
6. 
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event, there does not seem to be much evidence that a 

prefecture's pro- or anti-Restoration political position 

prior to the establishment of the Meiji government had much 

to do with the government's economic development policy. 

Issues such as the availability of raw materials, the 

convenience of transportation, strategic importance, and 

potential for further economic development were usually the 

critical decision criteria to Meiji policymakers. 2 

Nevertheless, the modern underdevelopment of Shimane 

prefecture does have its roots in the beginning of the Meiji 

era. It is therefore necessary to examine in some detail 

aspects of national government policy and the evolution of 

Shimane's economy in the early years of the Meiji era. 

NATIONAL POLICY AND SHIMANE 

The overriding concern of the newly formed Meiji 

government was to foster Japan's economic development so 

that it could compete on equal footing with the outside 

20uchi Hyoe and Ts~chiya Takao, eds., Meiji zenki 
zaisei keizai shiryo shusei, vols. 18-20 (Tokyo: Meiji 
bunken shiryo kankokai L !964; edited reproduction of 
Ministry of Finance, Kogyo iken, 1884) demonstrate the 
central government's efforts to base development 
implementation upon the best use of resources. General 
overviews of the Meiji government's development policy may 
be found, eg., in Thomas C. Smith, Political Change and 
Industrial Development in Japan: Government Enterprise, 
1868-1880 (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 1955); 
and Kazushi Ohkawa and Gustav Ranis, eds., Jap~r. and the 
Developing Countries (Oxford, UK: Basil Blackwell Ltd., 
1985), various chapters. 
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world. To do this, modernization of technology and 

mechanization of production were imperative. The private 

sector lacked sufficient capital to make much progress on 

its own, and some of what needed to be done was national in 

scope anyway. The new government did not have an abundance 

of money, either. Even though it quickly decided on 

substantial involvement in the economy, it had to be very 

selective about where it spent scarce financial resources. 

Accordingly, the government commissioned a survey of the 

nation's natural resources. In 1884 Maeda Masana, director 

of the national Department of Agriculture and Commerce, 

compiled the Kogyo iken, Recommendations on Industrial 

Development, a kind of economic gazetteer of Japan.' 

Several major areas were emphasized in the early years 

of the era. One was construction of nation-wide physical 

infrastructure for communications and transportation, 

telegraph and railroad. Telegraph construction was fairly 

30uchi and Tsuchiya, Heiji zenki zaisei keizai shiryo 
shusei; see also Shimane-ken, Shinshu Shimane-ken shi: 
shiryo hen, kindai, chu (Matsue: Hokosha, 1966), pp. 
450-601, which discusses the Kogyo iken. The first Kogyo 
iken, issued in 1884, states that its purpose was to 
determine Japan's existing economic capacity so that the 
data could be used for planning in order to create a 
strcnger and richer country. Maeda gathered statistical 
-information on the economy, geographic conditions, and the 
stdte of infrastructure to define feasible areas of 
industrial growth. He utilized as sources local government 
reports and interviews with experienced local farmers, and 
in some cases sent government pecsonnel out to each 
prefecture to write field reports. 
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easy compared with railroad construction. By 1880 "almost 

all of the major cities of Japan had been linked by 

telegraph."" Railroads, however, took more time to complete 

because they required much more capital. Decisions on which 

areas were to receive priority for construction were based 

upon the benefits returned for the money spent. This is 

illustrated, for example, in the writings of Viscount Inouye 

Masaru, who dealt with British railroad consultants in the 

late 1860s and was appointed Superintendent of the Railway 

Bureau within the Department of Public Works in the early 

1870s.'5 

The construction of the trunk line between Tokyo and 

Nagoya was a top priority, and the government decided that 

the economics of construction and operation of a railroad 

made the Tokaido route more attractive than the Nakasendo 

route. Inouye reasoned: 

... regarding passengers and goods, there would be 
a great difference between the two. There are 
many flourishing towns, like Shizuoka, Hamamatwu, 
and Toyohashi, and others, on the one route, while 
on the other there are neither towns nor plains to 
be opened up, and consequently no goods would 
offer for carridge ... 6 

"Smith, Political Change and Industrial Development in 
Japan, p. 44. 

5Inouye Masaru, "Japanese Comillunications: Railroads," 
in Okuma Shigenobu, ed., Fifty Years of Ne'(o1 Japan, Vol. 1, 
Second Edition (London: Smith Elder & Co., 1910; Reprinted 
in 1970 by Kraus Reprint Co., New York), pp. 424-446. 

6Inouye, "Japanese Communications: Railroads," p. 441. 
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Thus, even though there was strong support for the Nakasendo 

route from military personnel because of that route's 

strategic benefit, the Tokaido route was chosen for its 

economic attractiveness. 7 

Shimane was not notably attractive economically. In 

his Kogyo iken, Maeda determined that Shimane's poor 

geographical situation hindered the development of 

transportation. In addition, Maeda felt that poor soil 

conditions and small areas of cultivation made Shimane very 

poor economically relative to other parts of the nation. 8 

Thus, while there was no conscious policy to retard 

Shimane's economy, the pressing need to use Japan's scarce 

financial and material resources in the most efficient way 

kept Shimane from receiving substantial national investment. 

Because of these considerations, the construction of a 

railroad line to Matsue was not completed until the very end 

of the Meiji period, 1908, twenty years after the central 

areas were linked by rail. The line was not extended to 

Izumo until 1911, it did not reach the main city of Iwami 

7 Inouye, Ibid; see also Smith, Political Change and 
Industrial Development in Japan, pp. 42-44. 

80uchi and Tsuchiya, Heiji zenki zaisei keizai shiryo 
shusei, vol. 20, p. 78; see also Shimane-ken, Shinshu 
Shimane-ken shi: shiryo hen, kindai, chu, p. 458. 
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until 1923, and only in 1931 did the line extend across the 

whole prefecture. 9 

While the core areas of Japan made dramatic progress in 

economic development in the second and third decades of the 

Meiji era (1880s and 1890s), Shimane's remoteness from 

Japan's core area in spatial terms was reinforced by the 

transportation disadvantages. This hindered the province's 

ability to participate fully in the country's industrial 

development. 10 Shimane's major cities were port cities. 

The ocean was the major means of transportation for the 

prefecture's products. Even though ships could transport 

goodz in large quantity, they had a disadvantage in domestic 

commerce compared with railroads. Shipping by the sea route 

took more time, especially to the core areas on the other 

coast of Japan, and the schedule was often irregular due to 

the Heather. The advantages of railroads compared to 

9Nait~, Shimane-ken no hyakunen, pp. 100-102; 
Shimane-ken, Shinshu Shimane-ken shi: tsushi hen, kindai, p. 
753. 

10 Nai to, Shimane-ken no hyalcunen, pp. 2-~. shimane 
citizens recognized that poor transportation hindered 
development. In 1899, Shimane citizens sent lobbyists to 
Tokyo to press the national Diet for a ~ailroad to Shirnane; 
in 1901 and 1902 popular petitions were presented to the 
national Diet. In 1902 the prefectural legislature 
presented the first of several petitions to the Minister of 
the Interior to speed up construction of the railroad to the 
prefecture. Shirnane-ken, Shinshu Shimane-ken shi: tsushi 
hen, kindai, pp. 752-755. 
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shipping or to other forms of land transportation are well 

documented. 11 

A second area the new government emphasized was mining. 

Copper and coal mining were most important nationally; in 

1903 they accounted for nearly 30 and just over 50 percent, 

respectively, of the yen value of all mineral production in 

Japan. This had changed little by 1906, even though mineral 

production by value had almost doubled in three years.12 

Even nationally, most mining operations were owned privately 

and were small operations. In 1885, of the 4563 registered 

private mines, 2143 produced some kind of ore. (The others 

produced non-metal minerals). Average production from ore 

mines was only about 1,600 yen. The government concentrated 

on investment in precious metals used in the monetary 

system. Over 90 percent of gold and silver production came 

from government-owned mines in 1881.13 

The new national government also invested heavily in 

la~ge-scale mines for strategic metals such as iron and 
-----,-------

llThe advantages of railroads compared t~ shipping or 
to other forms of land transportation are pointed out in 
Smith, Political Change and Industrial Deyelopment in Japan, 
pp. 38-39. 

12Furukawa Junkichi, "Japanese Industries: Mining," in 
Okuma Shigenobu, ed., Fifty Years of New Japan, Vol. 1, 
Second Edition (London: Smith Elder & Co., 1910; Reprinted 
in 1970 by Kraus Reprint Co., New York), pp. 604-619. 

13Smith, Political Change and Industrial Development in 
Japan, p. 47. 
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lead. In 1880 there were only nine of these 

government-owned mines, and by 1881, only six. However, 

these six accounted for over 7,539 employees, and produced 

23 and 42 percent of domestically mined iron and lead, 

respectively. The government was little involved in 

production of most other metals. For example, only six 

percent of copper came from government owned mines in 1881. 

These government owned mines were well financed, and had 

sufficient capital to acquire with modern technology and 

carryon very large-scale operations, but most smaller, 

private mines anywhere in Japan were unable to develop their 

capabilities very rapidly.l~ 

~himane had a number of iron and copper mines, as noted 

in the previous chapter, as well as a few coal and lead 

mines. Most of them, though they represented large 

enterprises to Shimane, were r~latively small for the nation 

as a whole. In his article published in 1910, Furukawa does 

not note any shimane operations on his lists of important 

mines in Japan. 1S In 1910, shimane had 82 mines, mostly for 

iron and copper, which were registered with the Shimane 

Mining Association. These operations employed as many as 

2,325 people, down several hundred from two decades earlier. 

14Smith, political Change and Industrial Development in 
Japan, pp. 45-48. 

15Furukawa, "Japanese Industries: Mining." 
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It is clear from these figures that the scale of the average 

mine was quite small, and that while important locally, 

mining did not represent a substantial portion of economic 

activity in the prefecture. 16 

Due to the nature of the mining method, technological 

improvement was difficult for small-scale iron ore mining 

operations, so that the quality of Shimane iron was 

inferior. Demand for this lower quality iron primarily 

depended on surges in demand by the military during periods 

of military buildup. The prosperity of Shimane's iron 

industry peaked during the Sino-Japanese war, the 

Russo-Japanese war, and WWI. Nevertheless, the overall 

trend was one of slow decline. L7 

Copper mining operations were slightly larger scale in 

some cases. However, as just noted, the government was 

little involved in copper mining, and did not become 

involved in copper mines at all in Shimane. Nine large 

mines were listed in a 1910 publication summarizing commerce 

and industry in Shimane,LO seven of which were copper mines, 

one coal, and one lead. All of these larger mines were 

privately owned, mostly by Shimane residents, but one hy a 

16§himane-ken Rodoundoshi Kenkyuk~iL Shimane-ken 
rodoundoshi, Vol. 1 (Matsue: Shimane-ken Shoko Rodo-bu Rosei 
Kunren-ka, 1981), pp. 187-192. 

17Naito, Shimane-ken no hyakunen, pp. 139-140. 

lOCited in Shimane-ken rodoundoshi, p. 190. 
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mining corporation in Osaka. These larger mines did have 

sufficient capital available to invest in modern (foreign) 

technology and to up-grade the condition of the mines. 19 

The largest of these copper mines, the one owned by the 

Osaka corporation, employed as many as 700 employees in the 

early 1900s. The next two largest, also copper mines, 

employed nearly 500 and 400. Considerable support 

activities grew up around the mining sites of these large 

operations, including numerous restaurants and hotels, and a 

private school for employees' children at one site. 

Nevertheless, mining activity peaked around the end of the 

century, and slowly declined afterwards. 2o 

The third kind of government investment was in textile 

industries. Most of this investment was in spinning and 

reeling, rather than in textile production, which was left 

to the private sector. The government established pilot 

factories such a.s the Tomioka silk reeling mi 11 in Gummcl, 

and the Kan'ei Aichi and Hiroshima B~sekisho cotton spinning 

mills. Gumma, of course, was one of the major silk 

producing prefectures, although Nagano became even more 

important later in the Meiji era. Initially, though, Gumma 

was more accessible as the government developed the 

:9~ait2' Shimane:ken no hyakunen, PE._139:142; Shimane
ken Rodoundoshi Kenkyukai, Shimane-ken rodoundoshi, p. 190. 

20Nait~, Shimane-ken no hyakunen, 
Shimane-ken r~d~und~shi, pp. 187-192. 

pp. 139-142; 
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transportation network. Both Aichi and Hiroshima were major 

cotton growing areas, which also were located along the 

route of the primary railway line constructed in the early 

Meiji era. 21 These criteria for government involvement are 

the same as noted above. Analysis of where best to invest 

scarce resources for maximum impact showed little reason to 

consider Shimane as a top priority. 

EVOLUTION OF THE COTTON INDUSTRY 

Some government involvement was just noted, and will be 

mentioned again below, but the private sector was vastly 

more important in Japan's economic development. The case of 

cotton is instructive in this regard. The cotton industry 

was suffering badly by the beginning of. the Meiji era. By 

the terms of the Commercial Treaty of 1858, Japan was unable 

to tax imports at more than five percent, and there was no 

way for the Japanese government to protect domestic 

producers. Many industries were severely damaged, including 

textiles; some never recovered.. Some industries, however, 

did recover eventually, overcame foreign competition, and 

moved into the world market; among them were parts of the 

21Arimoto Masao, Hiroshima-ken no 
Yamakawa Shuppansha, 1983), p. 74; Smith, 
and Industrial Development in Japan, ch. 6. 

hyakunen (Tokyo: 
Pou tical Change 
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cotton industry.22 Because c~tton was very important in 

pre-Meiji Shimane, and its fate was closely tied to national 

trends in the industry, it is useful first to examine the 

national cotton industry in the Meiji era. 

There are three stages in the production and processing 

of cotton textiles. Since each stage took a different 

course in adapting to conditions brought on by foreign 

competition, it is necessary to look at them separately. 

All three of these stages--seed (raw) cotton (menka), yarn 

(menshi), and textiles (menpu)--were pursued in Japan and 

they were heavily interdependent. When Japan was forced 

open to the world economy, each of these stages was damaged 

severely by the influx of better quality, cheaper, foreign 

cotton goods. After the Commercial Treaty was signed in 

1858, cotton textiles from England flooded Japan. By 1867, 

as much as 32 percent of Japan's total consumption was 

filled by imported textiles. Accordingly, domestic 

production of cotton textiles declined. By a decade after 

the treaty, domestic textile production had fallen to only 

22Nagaoka Shinkichi, Sangyo kakumei (Tokyo: Kyoikusha, 
1980), chapter 2, pp. 47-92, describes the decline and 
recovery of Japan's cotton industry in the Meiji period. 
Smith, Political Change and Industrial Development in Japan, 
pp. 28 ff., contains a brief discussion of decline in a 
whole range of industries. 
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59 percent of the amount produced immediately before 1858, 

and the decline continued. 23 

The majority (61 percent) of imported cotton textiles 

were used mostly for such things as linings or sheets, but 

not outer garments. Some kinds of domestic cotton textiles 

were not affected much, because Japanese taste for outer 

clothing required a very wide variety of patterns. For 

small production runs of anyone pattern, large-scale 

mechanized production characteristic of Western firms held 

few advantages. Rebuilding from this remaining base, the 

Japanese cotton textile industry in the core areas of the 

country was eventually able to mechanize and recapture 

domestic markets. 24 The spinning industry had also been 

severely damaged by foreign, machine-made yarn, which was 

cheaper and better quality. But the resurgence of domestic 

cotton weaving for clothing aided recovery of the cotton 

23Nagaoka, Sangyo kakumei, chapter 2. 

24Ibid. Recovery of the weaving and spinning 
industries was also aided by the pool of low-cost labor 
created by the Matsukata deflation, which drove many farmers 
off the land. For an example of the local impact of this 
deflationary policy, see Np~l L. Waters, Japan's Local 
Pragmatists: The Transition from Bakumatsu to Heiji in the 
Kawasaki Region (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 
1983), pp. 104-110. Some of the deflationary policies are 
discussed in Smith, Political Change and Industrial 
Development in Japan, pp. 95-100; and Jackson H. Bailey, 
"The Meiji Leadership: Matsukata Masayoshi," in Harry Wray 
and Hilary Conroy, eds., Japan Examined: Perspectives on 
Hodern Japanese History (Honolulu: University of Hawaii 
Press, 1983), pp. 104-111. 
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spinning industry by providing large local markets as 

spinning was also mechanized. By late Meiji, the industry 

was so strong that Japanese cotton products had begun 

competing on world markets. 25 

Raw cotton producers, farmers, did not fare so well, 

and this part of the cotton industry in Japan did not 

recover. Although the government had originally imposed the 

maximum allowable five percent tax on imported seed cotton, 

this was never enough to protect domestic producers from 

foreign competition. Furthermore, even this minimal tax did 

not last once the other sectors of the cotton industry began 

to regain strength. Cheap imported raw cotton was a key 

element in the recovery of domestic spinning mills, and the 

spinning industry strongly lobbied the government to 

eliminate even this modest five percent tax. Richer, more 

25Nagaoka, Sangyo kakumei, chapter 2. Smith, Political 
Change and Industrial Development in Japan, chapter 6, 
includes a brief discussion of modernization of the cotton 
spinning industry; and Gary Saxonhouse and Gustav Ranis, 
"Technology Choice in Cotton Textile Manufacturing," in 
Ohkawa and Ranis, Japan and the Developing Countries, pp. 
212-235, discusses the adoption of spinning technology. 
Product quality strategies in the cotton industry are 
discussed in Gary Saxonhouse and Gustav Ranis, "Technology 
Choice and the Quality Dimension in the Japanese Cotton 
Textile Industry," in Ohkawa and Ranis, Japan and the 
Developing Countries, pp. 155-176. 
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concentrated, and better organized industry prevailed over 

agricultural interests, and the tax was dropped. 26 

Nor was there any segment of the market for raw cotton 

that was protected by cultural preferences, as had been the 

case for textiles and yarn. There was no base of domestic 

cotton sales for Japanese agriculture to rely upon while it 

developed its ability to compete, and agriculture therefore 

never regained much of the raw cotton market from imports. 

(This was a major reason that some government investments in 

cotton spinning mills were not very successful. The Aichi 

and Hiroshima mills mentioned above required domestic 

inputs, but domestic suppliers never became competitive with 

imports.) Thus seed cotton producers had to find other 

alternatives, and many turned to rice and mulberry.27 These 

national trends were mirrored in Shimane, which, however, 

was much less well situated to turn some of the trends to 

advantage, as the Osaka spinning mills, for example, had 

done. 

26Nagaoka, Sangyo kakumei, chapter 2; Gustav Ranis and 
Gary Saxonhouse, "Determinants of Technology Choice: the 
Indian and Japanese Cotton Industries," in Ohkawa and Ranis, 
Japan and the Developing Countries, pp. 148-149 mention the 
spinning industry's efforts to eliminate tariffs on imported 
cotton. 

27Nagaoka, Sangyo kakumei, chapter 2. 
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STRUCTURAL CHANGE IN THE SHIMANE ECONOMY 

The previous chapter showed that cotton was an 

important industry in pre-Meiji Shimane. As everywhere in 

Japan, the industry was hurt by foreign competition. Maeda, 

in his gazetteer for the Ministry of Agriculture and 

Commerce, suggested that cotton could continue to be a major 

product in the province if spinning mills were built which 

could consume local cotton According to his report (Kogyo 

iken), the solution for the decline of cotton and the cotton 

textile industry in Shimane was to mechanize spinning 

operations. He projected that if 2,000 spindles were used 

for a year, about 25,000 kan of cotton yarn would be 

produced, about twice the then current capacity in 

Shimane. 29 

This proved to be quite optimistic. Cotton in shimane 

never developed to the extent that Maeda recommended. It 

did not decline quite as rapidly as in core areas, however. 

Because of the prefecture's more remote location, i.mports 

did not have as easy access and concentrated first in areas 

better served by the transportation network. Thus, for some 

time, &himane raw cotton retained most of the regional 

:narket, and cotton products continued to hold their share 

nationally in those market segments little affected by 

200uchi and Tsuchiya, Meiji zenki zaisei keizai shiryo 
shusei, vol. 20, p. 83; see also Shimane-ken, Shinshu 
Shimane-ken shi: shiryo hen, kindai, chu, p. 464. 
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imports. Several kinds of cotton cloth, as well as cotton 

yarn, were major exports, especially from Izumo, to the rest 

of Japan until the second decade of the Meiji era. 29 A 

gazetteer of Hikawa district, location of a major cotton 

grower, and of regionally important cotton textile markets, 

notes that " production of cotton was still flourishing 

in Meiji. It had somewhat declined by 1897, but still, big 

markets were held in Naoe and Rirata."30 

Shimane was slower than many other parts of the nation 

in shifting out of cotton production to other industries. 

In 1893, Shimane had 1339.8 cho (1 cho = 2.45 acre) planted 

in cotton, with an aggregate yield of 402,391 kan (1 kan = 
3.75 kg.) .. This placed the prefecture thirteenth in planted 

acreage and tenth in yield, and Shimane's production 

accounted for three percent of total national raw cotton 

production. In 1904 Shimane became eighth in acreage (539.9 

cho) and fifth in yield (156,852 kan).31 Even though both 

acreage and yield had declined svbstantimlly in ten years, 

Shimane's ranking increased. other prefectures were 

29Shimane-ken, Shinshu Shimane-ken shi: tsushi hen, 
kindai, p. 111. _ Shimane-ken Rodoundoshi Kenkyukai, 
Shimane-ken rodoundoshi, p. 169. 

30Hamamura Daijiro, Hikawa-gun shi 
publisher listed, 1940), p. 253. Translation 
author. 

(Matsue: no 
is by this 

31Noshomu Daijin Kambo Tokei:ka L Dai nijuichiji noshomu 
tokeihyo (1906, reprinted by Nogyoshoshi kenkyukai, ed., 
Tokyo: Keio Shobo, 1964), passim. 
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abandoning the production of raw cotton much more rapidly 

than Shimane. Ultimately, though, raw cotton production was 

nearly eliminated, as elsewhere in Japan. 

If raw cotton production resisted foreign imports more 

vigorously in Shimane, other sectors of the cotton industry 

did worse. When the foreign products became available, 

textile weaving and yarn spinning suffered.32 According to 

local newspaper reportage in the final decade of the 19th 

century, in this part of Japan, Chinese cotton products were 

most prominent and captured large shares of the market. 33 

Shimane produced kasuri, cotton textiles with a splashed 

pattern, which was another of those traditional cloths less 

affected by imports. Producers of this textile were able to 

survive, just as in othe~ parts of Japan, but were not able 

to use the breathing space to recover. They were eventually 

driven out of the market by those domestic producers from 

other parts of Japan who upgraded facilities, used imported 

yarn, and produced higher quality patterned cloth on a 

larger scale. 34 

32Shimane-ken, Shinshu Shimane-ken shi: tsushi hen, 
kindai, p. 114; Naito Seichu, Shimane no kindai nogyoshi 
(Matsue: HOkosha, 1976), p. 19. 

33Shimane-ken, Shinshu Shimane-ken shi: tsushi hen, 
kindai, p. 114. 

34Naito, Shimane-ken no hyakunen, 
Hamamura, Hikawa-gun shi, p. 253. 

pp. 138-139; 
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The Shimane cotton industry did not mechanize and 

increase its scale of operations. The prefecture did not 

have easy access to either coal or hydropower for an energy 

source for mechanization. 35 The relatively poor 

transportation access, which aided cotton growers by slowing 

the acceptance of imported raw cotton, hindered yarn and 

textile producers by making it more difficult and more 

expensive for them to get cheaper, higher quality imported 

inputs. Furthermore, quality in many small operations was 

not even kept to pre-Meiji levels. With the removal of the 

old han regUlations on textile quality, poor quality 

products began to tarnish the reputation of Izumo cotton 

cloth. 36 

In Shimane, as elsewhere in Japan, spinning and weaving 

of cotton products was traditionally done mostly as 

part-time work by farm women for supplementary household 

income. Production costs were very low, becausEl these women 

had had few other opportunities to earn such income, and 

therefore worked cheaply. Some other areas of Japan may 

have been willing to invest in mechanization of what was 

35Lack of reliable energy inputs (hydropower) was 
another factor that helped ensure the failure of the Aichi 
and Hiroshima spinning mills which were mentioned above. 
Tamura Sadao, Shokusan kogyo (Tokyo; Kyoikusha, 1980), pp. 
138-139. 

36Naito, Shimane-ken no hyakunen, p. 63. Shimane-ken 
rodoundoshi, p. 170 reproduces a San'in Shimbun article from 
Sept. 11, 1895, also notes the poor quality of cotton products. 
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regarded as a women's cottage industry, but newspaper 

articles from the 1880s and 1890s indicate that initial~y 

investors in Shimane did not want to do this.'7 By the time 

they realized that investment might be necessary if the 

industry were to survive and benefit the local economy, the 

silk industry had begun to develop. 

By the mid-1880s, sericulture had gained in popularity, 

and provided considerable supplementary income to numerous 

farm families. Silk reeling became a favored part-time job 

for women. 38 Silk was of course of higher value in price 

per unit of output than cotton; the industry could afford to 

pay higher wages, and women took advantage of this new 

opportunity to work for better pay. This, of course, caused 

labor shortages and raised wages in the cotton industry, 

though not to levels in silk reeling. Hand-woven cotton 

goods had already become less price-and-quality competitive, 

and since Shimane's industry had not been mechanized, 

Shimane cotton goods became even less price-competitive. 39 

37Shimane-ken rodoundoshi, 
another San'in Shimbun article 
discussing reluctance to invest in 
industry. 

pp. 170-171 reproduces 
from Sept. 15, 1895 

women's part-time cottage 

38tlamamura, Hikawa-gun shi, p. 253; Shimane-ken 
rodoundoshi, p. 170 reproduces a San'in Shimbun article from 
Sept. 11, 1895 discussing the shift of the labor force from 
cotton to silk. 

'9Shimane-ken rodoundoshi, p. 170, reproduction of 
San'in Shimbun article from Sept. 11, 1895. 
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The other key pre-Meiji industries also declined. 

Mining b.s already b0~n noted above, but the paper industry 

did not prosper for long either. When the han were 

abolished, the han regulations on commerce were removed. 

Some of these regulations had specified quality levels for 

manufactured products. Just as with cotton textiles, small 

producers in Shimane flooded the market with poor quality 

paper. Paper products originating in Shimane lost 

credibility in the Japanese market and demand dropped. 

Supply soon dropped, too. Much of the paper trade had been 

in the hands of the daimyo, and paper had been produced 

because the dairnyo had assured their supply by requiring it 

as payment for taxes. The traditional production process 

was difficult, while the return was less than for many new 

opportunities, such as sericulture. Farmers gradually 

abandoned paper-making. 40 Thus, the most important 

industries which had generated cash income for Shimane in 

the pre-Meiji period all declined in the prefecture. 

GROWTH OF THE SILK INDUSTRY 

In the face of economic problems in so many 

traditionally strong industries, the Japanese central 

government early in the Meiji era began to promote the silk 

industry as a very suitable and profitable activity for the 

40Naito, shirnane-ken no hyakunen, p. 63. 
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country. In fact, many of the former cotton lands in Japan 

were well suited to mulberry trees. Takizawa shows for 

Saitama prefecture that former cotton-growing areas had more 

dramatic increases of mulberry tree acreage than those areas 

where they did not grow cotton previously. Since cotton 

growers were damaged badly by imported cotton, they needed 

something to replace cotton. Mulberry trees can also grow 

outside of normal fields, such ~s on river banks and in 

spaces in front of the houses. Thus mulberry trees could be 

even more widely grown than cotton.41 

The record shows that sericulture in Japan goes back as 

early as Yayoi period (200BC-AD250). In Engi shiki,42 

compiled in the early tenth century, it is said that over 

two-thirds of the domains in Japan produced silk as tax for 

the central government, and that domains producing raw silk 

were ranked according to the quality of raw silk they 

produced~ Among those in the record were present day 

prefectures such as Mie, Aichi, Shiga, Hy~go and Fukui, good 

and medium quality producers; and Shizuoka and Yamanashi, 

fair quality producers. 43 However, as noted in Chapter 2, 

41Takizawa Hideki, Nihon shihonshugi 
(Tokyo: Miraisha, 1978), pp. 58-59. 

to sanshigyo 

42Ibid., p. 12. The Engi shiki is one of a series of 
civil and administrative codes compiled in the Heian period; 
George Sansom, History of Japan to 1334, Vol. 1 (Tokyo: 
Charles E. Tuttle, 1974), pp. 111-112. 

43Takizawa, Nihon shihonshugi to sanshigy~, pp. 12-13. 
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sericulture had never been an industry of first importance, 

and it declined during the Tokugawa period. Only during the 

Meiji period, when government efforts reinforced economic 

trends which encouraged the silk industry, did sericulture 

become a major industry. 

certain regions were better suited to silk production 

than others. In part this was because of geographic 

conditions, but additionally, areas where cotton agriculture 

did not flourish had retained their sericulture and 

accumulated experience over the previous several hundred 

years. In 1891 three prefectures, Yamanashi, Nagano, and 

Gifu (Tosan region) alone produced as much as 30 percent of 

all raw silk in Japan. Other major producers were in the 

Kanto region, which includes Saitama and Gumma; and Tohoku 

region which includes Fukushima. 44 

In 1911 the Tosan region produced 36.2 percent while 

the Kanto and Tohoku regions share of production declined to 

21 percent and 10.9 percent resp~ctively. These three 

regions together, Tosan, Kanto, and Tohoku, are usually 

considered the "core" silk producing area in Japan (Figure 

4, Table 1). Given that many areas of Japan were suitable, 

it is likely that local policies had a substantial impact on 

changes in production levels. For example, in 1891, the 

44Ishii Kanji, Nihon sanshigyoshi bunseki, 2nd Edition 
(Tokyo: Tokyo Daigaku Shuppankai, 1981), p. 58. 
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Figure 4: Distribution of Cocoon Production in Japan, 1928 
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Table 1: Cocoon Production in Japan, 1928 

Prefecture Production Prefecture Production 
(kan) (kan) 

---------------------------------------------------------
Nagano 10267 Shimane 1672 
Gumma 5953 Oita 1564 
Saitama 4967 Tokyo 1530 
Aichi 4858 Fukuoka 1512 
Gifu 4062 Hyogo 1500 
Yamanashi 3567 Niigata 1465 
Fukushima 3531 Wakayama 1349 
Mie 3197 Hiroshima 1332 
Ibaraki 3125 Nara 1159 
Ehime 2985 Nagasaki 1130 
Kumamoto 2749 Iwate 1027 
Shizuoka 2703 Tochigi 889 
Chiba 2253 Shiga 854 
Yamagata 2246 Saga 695 
Okayama 2134 Ishikawa 561 
Tokushima 2108 Yamaguchi 515 
Tottori 1970 Kagawa 443 
Miyazaki 1962 Fukui 420 
Kagoshima 1920 Akita 312 
Kyoto 1744 Toyama 219 
K~nagawa 1740 Aomori 131 
Kochi 1733 Osaka 48 
Miyagi 1678 Hokkaido 45 

Okinawa 27 
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Tokai region (Shizuoka, Aichi and Mie prefecture) produced 

only 2.7 percent of Japan's silk, but by 1911, this region's 

share had climbed to 13.1 percent, a substantial increase, 

since silk production nationwide was rising. 45 

The differing volume of cocoon production in various 

prefectures led to some differentiation in strategy by silk 

reeling companies across Japan. Producers of raw silk could 

be divided into two categories, depending on the quality of 

thread they produced. The first type were those who tried 

to produce superior quality thread to be used for warp, 

which would be good enough to compete with Italian and 

French thread in the European market. Only a small number 

of Japanese producers aimed at this market. 

These producers were concentrated in the Yonezawa Basin 

of Yamagata Prefecture, in the Matsushiro area of northern 

Nagano, and scattered throughout western Japan such as in 

Aichi, Mie, Kyoto, Tottori, Shimane, and Ehime. They had to 

contend with lower levels of cocoon production and more 

difficult transportation, and found it hard to compete in 

the mass markets against the large producers of the core 

silk area. Therefore, they invested heavily in producing 

for the quality market where they did not have to compete so 

directly. Most of the founders of companies in this 

category were rich landowners who could invest substantial 

45Ibid. 
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amounts in setting up a large-scale, modernized factory. 

They also invested heavily in modernizing their suppliers, 

by helping local farmers upgrade their own technology and 

training so that they could supply superior quality cocoons. 

Then they often signed binding contracts with these local 

farmers to ensure their supp1y.46 

The other type of producer emphasized the production of 

regular quality thread for woof. 

allover Japan were this second 

Most producers of raw silk 

type, and they exported 

primarily to the American market, which did not require such 

high quality silk. Every silk-producing area, including 

those with concentrations of compenies aiming at the higher 

quality markets, also had companies producing this regular 

quality. In particular, though, most companies in the 

prefectures of the core silk producing areas of Tosan, 

Kanto, and Tohoku were mass producers of this regular 

quality. They took advantage of the core region's high 

cocoon production to mass produce their silk. Few of these 

companies were founded by wealthy landowners, so that the 

individual companies generally were somewhat smaller in 

scale, and had less money to invest in their own plants or 

the operations of their suppliers. At any rate, they aimed 

at volume rather than quality, so they sourced from far more 

46Ibid., p. 67. 
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cocoon producers, and saw less need to ensure that any 

individual supplier modernized. 47 

Shimane was one of the places where weather and natural 

resource conditions were fairly conducive to planting 

mulberry trees and raising cocoons. Since cotton had been 

important in the prefecture, the shift to silk was rapid 

after farmers became familiar with the technology. Some of 

Shimane silk-reeling companies became quite successful even 

in the high quality market, where they concentrated to avoid 

having to compete with the larger mass production facilities 

in the core areas. The rapid progress, however, was not 

characteristic of the earliest years of the Meiji era. It 

took considerable effort to convince farmers, 

businesspeople, and 

could contribute 

local government that the silk industry 

substantially to Shimane's development. 

This development of the industry is the topic of Chapter 4. 

47Ibid., p. 65. 
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CHAPTER 4 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF SERICULTURE AND SILK REELING IN SHIMANE 

As noted in previous chapters, sericulture had been 

practiced in Shimane for many centuries, though it had never 

been a major product. 

had declined while 

As in most other areas of Japan, it 

cotton flourished during the Tokugawa 

period. Shimane was not one of those areas so marginal to 

cotton production that farmers continued to devote effort to 

sericulture; instead, they had shifted to cotton. By the 

end of the Tokugawa period, however, some local officials 

had already realized the need to develop new industries in 

Shimane. Their individual efforts to encourage sericulture 

did not really represent a coherent government policy. 

Neither were they particularly successful, but those efforts 

do show that development of the industry during the ¥.eiji 

era did not represent a radical departure from economic 

policies already conceived before the Meiji government came 

to power. 

Once the Meiji era began, a few local government 

officials in Shimane continued to encourage sericulture. 

This still did not represent a real prefectural government 

policy, and these efforts were no more successful than the 

local Tokugawa officials had been in convincing farmers to 

produce cocoons. The real development of a governmental 
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policy toward the industry in Shimane came only after the 

efforts of a number of individuals had shown beyond doubt 

that sericultu~e held promise in the prefecture. Most of 

these individuals were private entrepreneurs, and the 

private sector really led the reintroduction of sericulture 

in Shimane. 

PRIVATE ENTREPRENEURS IN SERICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT 

Iwatani Kujuro of Kawai village in Iwami province is 

quite typical of those few people who early on recognized 

the silk industry's potential and worked to establish it. 

Iwatani was born in 1808, the second son of a wealthy 

peasant family in Kawai village, Ano-gun, Iwami province. 

Kawai village was the largest village in Ano-gun, and the 

entire village was engaged in agriculture. The family was 

descended from a prominent samurai of Buzen (Fukuoka/Oita 

prefecture) who followed the Ouchi clan to Kyoto in 1399. 

In 1572 the family came to Ano-gun in Iwami D~ovince, gave 

up their samurai status, and started farming. Eventually, 

they moved to a place called Iwatani in Kawai village and 

assumed that name as the family name. Over time, the family 

accumulated considerable landholdings and became prominent 

locally.l 

lShiman~-~en Naimu-bu, Shimane-ken kyuhan biseki 
(Matsue: Shoyo Shimposha, 1912), pp. 281-282; Shimane-ken 
Kyoiku Iinkai, Meiji hyakunen Shimane no hyakketsu (Matsue, 
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Even though a second son, Iawatani was designated 

successor of the family by his grandfather, and while still 

a youth he was given opportunities to participate in 

critical family decisions. He was also exposed to the kind 

of classical education afforded most children from middle to 

upper class families in the early 1800s. 2 However, Iwatani 

was interested in more practical matters than Chinese 

poetry, and he studied books on agriculture and economic 

theory. He also volunteered to engage in daily farm 

activities. By 1833, at the age of 25, he was appointed by 

the han government to serve as headman (sodoshiyori) of the 

fourth district of Kawai village. He also held the position 

of goyotashi to the Hamada, Inaba, and Fukuyama hans: this 

was a merchant who contracted to provide supplies and 

procure loans for the government. 3 

Shimane: Hokosha, 1968), pp. 11B-123. In the middle part of 
the sixteenth century, many samuari gave up their status to 
become farmers. Hideyoshi began enforcing regulations that 
only peasants could farm, that those who farmed could not 
retain their swords, the symbol of samuari status. Those 
who had had a choice had to choose. Later in the century 
further social mobility was eliminated. See, e.g., John 
Whitney Hall, Japan from Prehistory to Modern Times (New 
York: Delta, 1970), pp. 153-155. 

2Traditional education contained strong emphasis on 
such things as classical Chinese literature, classical and 
neo-Confucianism, ethics, and other humanities subjects. 
See, e,g., R.P. Dore, Education in Tokugawa Japan (London: 
The Athlone Press, 1984). 

3Shimane-ken 
2B1-2B2. Thomas 
Industrialization, 

Naimu-bu, Shimane-ken kyuhan hiseki, pp. 
C. Smith, Native Sources of Japanese 
1750-1920 (Berkeley, CA: University of 
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Throughout his career, Iwatani was concerned with 

improving economic conditions in the community and with 

educating peasants so that they could better contribute to 

the nation's best interests. He believed that economic 

growth in his area depended upon developing new industries 

and increasing productivity and quality in existing crops, 

particularly rice and barley. He eventually identified 

sericulture, silk reeling, and manufacture of wicker trunks 

and tatami mats as industries particularly suited to his 

region. The raw materials for all of these activities could 

be produced locally using idle space, and the products could 

be made during the slack season for rice and barley 

production. 4 

as a "technologist," a type of person who was becoming 
common in the late Tokugawa period. Such peopla "had some 
education and therefore some acquaintance with the classics, 
but none was concerned primarily with the great problems of 
government and society that engaged Confucianists. Instead, 
they were concerned almost exclusively with material 
problems, practical and earthy ones such as keeping 
silkworms free of their own droppings and improving the 
yield of oil from rapeseed, in the solution of which they 
saw the means of economic progress and human betterment." 
pp. 174-175 . 

• Shimane-ken Naimu-bu, Shimane-ken kyuhan biseki, p. 
283; Shimane-ken Ano-gun Kyoikukai, eg., Iwatani Kujuro 
seiden (Tokyo: Shimane-ken Ano-gun Kyoikukai, 1919), pp. 
305-307. Concern for improving living standards of the 
average farm family was characteristic of the 
"technologists:" Smith, Native Sources of Japanese 
Industrialization, p. 186 ff. 
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Iwatani became a strong advocate of the development of 

sericulture. In 1862, he began experimenting with growing 

mulberry trees, and raising silkworm eggs that he bought 

from Shinshu, a region in Nagano in the core silk-producing 

area. In the same year, he hired a woman from a neighboring 

village to reel raw silk; she had learned silk reeling in 

Shinshu. Every year Iwatani bought large quantities of 

mulberry trees from the Hamada prefectural governmentS or 

from other parts of Japan. These were often sold cheaply by 

local governments, which were beginning to subsidize 

planting to encourage the growth of sericulture. He gave 

many of the trees away to villagers and taught them to 

develop mulberry production. Eventually, he owned over 

8,000 of his own trees, and had given away as many as 6,000 

more to local farmers. 6 

The dissemination of sericultural technology required 

persistence. In the beginning, peasants did not believe 

that sericulture could be profitable, and some disliked 

raising silkworms. Many pulled out or cut down the mulberry 

SIn the initial Meiji administrative organization of 
Japan, Hamada was a separate prefecture; it was incorporated 
into Shimane by the ninth year of the Meiji period. Naito 
Seichu, Shimane-ken no hyakunen (Tokyo: Yamakawa Shuppansha, 
1982), pp. 28-32. 

6Shimane-ken Naimu-bu, Shimane-ken kyuhan biseki, p. 
283; Shimane-ken Ano-gun Kyoikukai, Iwatani Kujuro seiden, 
pp. 308-313; Naito, Shimane-ken no hyakunen, pp. 71-72; 
Shimane-ken Kyoiku Iinkai, Meiji hyakunen Shimane no 
hyakketsu, pp. 118-123. 
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sericulture. By 1871, Iwatani began suggesting that the 

local Hamada government adopt his policy of giving away free 

mulberry plants to those willing to plant them. (Early 

policy had subsidized but not given away the plants.) Once 

the initial round of local government reorganizations was 

over and the Shimane prefectural government was well 

established, the prefectural government did give away free 

plants for over a decade from 1877. By 1883, there were as 

many as 23,000 mulberry trees planted in Kawai village: 

almost one-fourth belonged to Iwatani. 7 

Iwatani also invested heavily in technical research and 

training. In 1875, he hired a man from Izumo to conduct 

research on improving methods of raising silkworms. But he 

was especially interested in developing silk reeling. In 

1871, when a prefectural training center for sericulture was 

founded in Hamada, he sent a local woman for training at his 

own expense. Unfortunately, sericulture had not yet been 

well enough established in the region, and the center failed 

7Shimane-ken Naimu-bu, Shimane-ken kyuhan biseki, p. 
283; Shimane-ken Ano-gun Kyoikukai, Iwatani Kujuro seiden, 
pp. 307-311; Shimane-ken, Shinshu Shirnane-ken shi, tsushi 
hen, kindai (Matsue, Shimane: Hokosha, 1967), pp. 489-490. 
In the first few years of this policy, 1878, 1879, and 1880, 
the prefecture gave out or sold at very low subsidized 
prices 58,856, 11~,863, and 257,327 pl~nts, r~spectively; 
Shimane-ken Kangyo-ka, Shimane-ken kangyo nempo dai sankai 
(Matsue: Shimane-ken, 1880), pp. 57, 64-65. These figures 
do not represent plants given out in Shimane, because 
between 60 and 70 percent of them were dispersed in Tottori, 
which was part of Shimane prefecture before administrative 
reorganizations in 1881. 
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own expense. Unfortunately, sericulture had not yet been 

well enough established in the region, and the center failed 

before she could complete her training. In 1874 he sent 

another woman to Izumo province to learn silk reeling, 

unfortunately, also without success. But from 1876 to 1879, 

Iwatani hired three instructors (one man and two women) from 

Tajima in Hyogo prefecture to train women in Kawai village 

in silk reeling. He not only paid the instructors, but he 

also paid wages to the trainees. This project was a success 

and silk reeling finally began to flourish in Kawai. 8 

Iwatani next directed his efforts towards mechanization 

of silk reeling, so that local silk could compete in export 

markets. In 1882, he introduced the first reeling machine, 

bought from Okayama prefecture, into eastern Iwami. 

{Machine reeling was introduced a few years earli~r in 

western Iwami, where Tsuwano is located.} He also hired two 

instructors from Okayama to train village women in machine 

reeling. Thus, largely through the efforts of one man, this 

one local region developed a very prosperous silk industry 

which rivaled the region's only other important economic 

activity, rice agriculture. By 1918 cocoon and raw silk 

brought Kawai village 261,893 yen. Even the central 

government noticed these efforts; in 1884 Iwatani received 

8Shimane-ken Naimu-bu, Shimane-ken kyuhan biseki, p. 
283; Shimane-ken Ano-gun Kyoikukai, Iwatani Kujuro seiden, 
pp. 308-314. 
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honored him with a testimonial for his 88th birthday, 

shortly before he died in 1895. 9 

There were many other local private entrepreneurs who 

devoted their time and wealth to improve agricultural 

conditions in Shimane. Itohara Gonzo, an important land 

owner in Nita-gun, was involved in iron mining and also 

owned a large estate of woodland and rice fields. He had a 

considerable number of tenants, many of whom found 

by-employment10 in his mines. When iron mining began to 

decline in Shimane, Itohara shifted his interests more 

toward ag~icultural production, both to replace his own lost 

income and to find new sources of income for his tenants, 

who were losing their sources of outside income. 11 

In 1878, the prefectural government appointed Itohara 

to a group of prominent landowners responsible for carrying 

9Shimane-ken kyuhan biseki, p. 282:283; Iwatani Kujuro 
seiden, pp. 308-314; Shimane-ken Kyoiku Iinkai, Meiji 
hyakunen Shimane no hyakketsu, pp. 118-123. 

lOBy-employment (fukugyo) is a part-time activity taken 
by farmers to earn extra cash while they grow major crops, 
i.e., rice, barley, etc. These activities are mostly farm 
related jobs or fishing, which they can engage in without 
leaving their farms. Some of the examples are raising 
cattle or poultry; making charcoal; growing mushrooms, 
tobacco, or fruits; making straw products, etc. For 
de~ailed explanatiQn o! by-employment, see Fujiwara_Yuzo L 
"Noson no fukugyo yosanka ni," Shimane-ken Nokaiho 
(September, 1916), pp. 16-17 and Sengoku Kotaro, "Noson 
fukugyoron," Shimane-ken Nokaiho (April, 1916), pp. 1-5 and 
(May, 1916), pp. 1-6. 

llNaito Seichu, Shimane no kindai nogyoshi (Matsue: 
Hokosha, 1976), pp. 13-14. 
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out agricultural experiments. Beyond its power of 

appointment and its role in supplying information about 

developments in agriculture, the government did not 

interfere with the group. Members operated on their own 

initiative to investigate crops and techniques that would 

benefit the prefectural economy. Itohara devoted some of 

his land to experiments in developing new varieties of 

domestic crops and introducing new foreign crops. He 

eventually experimented with as many as 250 different crops 

and varieties, but he concentrated on development of rice, 

hemp, and mulberry trees. Results were shared with other 

farmers through exhibitions or free delivery of plants. 12 

Itohara did not concern himself only with technical 

issues in improving agricultural production. He also 

realized that many institutional problems hindered the 

growth of agriculture, and that these were beyond the 

ability of individual farmers to solve. As early as 1884, 

Itohara pointed out a nlunber of such issues to local 

government. He recommended that local government make 

efforts to improve farmers' access to bank credit so that 

they would have sufficient capital to invest in upgrading 

their operations. He wanted warehouse companies founded so 

that markets for commodities could be expanded and farmers 

could store grain more easily and not have to sell their 

12Ibid. 
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crops immediately after the harvest, when prices were 

lowest. Itohara called for improved roads and highways to 

facilitate the transport of agricultural commodities. He 

also pushed for local government to found technical and 

vocational schools to prepare the children of businessmen to 

carryon the newly developing family businesses. He 

continuously petitioned district officials to act on these 

issues. 13 

Tanabe Choemon provides another example of private 

efforts to further training and technology adoption. He 

came originally from a samurai family, but was adopted into 

a peasant family which had given up samurai status centuries 

earlier. The Tanabe family was a major landowner and 

operators of some of the major iron mines in the Izumo area. 

(They were powerful enough that they retained many of the 

privileges of samurai status.) In 1885 Tanabe opened a 

private sericulture training institute for peasants who 

wanted to start sericulture on their lands. In 1889, he 

started a silk reeling training institute. 14 

other examples of private entrepreneurial initiatives 

include Taketani Shun'ichi, the most influential landowner 

on Daikonjima, an island in an inlet of the Japan Sea that 

13Ibid., pp. 15-16. 

14Shimane-ken Kyoiku Iinkai, Meiji hyakunen Shimane no 
Lyakketsu, pp. 160-163. 
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became a major producer of sericulture in Shimane. In 1887, 

Taketani planted one cho (2.45 acres) of mulberry orchard. 1S 

The following year, Moriwaki Genzaemon, another farmer from 

Daikonjima island, bought silkworm eggs from Matsue and 

successfully produced cocoons. 1G In 1890 a private training 

school for sericulture was established on the island. Such 

activities eventually resulted in the majority of farm 

households on the island engaging in sericulture. In 1919, 

63 percent of farm income (and 70 percent of income from 

farming activities) was derived from cocoon sales. By 1938, 

which was past the peak of sericulture on the island, 63 

percent of farm families still engaged in sericulture. 17 

One more example worth mentioning is Karino Hanzaburo, 

from the mountainous region of Ohara-gun, in central Izumo. 

He visited Fukushima prefecture in the very early Meiji 

p'eriod to 1 earn about the cuI tivation of mulberry trees. 

When he came back, he developed a mulberry orchard and 

started raising silkworm eggs. Karino also worked at 

improving tools used in sericulture, and he opened his own 

private silk-reeling training school. He developed grafting 

processes and discovered which rootstocks led to the 

l5Naito, Shimane no kindai nogyoshi, pp. 22-23. 

16 Ibid. 

17Ibid. See also Yamaoka Eichi et al., Daikonjima: 
scitai to kadai (Kyoto: Seki Shoin, 1956), pp. 188-194. 
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strongest mulberry trees, thereby contributing substantially 

to the increase in mulberry production. His grafting 

methods were adopted not only by Shimane farmerD, but also 

by those in nearby prefectures, such as Tottori, Okayama and 

Hiroshima. 1o 

Thus throughout Shimane, local landlords and leaders 

took the initiative in developing sericulture and silk 

reeling. They helped develop the silk industry either by 

growing mulberry trees and giving many of them away, or by 

inviting instructors from sericultural centers to train 

local women for reeling. Some of them went into the 

technical 

knowledge 

research in sericulture, acquiring technical 

and skills th?-t they spread throughout their 

areas. These activities were privately financed for the 

most part, especially in the early part of the Meiji era, 

and demonstrate clearly how development throughout the 

prefecture 

Initially, 

at first was driven 

the local governments 

industry in any of its phases as 

major contribution to the economy. 

by private initiative. 

did not view the silk 

one which would make a 

Neither sericulture nor silk reeling started in an 

organized fashion in a concentrated area, but rather sprang 

up simultaneously on a small scale in many scattered 

villages or gun districts. This was generally true 

lONaito, Shimane no kindai nogyoshi, p. 23. 
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throughout the silk industry allover Japan. Unlike many 

other industries, the silk industry did not receive very 

much of the central government's direct support for plant 

construction. The Meiji and prefectural governments built 

only a fe~ pilot factories, notably Tomioka in Gumma, which 

it eventually sold inexpensively once it was well 

established. 19 No reeling factories were built by 

government at any level in Shimane. 

Early attempts by rural entrepreneurs to establish the 

silk reeling industry were not entirely successful, just as 

Iwatani had failed in his initial attempts to develop 

sericulture. The first silk reeling company in Shimane was 

founded in Matsue in 1873. It utilized the zaguri reeling 

19Actually, government-run plants were poorly managed 
and were not notably successful. Tomioka regularly posted 
huge operating deficits, so it could not be justified as a 
profitable reeling operation. Its role in technology 
dissemination was somewhat less than had been hoped for, 
too, because the sophisti=ation, scale, and use of Western 
advisors could not be matched by any private company. 
Nevertheless, the government held the filature for many 
years, trapped in its own pronouncements that the model 
filature was very important to the advancement of the 
Japanese silk industry. The Gumma prefectural government 
built an alternative, the much smaller Maebashi filature. 
It had somewhat more value as a training institute and for 
technology transfer since the technology was adapted to 
Japanese condition and it was run with a minimum of Western 
help. However, it was not profitable while under government 
control, either. The national government opened a second 
filature in Tokyo, modeled after the Maebashi filature, 
which was much more appropriate to what a private company 
could hope to copy. It only held this filature for a few 
years. See Stephen William McCallion, Silk Reeling in Meiji 
Japan: The Limits to Change (Ph.D. Dissertation, The Ohio 
State University, 1983), chapter 2. 
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method. The next year, the first exports from Shimane of 

machine-reeled silk thread were shipped to Yokohama. A 

second company was established in 1875 in Tsuwano, which was 

the first company in Shimane to utilize the kikai reeling 

technology. However, neith~r company survived long. Most 

of the handful of silk reeling companies founded in Shimane 

before the late 1880s were started by ex-samurai with 

capital from the sale of bonds or using bonds as 

collateral. 20 

Many ex-samurai were changing their status and trying 

various new occupations. For example, in Tsuwano han at the 

end of the 1870s, 60 to 70 percent of ex-samurai took new 

occupations. By 1880, only one fifth of low level ex-

samurai still possessed government bonds issued to them in 

return of their samurai status. It is not clear what 

percentage of ex-samurai in Shimane tried entrepreneurial 

ventures, but all but a few of the new ventures by ex-

samurai failed. These ex-samurai did not usually have very 

good management skills, a problem which was compounded in 

the silk industry by the lack of a trained work force. 

Furthermore, the ex-samurai generally had less capital 

available than did the large landowners and merchants who 

began investing in reeling slightly later in the decade. 

20Shimane-ken, Shinshu Shimane-ken shi, tsuhi hen, 
kindai, pp. 98-99, 205. 
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The real development of both sericulture and the silk 

reeling industry did not come until the end of the 1880s. 

This was after the large landowners and merchants had begun 

to invest, and local governments had begun to address some 

of the training and skills issues which were beyond the 

scope of small local companies. 21 

Namikawa Rijiro is an example of the kind of investor 

who first began to found successful silk reeling companies. 

He was from a peasant family which had become one of the 

largest landowners in Izumo. By the first decades of the 

Meiji era, the family was also heavily involved in small-

scale agricultural processing and marketing activities. It 

owned and operated soy, sake, and oil processing plants, and 

retailed products from these plants. Namikawa had started a 

mulberry plantation to develop sericulture on his holdings. 

With partners, he founded a silk reeling company in 1887, of 

which he eventually became sole owner. This reeling company 

was still one of the major companies in Shimane 1910 (Yasugi 

Seishijo in Table 6). It concentrated on production of very 

high quality thread, which received very favorable 

receptions in worldwide exhibitions. Nabikawa was a very 

successful businessman, and eventually entered politics, 

21Ibid., pp. 98-99, including a reproduced San'in 
Shimbun article from October 1878; Naito, Shirnane no kindai 
nogyoshi, p. _ ~4; _ Shimane-ken Rodoundoshi Kenkyukai, 
Shimane-ken Rodoundoshi, Vol. 1 (Matsue: Shimane-ken 
Shoko Rodo-bu Rosei Kunren-ka, 1981), p. 171. 
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rising from a local mayor to the prefectural and later the 

national legislature. 22 

Sakurai Saburoemon is another good example of these 

investors. He was adopted into a family which had given up 

its samurai status centuries earlier. The family was 

another of the major iron mine operators in Shimane who saw 

their industry decline in the mid to latter 1800s. Sakurai 

started a reeling company in 1900 with 50 to 60 employees. 

By 1909, he gave up sale ownership and sold part ownership 

to new partners. The company had grown by then to 71 

employees (Seishijo in Table 6). Sakurai, like many other 

successful businessmen, was also involved in politics, and 

reached the national legislature. 23 

EARLY LOCAL GOVERNMENT INVOLVEMENT 

In the first two decades of the Meiji period, from 1868 

to the latter part of the 1880s, local governments in 

shimane paid scant attention to the silk industry, and what 

22Shimane-ken Kyoiku linkai, Meiji hyakunen Shimane no 
hyakketsu, pp. 150-154. Namikawa was very active in a wide 
variety of enterprises in addition to the silk industry. 
Among other things, he founded a bank, and a shipping/ 
transportation company, and was co-founder of an electric 
company and an iron foundry. 

23Sakurai was a major landowner, and exerted 
considerable efforts toward developing timber, livestock, 
and other kinds of agricultural and forestry industries 
appropriate to mountainous areas where the family's 
declining iron mines were located. Shimane-ken Kyoiku 
linkai, Meiji hyakunen Shimane no hyakketsu, pp. 155-159. 
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little effort they put into sericulture and silk reeling was 

meant to help provide employment for ex-samurai families. 

In several towns in Shimane, local government established 

mulberry plantations and sold mulberry leaves to ex-samurai 

cheaply for ~aising cocoons. 24 Local government also opened 

a training school for reeling and helped establish a co-op 

for producing silkworm egg cards in 1874. These ventures, 

designed to alleviate economic hardship among ex-samurai and 

their families, were carried out mostly in and around the 

cities; it had not yet become policy to develop sericulture 

as a major industry anywhere in the prefecture. 25 . 

By the early 1880s, however, the relatively slow 

development of sericulture became a topic of public concern. 

In 1884, in a letter to the San'in Shimbun, a local reader 

cri ticized the government's failure to encourage the 

development of the silk industry: 

When an exhibition for raw silk and cocoons was 
held in Matsue last year, there were many 
exhibits. However, exhibits from Izumo province 
were very, very rare. It is, of course, too much 
to expect much of [such exhibits from our area], 
since sericulture is done only by shizoku 
(ex-samurai) in this region. But, if we want to 
make sericulture a major industry of Izumo, we 
must develop this industry on a larger scale. 

24Naito, Shimane-ken no hyakunen, p. 39; Shimane-ken, 
Shinshu Shimane-ken shi, tsushi hen, kindai, pp. 200-201; 
Shimane-ken Kangyo-ka, Shimaneken kangyo nenpo dai sankai, 
p. 57. 

25Naito, Shimane-ken no hyakunen, p. 39; Shimane-ken, 
Shinshu Shimane-ken shi, tsuhi hen, kindai, p. 201. 



Only gono (wealthy peasants) can help this project 
become successful. We expect their serious 
involvement. 26 
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Over ten years later, the local newspaper was still 

criticizing the prefectural government failure to promote 

industry: 

It is obvious that this prefecture is an 
agricultural prefecture in terms of land 
distribution and population. However, Japan's 
future must be led towards an industrial and 
commercial oriented economy if [the country] wants 
to be prosperous .... The local authorities must pay 
attention to the importance of such change. In 
other words, production of silk cocoons should be 
developed toward the production of silk thread, 
production of unpolished rice should be developed 
toward the production of polished rice. 27 

Such public pressure, added to the efforts of private 

entrepreneurs such as Iwatani, began to have an impact on 

local government policies in the 1880s and 1890s. 

By the 1880s, prefectural and local governments had 

realized that sericulture held significant potential, and 

that it could not become a major economic force without 

26Reprinted in Nait~, Shimane no kindai n~gy~shi, p. 
21; translation by the author of this study. The San'in 
Shimbun was established by people who were somewhat related 
to Liberal Party, and it thus represented the ideology of 
liberalism/anti- conservatism. It often criticized the 
central and prefectural government in the name of the 
improvement of the society: Shimane-ken Rodoundoshi 
Kenkyukai, Shimane-ken R~d~undoshi, p. 112. 

27San'in Shimbun, February 24, 1895; quoted on p. 146 
in Naito Seichu, "Nihon kindai ni okeru sangyoka no tenkai 
katei," in Nait~ Seichu, ed., Kindai Shimane no tenkai kozo 
(Tokyo: Meicho Shuppan, 1977), pp. 143-153; translation by 
the author of this paper. 
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participation by much wider sections of the population. 

Once the public and private sectors had finally agreed on 

pplicy, government efforts to involve more of the population 

in the industry became substantial, and development was very 

rapid. The next chapter contains discussion of the formal 

government planning process to foster this rapid 

development,28 and of implementation and impact of the 

development plans. Here, we need to examine how the 

prefectural and local governments arrived at their new 

policies, and how the directions of those policies were 

determined. 

There are a number of reasons why the prefectural 

government actively began to encourage the development of 

the silk industry. First and foremost was the perception of 

sericulture as primarily an extension of agriculture. 

Prefectural leaders agreed that agriculture, especially 

rice, was the prefecture's most important source of income, 

whereas other industries were very weak. It was natural for 

shimane to try to build its economy upon an agrarian base, 

and since certain segments of the agricultural sector, such 

as cotton, in particular, had declined under the impact of 

foreign competition, farmers needed new crops to supplement 

28Formal planning in Shimane began in 
implementation of the first plan began in 1896; 
5. 

1895, and 
cf. Chapter 
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their rice incomes. Silk production was thus viewed as a 

way to buttress the prefecture's agricultural economy.29 

A second reason for selecting sericulture was Shimane's 

climate and soils, which were suitable for mulberry trees 

and cocoon raising. Thanks to the efforts of local 

entrepreneurs and farmers, who had demonstrated the 

viability of sericulture in the area, the government became 

convinced that silk could become an important agricultural 

product. In addition, sericulture was already providing 

profitable by-employment for farmers in other parts of Japan 

by this time. 3o Finally, the central government, though not 

prepared to commit very many of its resources to the silk 

industry, was encouraging farmers to engage in silk 

production on their own, in order to contribute to the 

nation's economic development. Therefore, there was 

national sanction for Shimane's new econamic policy of 

29Shimane-ken Rodoundoshi 
Rodoundoshi, p. 58. 

Kenkyukai, Shimane-ken 

30Sericulture and silk reeling began to became 
particularly profitable in core areas such as Nagano, 
Saitama, and Gumma prefectures, and places like Aizu 
(Fukushima prefecture) in the mid 1800s, when silkworm egg 
disease devastated the industry in Europe. These core areas 
still had enough sericulture to take advantage of the 
decline in the European industry, while other areas of Japan 
were still heavily involved in cotton. McCallion, Silk 
Reeling in Meiji Japan, pp. 43-49 for Nagano and Gumma; 
Stephen Vlastos, Peasant Protests and Uprisings in Tokugawa 
Japan (Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 1986), 
chapter 5 for Aizu; cf. also previous chapters of this study 
for areas where cotton had not become important and 
sericulture remained. 
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promoting rice agriculture, sericulture, and the silk 

industry among farmers. 31 

It is important to emphasize that, for the next three 

decades, until around 1910, prefectural officials continued 

to view the silk industry as one facet of agriculture, and 

to put most of their efforts into the development of 

agriculture. That is, their initial concern with economic 

development was limited to agrarian development--increasing 

agricultural yield. There were few spokesmen for 

industrialization per se in these early years, whereas 

shimane had many strong lobbyists/advocates for 

agriculture. 32 One example is Governor aura, who drafted 

the first ten-year economic plan for Shimane and later 

became Minister of Agriculture in the central government. 33 

Another prefectural leader was Sengoku Kotara, who 

served Shimane for thirteen years as agricultural engineer 

and then secretary of the Agricultural Organization of 

Shimane and as chairman of the Board of Trustees for the 

31The Kogyo iken, for example, identified sericulture 
as one of the prime agricultural crops for development. 

32The dispute over whether to stress agriculture or 
industry began almost immediately, and grew stronger as 
formal planning progressed and industry continued to receive 
little attention. This issue is discussed below, and 
further in Chapter 5. 

33Governor aura was a very important figure in the 
implementation of formal planning in Shimane; cf. chapter 5, 
particularly note 1. 
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Shimane branch of the Industrial Cooperative. Sengoku made 

considerable contributions to developing the silk industry 

in Shimane, as well as gaining national stature for his 

successes in developing the prefecture's agricultural sector 

overall. He later became the national president of the 

Industrial Cooperative, which, together with the 

Agricultural Organization, played an important role in the 

development of agriculture in Shimane. Sengoku, too, later 

went on to become a Minister of Agriculture and Forestry in 

the central government. 34 

The flavor of prefectural government thinking on the 

debate over industrial policy in Shimane is captured in a 

major speech given by Governor Dura in 1895. This was the 

year in which the first ten-year plan was drafted and a time 

when Shimane was facing considerable economic problems. The 

speech, carried by the local newspapers, defined Shimane's 

economic and planning issues as seen by the pref~ctural 

government: 

When we look at present conditions in Shimane, 
rice and barley, the most important products for 
our livelihood, are making only slight progress. 
Compared with other areas, their progress 1S 
rather slow. Also, iron, cotton, and ginseng are 
the prefecture's specialties and have been 
prosperous since old times. Since the opening of 

34Naito, Shimana no kindai nogyoshi, p. 57. Sengoku 
published articles promoting sericulture and silk reeling 
and advising farmers and reeling plant owners how to op~rate 
more efficiently, e.g.: Sengoku Kotaro, "Sanshigyo no 
shinko," Shimane-ken Nokaiho, (August, 1913), pp. 5-8. 



Japan, however, those products have been pushed 
aside in the market by foreign products and have 
entered their present condition; in other words, 
those industries have declined drastically. At 
present silk thread is making progress but the 
level of production is still quite small, 
therefore, this cannot lead the economy of 
Shimane. 35 

111 

It should be clear that prefectural government viewed 

Shimane as mainly engaged in primary industries. The 

traditional primary industries were declining, but 

government did not yet believe that manufacturing (silk 

thread) would contribute much to growth. The underlying 

theme of the first plan was that growth would come from 

increased primary production and increased competitiveness 

in primary products, not from diversification into secondary 

sector production. 

POLICY DEVELOPMENT 

The decision to support silk production did not come 

without considerable continued debate over proper levels and 

foci of government involvement in fostering the industry. 

Prefectural assembly meetings in the late 1880s and early 

1890s illustrate important disagreements within the 

government. The administration drafted a budget in 1887 

which included nearly 7500 yen for industrial development 

35San'in Shimbun, March 3, 1895, re~r!nte~ in 
shimane-ken Rodoundoshi Kenkyukai, Shimane-ken Rodoundoshi, 
p. 131; translation by the author of this study. 
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aid, out of which 3852 yen was for silk reeling and 

sericultural training centers. Eventually, the legislature 

cut the industrial development budget item to just under 

5,200 yen because it did not agr~e with the governor's 

office on the role which the prefectural government should 

play.36 

The governor's office (the administration) favored 

strong support of both sericulture and silk-reeling, but 

wanted to stress silk reeling. It argued, in particular, 

that simply introducing the industry into Shimane was not 

sufficient. Shimane's silk products had to achieve 

standardized, higher quality to be more competitive in 

national and world markets. However, Shimane's silk 

industry in this early stage of its development lacked 

skilled labor, and neither the management of quality control 

nor marketing was well organized. Under such circumstances, 

without improvement in these areas, the prefecture could not 

produce high quality, competitive products. 37 

The San'in Shimbun supported this position, noting that 

the industry was so new that skills levels were quite low. 

It noted that demand for silk was high and competition was 

36Shimane-ken Gikaishi Hensan Iinkai, ed., Shimane-ken 
gikaishi, dai ikkan (Matsue: Shimane-ken Gikai Jimusho, 
1959), pp. 884-894. 

37Shimane-ken gikaishi, 
issues throughout the 26th 
throughout pp. 868-915. 

dai ikkan, 
prefectural 

shows these were 
assembly: passim 
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relatively weak, so that producers could get away with low 

quality temporarily. However, in the long run, the paper 

warned of the necessity of improving quality, and called for 

enforcement of industry standards as well as improved 

training. 38 A decade later, the quality issue was still 

considered critical. Matsudaira Masanao, the former lord of 

Matsue han, urged Shimane farmers to improve their 

technology to upg~ade quality. He was worried about 

potential strong competition from China. 39 

The legislators in the local prefectural assembly, on 

the other hand, seemed reluctant at first to fund 

development of any industry, including sericulture and silk 

reeling. They argued that tax money should not be used to 

develop the industries beyond simple introduction. To do so 

would be using public money to benefit individual farmers 

and businessmen. The legislature routinely cut the 

administration's development budget for several years 

because of this issue. 

38San'in Shimbun, 
Shimane-ken Rodoundoshi 
p. 172. 

Even when the legislature began to 

September 21, 1895, reprinted in 
Kenkyukai, Shimane-ken Rodoundoshi, 

39Matsudaira Masanao, "Nichiei hakurankai, sanshigyo no 
shorei oyobi nihon sanshikai no jigyo," Shimane-ken 
Nokaiho (November, 1909), pp. 1-12. 
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corne around to the administration's view a few years later, 

it still wanted to stress sericulture, not silk reeling. 4o 

Some legislators argued in 1891, for example, that 

since machinery was used for reeling, once reeling 

techniques were mastered, it would not be difficult to 

standardize quality. Those engaged in sericulture, however, 

planted mulberry trees and cultivated silkworm cocoons 

entirely by hand, and could benefit from additional training 

in order to improve the quality of their product. 

Legislators thus tended to support the initial stages of 

silk production, which engaged poorer farmers, and the 

governor's office focused on the final stage of the 

process--silk reeling, which tended to be in the hands of 

richer farmers. 41 

An example of the kind of assistance they favored is a 

sericulture training seminar offered by in Takatsu village 

in Mino district in Iwami. The area traditionally produced 

wax and made candles, a major source of by-employment income 

for local farmers. This was another declining industry in 

the Meiji era, and the district encouraged sericulture. The 

training center operated in 1888 and 1889 with prefectural 

encouragement, and taught how to raise silk worm eggs and 

40Shimane-ken Gikaishi Hensan Iinkai, Shirnane-ken 
gikaishi, dai ikkan, passim throughout pp. 868-915. 

41Ibid. 
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cocoons, and how to grow mulberry plants. The students were 

local peasants, but entry was competitive, confined to 

farmers who had at least elementary education, some 

experience in the industry, and could pass an exam on the 

industry. The district subsidized the cost of attending the 

seminar. Because of thl~se efforts, Mino temporarily became 

one of the leading sericultural areas in the prefecture, 

although other areas had surpassed it before another decade 

was over. 42 

In the end, a decision was reached to support both 

sericulture and silk reeling but to support both largely 

through indirect means, rather than through direct 

investment in and management of local industry. Prefectu~al 

assistance to the silk industry came mainly in the form of 

education and technical training, and infrastructure 

development. One important goal was to produce a large pool 

of skilled labor in Shimane. In 1889, four years after the 

first private reeling school was founded, a prefectural 

school was established, with an instructor hired from Jeshu, 

one of the core silk-producing areas in Japan. In that same 

year, sixty-seven students, representing at least one 

student from each county within the prefecture, enrolled at 

the school. In the following year, the prefectural 

42Sangye Hekeku, "Takatsu sangye seiseki: Shimane-ken 
Mino-gun nokai sangye keshusho jigye seiseki hekoku," Sangye 
Hekoku, No. 28 (August, 1900), pp. 23-41. 
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government allocated tax revenues to help support the 

creation of additional private schools for silk reeling. 

Eight new private schools were opened within the next few 

years. 43 Support for the development of silk reeling 

continued at significant levels once formal planning began 

in 1895, although it was a relatively minor part of the 

first plan. 

The prefectural government also opened a public 

agricultural experiment station to conduct research on 

improved agricultural techniques, plant technology, and 

inputs. In sericulture, most of the support was allocated 

for research on silkworm eggs and training in raising 

silkworms and mulberry trees. Dissemination of knowledge 

from the experiment station, as well as from other sources 

(such as other areas in Japan or from abroad), was 

considered critical. This would take place through the 

establishment of agricultural training centers for farm 

families, and through the founding of an ex~ension service 

with trained extension workers. The government also 

strongly encouraged, and provided incentives for villages 

and towns to found their own agricultural organizations to 

promote agricultural improvement. For example, when Mino 

district, noted above, established a local agricultural 

43Shimane-ken sangyo zasshi, no. 2, 1891, reprinted in 
Shimane-ken Rodoundoshi Kenkyukai, Shimane-ken Rodoundoshi, 
p. 171. 
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organization, prefectural funding was available to set up a 

permanent sericulture and reeling training center. The 

center was founded in 1900. 44 Thus, research, technology 

dissemination, and training became the foci of prefectural 

development assistance. 

One report by an extension agent demonstrates the 

highly applied nature of this research and extension work, 

which was much the same as what was taught in training 

centers. Nozu Rin'ichi, the agent who wrote the report, was 

concerned that farmers learn to choose good quality silkworm 

eggs, and learn proper storage methods for the eggs. He 

noted that although farmers were well versed in the 

necessity of using good seed for rice and barley, they were 

still not very knowledgeable about how important good 

silkworm eggs were. He also noted that although Japanese 

farmers devoted considerably more effort to raising 

silkworms than did farmers in the West, yields of cocoons 

were lower than in the West because of these deficiencies in 

choosing eggs and storage. Nozu had done research on air 

circulation in storage of silkworm eggs. He described how 

44Nait~, "Nihon kindai ni okeru sangy~ka no tenkai 
katei," p. 145; sangl~ H~koku,_ "T~ka~su sangy~_seiseki: 
Shimane-ken Mino-gun nokai sangyo koshusho jigyo seiseki 
h~ko~u." _Nait~ Seich~, "Sh~honshu2i kakuritsuki ni okeru 
chiho kangyo seisaku," in Naito Seichu, ed., Kindai Shimane 
no tenkai k~z~ (Tokyo: Meich~ Shuppan, 1977), pp. 154-174, 
notes that membership in the agricultural organization was 
mandatory for landowners with slightly more than one cho of 
land. 
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to build storage rooms, how to space air holes for 

circulation, how much light, air, and moisture worms should 

receive during raising, and how to adjust storage rooms for 

these factors as weather changed.4~ 

On the financial side, the prefectural government 

wanted to ensure that the mass of small farmers had the 

capability to implement improvements in agriculture. It was 

realized that widespread agricultural development required 

that small farmers be able to afford utilizing modern inputs 

and methods. A Farm Household Association Savings Act was 

enacted to 'create low interest loans to farmers for 

improvement of agriculture. The government worked with 

landlord associations to find ways for these organizations 

to extend low interest loans to tenants. Eventually, a 

mechanism was set up whereby landowner~ were required to 

contribute to an agricultural improvement fund administered 

by the local agricultural organizations. Tenants could 

borrow from the fund to finance agricultural activities. 

Also, in order to ensure the constant sufficient supply of 

agricultural capital, laws were enacted requiring forced 

savings, and a prefectural agricultural and industrial bank 

45 Nozu Rin' ichi, "Sangyo ni tsui te," Shimane-ken 
nokaiho (December, 1901), pp. 19-28. 
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was founded. Much borrowing from these sources was for 

sericulture. 46 

This kind of support for the silk industry bore 

immediate results. The prefecture in its first ten-year 

plan for economic development gave the silk industry very 

high priority, along with grain crops such as rice. 47 

Significantly, the production of silk doubled during the 

period covered by the plan. By 1905, Shimane had planted 

3,438 cho of mulberry trees and produced 28,721 koku of silk 

cocoons (one koku = 5.119 bushels), which generated 

1,151,569 yen. In 1878, before government had gotten very 

interested in the industry, production had been only 111 

koku (cf. Tables 2, 3, 4; and Figures 5, 6, 7). In the 

second plan (1909-1918), cocoon production was expected to 

increase to 126,000 koku. Production had only actually 

reached 74,528 koku by 1915, but this represents substantial 

growth even if the plan's goals were not met. 49 Thus the 

46Naito, "Nihon kindai ni okeru sangyoka nu tenkai 
kate L " p. _145; Naito, "Shihonshygi ka~uritsuki ni ok~ru 
chiho kangyo seisaku," p. 165; Naito Seichu, Santin no fudo 
to rekishi (!o~yo:_Yamakawa Shuppansha, 1976), p~._237:238; 
Shimane-ken Rodoundoshi Kenkyukai, Shimane-hen Rodoundoshi, 
p. 134. 

47§himane-ken Rodoundoshi Kenkyukai, Shirnane-ken 
Rodoundoshi, p. 132. Also see chapter 5 for more detailed 
discussion of the first plan. 

49Shimane-ken R~doundoshi Kenkyukai, Shirnane-ken 
Rogoundoshi, p. 135; Shimane-ken, Shinshu Shimane-ken shi, 
tsushi hen, kindai, p. 423. Reasons for failure to reach 
the plan's goals are examined in chapter 5. 
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Table 2: Area Planted in Mulberry in Shimane Prefecture 

Year Production Year Production 
(cho) (cho) 

------------------------------------------------------
1879 1903 3422.8 
1880 1904 3438.5 
1881 148.4 1905 3488.8 
1882 1906 3667.3 
1883 1907 3979.4 
1884 1908 4168.1 
1885 1909 4439.7 
1886 1910 4603.7 
1887 1911 4814.8 
1888 1912 
1889 1208.3 1913 5129.5 
1890 1332,1 1914 5158.7 
1891 1632.2 1915 
1892 1577.3 1916 5524.2 
1893 1917 6101. 0 
1894 2111.7 1918 6491. 0 
1895 2465.1 1919 6727.0 
1896 2683.0 1920 
1897 3043.2 1921 
1898 3047.6 1922 6599.0 
1899 3047.0 1923 
1900 3284.1 1924 6960.0 
1901 3239.7 1925 7331.0 
1902 3288.8 1926 
------------------------------------------------------
Source: Nippon t.eikoku tokei nenk<'ln, Vols. 1-46. 



Figure 5: Area Planted in Mulberry, Shimane Prefecture 
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Table 3 : Cocoon Production in Shimane Prefecture 

Year Production Year Production 

1879 15897 1903 24752 
1880 1904 26996 
1881 46686 1905 28721 
1882 36757 1906 
1883 743* 1907 33236 
1884 1237 1908 34766 
1885 893 1909 39708 
1886 1153 1910 53088 
1887 1746 1911 62598 
1888 1421 1912 
1889 3671 1913 76350 
1890 5422 1914 60497 
1891 7808 1915 74528 
1892 9297 1916 92619 
1893 1917 91698 
1894 12124 1918 95897 
1895 15965 1919 106752 
1896 16199 1920 
1897 15509 1921 101551 
1898 16679 1922 89864 
1899 21309 1923 1228703* 
1900 23056 1924 1243830 
1901 19840 1925 1517205 
1902 18336 1926 1599556 

* change in measurement 

Note: From 1879 through 1882, cocoons were measured by 
weight (kin; 1 kin = 1.32 pounds). From 1883 until 
1923, they were measured by volume (koku; 1 koku = 
5.119 bushels). In 1923, measurement was changed 
back to weight (kan; 1 kan = 6.25 kin). 

Source: Nippon teikoku tokei nenkan. Vols. 1-46. 
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Figure 6: Annual Cocoon Production, shimane Prefecture 
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Table 4: Raw Silk Production in Shimane Prefecture 

Year Production Year Production 

1879 1576 1903 26781 
1880 1904 29795 
1881 6323 1905 28136 
1882 8496 1906 
1883 1327* 1907 30633 
1884 442 1908 33628 
1885 599 1909 32760 
1886 881 1910 34216 
1887 1743 1911 41282 
1888 1257 1912 40169 
1889 2498 1913 45998 
1890 4631 1914 61517 
1891 6630 1915 31116 
1892 9573 1916 35652 
1893 8980 1917 43856 
1894 17989 1918 50114 
1895 1919 
1896 16977 1920 40386 
1897 15763 1921 47891 
1898 17604 1922 46702 
1899 21331 1923 51102 
1900 29425 1924 66351 
1901 28485 1925 73077 
1902 27413 1926 
-----------------------------------------------------------
* change in measurement 

Note: From 1879 through 1882, raw silk was measured by 
kin (1 kin = 1.32 pounds). After 1883, it was 
measured by kan (1 kan = 6.25 kin = 8.27 pounds). 
Source: Nippon teikoku t~kei nenkan. Vola. 1-46. 



Figure 7: Annual Raw silk Production, Shimane Prefecture 
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silk industry became the most important and most promising 

new industry in Shimane. 

INSTITUTIONAL INFRASTRUCTURE 

From the 1880s to the second decade of the twentieth 

century, prefectural government continued to play a major 

role in the diffusion of sericulture and silk reeling. It 

also continued to help raise technological standards. 

However, when sericulture and silk reeling became popular 

among farmers, technological diffusion alone was not enough 

to increase production or profitability. Other factors were 

important, such as better access to market, information, 

finance, and unified quality control. These were necessary 

to be competitive on the market as well as to maintain a 

strong base against the unstable price of raw silk and 

cocoons. Local government early on began to favor 

collective efforts in the industry, especially in 

sericulture. In the first ten-year plan of 1895, the 

government encouraged towns, counties, and villages to form 

branches of the Agricultural Organization (nokai) and to 

guide the development of the already existing cooperative 

groups of various kinds. 49 

49Shimane-ken, Rodoundoshi 
Rodoundoshi, p. 133. 

Kenkyukai, Shimane-ken 
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Regulations for the prefectural nokai were issued by 

the prefectural government as part of the first ten-year 

plan, and the Agricultural Organization became the most 

important organization in rural Japan. Branches were 

established in every town, district, and village in Shimane 

during 1895 and 1896. The prefectural level organization 

was started in 1896 as the central body of the agricultural 

community. Nokai membership consisted mostly of middle and 

upper class peasant landowners, and membership was mandatory 

for landowners. The leadership positions in most levels of 

the nokai were elective, and lower levels also elected their 

representatives to higher levels. In practice, the local 

leadership and the representatives to higher levels often 

turned out to be the same people: usually community leaders 

such as district heads, mayors, and village heads. 

The prefectural nokai was headed by the governor 

himself. By establishing branches in every town, county, 

and village, and organizi?g them hierarchically so that the 

top level was filled by the top government official, the 

prefectural government hoped to guide the farm community 

effectively. The nokai were very important for dealing with 

a wide variety of agriculture-related matters which were 

beyond the scope of individual farmers. Such issues 

included working with goyernment to define production goals, 

conducting baseline surveys of the agricultural sector, 
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sponsoring agricultural research, and developing 

institutions necessary to the further growth of the 

sector.50 

One of the major tasks of the nokai was the 

establishment of commercial cooperatives (sangyo kumiai) 

such as credit unions and cooperatives for purchasing and 

production. The first co-op was a credit union founded in 

1901; by 1905 about 50 credit unions had been established. 

Local and prefectural governments encouraged the 

organiz~tion of cooperatives in the second ten-year plan as 

well, and by 1912, there slightly more than 200 co-ops, most 

of which were credit unions. During the Taisho period, the 

number of co-ops grew even more, with increasing emphasis on 

other kinds, such as co-ops for purchasing and/or 

production. By 1924 there were 151 credit unions and 125 

purchasing and production coops. Almost all the towns and 

villages in Shimane had some kind of kumiai, and membership 

by 192~ totaled 106,933 persons. This kumiai membership 

encompasses nearly every family in the agricultural sector. 

Various kumiai continued to playa major role in providing 

50Shimane-ken, Shinshu Shimane-ken shi, tsushi hen, 
kindai, pp. 527-532. 
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assistance to farmers throughout the Taisho and early Show a 

periods. 51 

Even though the kumiai were initiated and supported by 

the prefectural government, the actual work was done by 

kumiai members. This was in line with policy which avoided 

direct involvement in the agrarian economy; prefectural 

officials preferred to encourage producers of cocoons and 

raw silk to help each other achieve better efficiencies in 

purchase of inputs, production, and marketing. It is not 

clear whether the local government purposely choose this 

policy to protect individual producers out of conviction 

that privately led development was more appropriate, or 

whether it simply did not have sufficient vision or 

resources to make an all-out effort develop the silk 

industry. 

51Ibid., pp. 540-542. There is slight disagreement on 
how many families there were in the agricultural sector. 
One source says there were 108,987 farm households in 1928, 
so that membership 1n the agricultural organizations 
(106,933 in 1924) would have included nearly 98 percent of 
tQe farm popUlation; Naikaku Tokeikyoku, Nipeon te~koku 
tokei nenkan, Vol. 47, 1928 !Tokyo: Nihon Tokeikyokai, 
1964). On the other hand, Naito, Shimane-ken no kyakunen, 
p. 244 and Shimane-ken Rodoundoshi Kenkyukai, Shimane-ken 
Rodoundoshi, p. 479, both say that in 1926 the fourth ten
year plan used 151,138 farm households as the planning base. 
This would indicate about 75 percent membership. The 
discrepancy is probably due to somewhat uncertain status of 
tenants and others in the agricultural sector who did not 
mom land, Incidentally, .s:i.nce nokai membership was 
primarily from among landowners, these numbers indicate that 
a substantial majority of agricultural families owned at 
least some of their own land in 1920 Shimane. 
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It is likely that prefectural government offic.ials did 

recognize that some kind of consolidation of efforts and 

economies of scale were necessitated by the small-scale 

nature of sericulture and silk reeling in Shimane scale in 

the silk industry. Producers in the prefecture were 

competing in some cases with much larger operations which 

had developed in some prefectures. Most Shimane operations 

were small-scale. In 1910 there were 1931 silk reeling 

filatures in Shimane out of which only 48 were registered 

companies (13 publicly-held corporations, three 

partnerships, 32 privately-held companies). Most of these 

used steam-operated mechanical reeling technology. The rest 

of the filatures were family cottage industry operations 

using the zaguri method. 52 

Shimane producers were eventually forced to compete 

with large silk reeling companies that came into the region 

from other areas. By about 1920, a number of major 

producers of silk such as Gunze in Kyoto, Katakura in Nagano 

and Nihon Seishi in Tottori had moved into Shimane. These 

technically advanced, large silk reeling companies operated 

in such large volumes that they contracted in advance with 

farmers for their entire production of cocoons. Smaller 

producers could not guarantee purchase of a farmer's whole 

52Naito, "Nihon kindai ni okeru sangyoka no tenkai 
katei," p. 148. 
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stock, and many of the individual small local producers were 

driven out of business because they could not maintain their 

supplies of inputs. Some of the cooperatives were able to 

survive, as were most of the larger companies in Shimane. 53 

THE DOMINANCE OF SERICULTURE IN SHIMANE 

The prefecture continued to emphasize agriculture-

related industry, primarily silk, throughout the Meiji and 

Taisho periods, and even into the early Showa period. Other 

industries were never really given much support in the 

prefecture. 54 The second ten-year plan beginning in 1909, 

was, like the first plan, primarily oriented toward 

agriculture, though silk reeling was one of the few 

manufacturing activities to receive substantially increased 

attention. The nature of the attention did not change: the 

prefectural government emphasized education, training, 

research, and technological development in order to improve 

human inputs into agriculture. 

Only the third prefectural plan in 1913 moved away from 

such heavy support of primary agriculture and silk reeling, 

53Naito, Shimane-ken no hyakunen, pp. 248-253. 

54The second plan addressed only agriculture, forestry, 
fishing, livestock, and silk. An advisory committee for 
economic development of some local industries such as 
habutae (a kind of silk textile), paper, pottery, and straw 
mats, but most of these were not addressed in the plan. 
Naito, Shimane-ken no hyakunen, p. 128; see also chapter 5, 
which discusses the second plan in more detail. 
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and toward industrialization of other areas such as brewing, 

pottery, dyeing. By then it was becoming clear that Shimane 

was being left behind by other areas of Japan. Although 

silk continued to receive support, its share of the budget 

declined considerably after this time. 55 However, the silk 

industry was well established by then, and production 

continued to climb. Through the late 1920s, silk-related 

industry remained one of the most important sources of 

income to Shimane. 

Actual production of cocoons was very near the average 

for Japan as a whole in 1928. Only five prefectures of the 

core area--Nagano, Gumma, Saitama, Aichi, Gifu--produced 

substantially more (i.e., more than one standard deviation 

above the average for Japan, cf. Table 1). In 1929 income 

to the prefecture came from rice, cocoons, and silk thread 

in that order; these three were 28th, 22nd and 25th 

respectively in production of 46 prefectures. When cocoons 

and silk thread are combined with mulberry leaf and silkworm 

egg production, the silk industry generated more income for 

the prefecture than any other activity. In 1929 it brought 

in 28,255,000 yen, compared to 26,068,000 yen for rice, the 

55Naito, "Nihon kindai ni okeru sangyoka no tenkai 
katei," pp. 149-152. 
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second most important economic activity in Shimane. 56 Until 

the depression hit Japan in the next few years, the silk 

industry continued to play the major role in Shimane's 

economy. 

Perhaps because the silk industry had become so 

successful in Shimane, prefectural officials did not feel 

impelled to promote other industries or to encourage greater 

rationalization of the silk industry itself in Shimane. 

Thus, the unanticipated great success of the industry in the 

prefecture ironically may have led to a certain complacency 

regarding other options. Nevertheless, it can be argued 

that prefectural and local government strategies and 

policies for development made sense, given the nature of its 

constituency in Shimane. Most of . those involved in 

policymaking were from agriculture, just as was most of the 

prefecture's population, and their policies strongly favored 

the agricultural sector. 

56Naikaku Tokeikyoku, Nippon teikoku tokei nenkan, Vol. 
1, 1882, to Vol. 46, 1927 (Tokyo: Nihon Tokeikyokai, 1964); 
cf. also Table 1 and Figure 1 in chapter 3. 
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CHAPTER 5 

LOCAL PLANNING FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

Shimane's economy at the beginning of the Meiji period 

was based on agriculture. Small-scale, mainly cottage 

industry arose from processing locally available resources. 

These were mostly agricultural resources. By the Meiji 

period, considerable experience had been accumulated in 

these small-scale processing industries, as well as in trade 

and commerce, but industrial activity was nevertheless a 

relatively minor proportion of the overall prefectural 

economy. Shimane's economy was much more thoroughly 

oriented toward agriculture than common in core areas of the 

country, if only because the diversity of economic 

activities found in those core areas was lacking. The 

prefecture showed no exceptional promise fOL rapid eC0nomic 

growth relative to other areas of the country, and since the 

national government could only intervene selectively, 

Shimane did not receive much national attention. 

Government involvement in economic growth in Shimane, 

then, was characterized by local rather than national level 

policies, and was initially almost exclusively concerned 

with agricultural production. Initially, the private sector 

led development, and prefectural and local government 

efforts were somewhat haphazard. The financial commitment 
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to economic development did not become very substantial 

until the late 1870s. Eventually, as the government 

acquired more experience, a more comprehensive, formal 

economic development planning process was implemented. 

Nevertheless, in Shimane, economic development 

continued to be defined essentially as increased 

agricultural production. In the ten-year plans, drawn up 

and adopted in 1895, 1909, 1918, and 1928, overall emphasis 

was placed on the primary sector. The first ones barely 

addressed any issues other than agricultural production, 

while the later plans only began to address the question of 

industrial development. This emphasis on agriculture was 

one important reason why Shimane eventually lagged behind 

many other prefectures, even some peripheral ones, in 

industrial development. Analysis of these plans, of local 

discussions about them, and of their implementation provides 

an excellent source for understanding the policymaking 

process and for evaluating the nature, extent, and impact of 

local government involvement in building the prefectural 

economy. 

THE INTRODUCTION OF ECONOMIC PLANNING: 1895 

Shimane's first ten-year plan was drawn up by Governor 

Oura Kanetake. It is likely that aura got his ideas for a 

more formalized approach to the prefectural government's 
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development assistance from his experience working for the 

central government. He had served in the Department of the 

Interior for the Meiji government, assisting Minister 

Shinagawa, who introduced legislation to found the credit 

associations. He had also possibly had contact with Maeda 

Masana, who had written the Kogyo iken, and thus was 

influenced by Maeda's views that economic development must 

be based upon agricultural policy.l 

The motivation behind implementing a formal planning 

process, of course, was to develop Shimane's economy more 

rapidly. This was the period when Japan was involved in the 

Sino-Japan War. Many areas of the country, including 

Shimane, were facing considerable economic problems at the 

time. It became even more critical for every region tu 

redouble their efforts to contribute to the nation's 

development by increasing production at the local level. 

lGovernor aura's experience in planning in shimane 
apparently helped him acquire a reputation as an expert in 
local development. He was transferred to at least two other 
prefectures in quick succession, where he was responsible 
for instituting economic development planning. These were 
Yamaguchi, which drew up a plan_in 1896 L and Kumamoto, which 
drafted a plan in 1898. Naito Seichu, "Nihon kindai ni 
okeru sangyoka no tenkai katei,~ in Naito 3ei~h~, ed., 
Kindai Shimane no tenkai kozo (Tokyo: Meicho Shuppan, 1977), 
pp. 143-144. It is also significant that aura eventually 
became Minister of Agriculture and Commerce in 1910. Thus 
his earlier experiences in implementing Maeda's policy at 
the local level became the basis for his national policies 
for agricultural development in JaEan. _Naito Seich~, 
"Shihonshugi kakuritsuki ni okeru chiho kangyo seisaku," in 
Naito, Kindai Shimane no tenkai kozo, pp. 154-174. 
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aura organized local elites and formed an advisory council 

to work with government at all levels in defining the 

feasible areas of industry for future development and in 

drawing up guidelines to help realize that development. 2 

One important issue was designation of key industries 

requiring protection and assistance under the long-term 

industrial planning process. Most of the industries that 

local levels of government felt would contribute to the 

advancement of Shimane's economy were primary industries. 

They included rice, barley, cattle, cotton, hemp, iron, 

marine products, and forestry. Silk thread, textiles, and 

paper were among the few secondary industries also included, 

though, as noted, they depended entirely on local 

agricultural raw materials. Provision was made for 

adjusting the list of important industries if conditions 

changed, but it is not clear whether this indicates some 

awareness that processing and manufacturing industries would 

eventually be those newly important industries. 3 

2Naito, Nihon kindai ni okeru sangyoka no tenkai katei, 
pp. 143-144. 

3Naito, "Shihonshugi kakuritsuki ni okeru chiho kangyo 
seisaku," has identified a number of key issues from 
studying internal memos which were circulated between levels 
of local government as consensus was developed on what the 
first plan should address. Cf. also Shimane-ken Rodoundoshi 
Kenkyukai, Shimane-ken rodoundoshi, Vol. 1 (Matsue: Shimane
ken Shoko Rodo-bu Kunren-ka, 1981), pp. 130-131. 
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A second key issue local government wanted to address 

was methods for facilitating increased production in the 

targeted industries, as well as the degree to which that 

production should be improved. Government at all levels was 

concerned with finding and fostering the most efficient form 

of agricultural organization in each county, town, and 

village. They also wanted to stimulate existing 

organizations to the extent that these might be able to 

contribute to the growth of the agricultural economy. 

since most members of the development committee were 

wealthy landlords and other local elites such as mine owners 

and sake brewers, there was considerable concern that 

development and production increases be achieved without 

altering the basic structure of local society, especially 

landlord-tenant relationships. The local San'in Shimbun 

even commented somewhat sarcastically that consensus in the 

committee must have been easy to reach, since everyone in 

the committee already agreed from the start .• At the same 

time, local governments apparently recognized the 

interrelationships between increased rural living standards 

and agricultural growth. That is, they understood that 

improved living standards are not only a result, but also a 

.San'in Shimbun, February 24, 1895, is reproduced in 
Naito, "Shihonshugi kaku~itsuki ni okeru chiho kangyo 
seisalm," p. 156, and Naito, "Nihon kindai ni okeru sangyoka 
no tenkai katei," p. 144. 
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driver of growth. They wanted a plan that would address 

methods of increasing profits of both landowners and of 

tenants. Finally, since the sea and sea products were an 

important component of the agricultural economy in Shimane, 

local government wanted s~ecific reference in the plan to 

methods for strengthening the local economies of fishing 

villages. 5 

Evidence of this concern for improving wide sections of 

society is illustrated, for example, in the fifth article of 

the ten-year planning report, which states: 

Currently relations between landlords and tenants 
are deteriorating, and people are looking for ways 
to stabilize tenants' perceptions. Unless we 
improve conditions now, the quality of 
[agricultural] lands will decline and both 
landlords and tenants will lose profit. Some of 
the measures we can take are [to] include each 
landlord trying to improve his land, landlords 
lending their tenants draft animals, seed, or 
fertilizer, landlords forming a tenant 
organization which will reward tenants' hard work. 
[Such measures] would make tenants more thankful 
to landlord, thus increasing benefits for both of 
them. 6 

In a major policy speech in 1895 (a passage is quoted 

on p. 110), Governor 6ura indicated the direction planning 

would take. In the speech, the governor was clearly talking 

primarily about agriculture when he discussed industrial 

development. His references to industries in the 

5Naito; "Nihon kindai ni okeru sangyoka no tenkai 
katei," p. 143-146; Shimane-ken rodoundoshi, p. 133. 

6Shimane-ken rodoundoshi, p. 133. 
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prefectural economy nearly all refer to primary agricultural 

products or iron, also a primary product. The only 

processed products mentioned, such as silk, depended heavily 

upon primary production, and were only used to illustrate 

that manufacturing, while deserving attention, could not 

lead growth in Shimane's economy. It was clear that the 

prefectural government did not believe that industry would 

be a very important contributor to economic growth. It was 

also clear, though, that the prefectural government intended 

to take a more active role in promoting growth than it had 

previously done.' 

The new thinking on government's role in fostering 

development became evident immediately. In 1895, the year 

in which the first ten-year plan was drafted, the budget 

item devoted to economic development jumped to over 15,600 

yen, up from 10,200 in 1894. 8 An even more drastic jump 

followed the next year, when the plan went into effect, and 

development spending was set at over 25,000 yen. Spending 

continued to rise over the life of the plan. It stood at 

over 47,000 yen by 1905, although for the three years 

between 1901 and 1903, the development budget reached 85,000 

'Naito, Shihonshugi kakuritsuki ni okeru chiho kangyo 
seisaku, p. 157. 

8In the mid-la90s, average prefectural spending on 
economic development was only 1,000 to 8,000 yen. Shimane 
was fairly typical up until Governor Our.a's policies were 
implemented. 
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to 95,000 yen levels (Table 5). Development spending as a 

proportion of the prefectural budget went from 1.2 percent 

in 1887, before formal planning had started, to 6.7 percent 

in 1900. Perhaps just as significant, the days when the 

prefectural assembly routinely cut administration requests 

substantially, as had been the case in the 1880s, were gone. 

The actual appropriations rarely differed from requested 

funds once the planning process was begun. 9 These figures 

represent far more funding for economic development than in 

most pre~~ctures. 

The underlying theme that economic growth would come 

from increased primary production and from increased 

competitiveness in primary products was evident in 

prefectural budgets. The majority of the development budget 

went to agriculture, especially to extension centers where 

new crop varieties were developed and introduced to farmers. 

A substantial portion went to sericulture; for example, 

about one-sixth (over 4000 yen) of the total development 

budget was allocated to sericulture in 1896. Most of this 

was for research on silk-worm eggs, but training at all 

levels of sericulture was also funded. Shimane became the 

second prefecture in the nation to set up prefectural 

9shimane-ken Gikaishi Hensan Iinkai, ed., Shimane-ken 
gikaishi, dai ikkan (Matsue: Shimane-ken Gikai Jimusho, 
1959), p. 1147; Ogawa Kuniharu and Kawamura Kanjuro et al., 
Yamaguchi-ken no hyakunen (Tokyo: Yamakawa Shuppansha, 
1983). 
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Table 5: Shimane Development Budgets: 
Miscellaneous Years from 1884 

Total Allocated Percent 
Development to for 

Year Budget Sericulture Sericul ture 
-----------------------------------------------------------
1884 

1888 
1889 
1890 
1891 
1892 
1893 
1894 
1895 
1896 
1897 
1898 
1899 
1900 
1901 
1902 
1903 
1904 
1905 
1906 
1907 
1908 
1909 
1910 
1911 

1913 

1918 

1923 

1928 

Note: 

3811 

5540 1650 29.8 
5175 1650 31. 9 
4286 1250 29.2 
5197 1518 29.2 
6340 1925 30.4 
9671 

10202 3400 33.3 
15627 2825 18.1 
25164 12714 50.5 
27593 17613 63.8 
36345 23885 65.7 
37318 19797 53.1 
47248 
44615 
54717 
54274 
13478 
47267 20127 42.6 

27662 
92868 

107421 17893 16.7 
119580 19519 16.3 
139189 63301 45.5 

130026 49246 37.9 

203461 143786 70.7 

434319 220385 50.7 

413093 243879 59.0 

Figures taken when available. Sericulture figures 
are sums of numerous budget items for various 
aspects of sericulture and the silk industry; they 
may not include some sericulture spending if it was 
not specifically mentioned in the budget. 

Source: Shimane-ken Gikaishi Hensan Iinkai, Shimane-ken 
gikaishi, dai ikkan, dai nikan, passim. 
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standards and an inspection station for ensuring the quality 

of silk-worm eggs. Annual appropriations for silk-worm egg 

inspection grew from 2,500 to 3,000 yen at the beginning to 

7,000 to 10,000 yen levels by the final years of the plan. 

However, not much aid was given in the first plan for the 

development of silk reeling companies. 10 

It was also clear that the prefectural government would 

address development issues through intervention in education 

and financing, rather than with direct government 

involvement in production. As noted in the previous 

chapter, the prefectural government established a public 

agricultural experiment station, agricultural training 

centers where farm families could learn the latest 

techniques and products, and an extension service with 

trained extension workers. The government also provided 

incentives for villages and towns to found their own 

branches of the agricultural organizations to promote 

agricultural improvement. - The Farm Household Association 

Savings Act mentioned earlier was enacted under this plan, 

lOThe total development budget in 1896 was just over 
25,000 yen, about half of which was to encourage industry, 
especially agricultural industry. Sericulture funding in 
1896 was a substantial increase from the 2,825 yen 
appropriated for sericulture in 1895. By 1899, the economic 
development budget amounted to 8 percent of the total 
prefectural budget. Shimane-ken Gikaishi Hensan Iinkai, 
Shimane-ken gikaishi, dai ikkan, pp. 1220-1254, dai nikan, 
p. 341; Ogawa & Kawamura, Yamaguchi-ken no hyakunen. 
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and measures were taken to find ways for landlord 

associations to extend low interest loans to tenants. 11 

Much of the initial improvement in agriculture was to 

come about through more efficient use of labor and increased 

use of inputs such as fertilizer, which were already 

available. Therefore, some actions addressed these 

particular issues even more directly than making sure 

farmers had sufficient capital to finance farming 

activities. The establishment of cooperative rice paddies 

was encouraged so that a sufficient labor pool would always 

be available, as well as wider expertise in producing higher 

quali ty rice. A draft animal loan system was also 

established, so that heavy reliance on human labor could be 

reduced. 12 

The spirit of all these measures is summed up in the 

slogan which accompanied the DIan: "promotiob of education 

and capital supply."13 Thus the goal of the first ten-year 

plan was to increase primary production through upgrading 

human resources in the agricultural sector and making sure 

farmers had sufficient capital to adopt the improved 

llNait~, "Shihonshugi kakuritsuki ni okeru chih~ kangy~ 
seisaku," p. 159. 

12Ibid., pp. 163-166; Nait~, "Nihon kindai ni okeru 
sangy~ka no tenkai katei," p. 145; Shimane-ken r~d~und~shi, 
pp. 133-134. 

13Nait~, "Shihonshugi kakuritsuki ni okeru chih~ kangy~ 
seisaku," p. 159. 
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agricultural technology they learned about. In practice, 

the implementation of the policy usually still relied on 

labor intensive methods. Much more stress was put on 

improving the human inputs than on improving the 

technological inputs. Local government policy stressed 

training and education so that farmers would produce greater 

quantities and higher quality, but very little attention was 

given to the development of tools for production. 14 

The slogan "promotion of education and capital supply" 

was applied in fields other than agriculture as well, but 

still had the same orientation. For example, in the field 

of silk reeling, the policy meant training and education at 

the agricultural training center and the dispatch of 

extension workers to offer instruction in silk reeling. 

Attention was also given to the organization of each 

division in the productive activity. Even in the secondary 

industries such as silk reeling, however, the emphasis was 

toward increasing production of raw materials through better 

training, education, and management of the work force. Not 

much attention was given to the improvement of processing 

technology.L5 

L4Ibid., p. 159. 

15Ibid. 
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PUBLIC DEBATE ON PLANNING 

The f~rst ten-year plan was very much pro-agrarian, 

with little acknowledgement of the role other sectors could 

play in economic development. Neither the commercial nor 

the industrial sector was very well represented on the 

committees which developed the plan, even though many people 

in Shimane believed that these sectors are also essential 

for economic development. Most committee members, who were 

chosen by the governor, consisted of landlords and local 

elites, only a few of whom were industrialists. Ultimately, 

about forty-six members from throughout Shimane participated 

in discussions about the plan. Senators in the prefectural 

legislature were also invited, so that they would have some 

stake in the plan when it came to implementation. In 

addition, top prefectural government officials, mostly 

professional public servants, were involved. 16 

The pro-agriculture arguments remained consistent both 

prior to and during implementation of the second plan. One 

of the best sources for examining details of those arguments 

actually comes from an essay published in 1916 in an 

Agricultural Organization journal. 17 The author espoused 

16Nait~, "Nihon kindai ni okeru sangy~ka no tenkai 
katei," p. 145. 

l~Sengoku K~tar~, "N~son fukugy~ron, j~," Shimane-ken 
Nokaih9 (April 1916), pp. 1-5i. and_ Sengoku, K~tar~, "Nason 
fukugyoron, ge," Shimane-ken Nokaiho (May 1916), pp. 1-6. 
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the traditional view that the primary duty of peasants was 

to produce food crops--mainly rice and barley in Shimane. 

Any other activity should be by-employment, pursued in spare 

time once food crops were tended. But, within this 

constraint, by-employment was strongly encouraged, since it 

could increase the peasant househola's income by utilizing 

otherwise idle time, encourage 

spirit of self-help, and 

good working habits and the 

help ~~prove agricultural 

management. 

The author's guidelines for an appropriate by

employment activity stressed the cardinal principle that it 

not affect food crop production; that it be easy enough for 

anyone, including the old, the young, and women to engage 

in; that inputs be abundant and easily obtained; that good 

market demand be evident; and that capital costs be low and 

quickly recovered. In 

by-employment activities 

Shimane, the author considered good 

to include agriculture, such as 

sericulture, silk reeling, cattle raising, poultry farming, 

fruits, ginseng, tea, ~nd kozo and mitsumata trees for 

paper. It could also include silk reeling, paper making, 

and cottage production of straw goods, bamboo goods, tatami, 

reed matting, and charcoal. 

This concept of commercialization in agriculture is 

clearly opposed to real industrialization. PLocessing and 

production activities can only be done interloittently, after 
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the food crops have been tended, or in non-growing seasons. 

Therefore, the supply of labor, as well as the supply of the 

products that peasants produce through their by-employment, 

will not be consistent. Thus, it would be very difficult to 

manage either large-scale processing or manufacturing 

operations in a factory setting or to assure the consistent 

quality of the products produced by the cottage industry. 

Such a pro-agrarian policy was not accepted without 

criticism. Members of an industrial development committee, 

though it had little influence on the initial plan, engaged 

in heated discussions in which they bemoaned the plan's 

ignorance of the role of the industrial and commercial 

sectors in economic development. This committee, initiated 

by Governor Dura when he drafted the first plan, was not the 

same as the economic cievelopment committee noted above. 

There was some overlap, particularly among major landowners, 

but this committee was more broadly based, drawn from among 

people in any sphere of the economy who had achieved some 

level of success and influence. Many of these people 

believed that commerce and industry would become the major 

sectors in the future, even though at the moment agriculture 

was the most important element in Shimane's economy.iO 

lOShimane-ken, Shinsh~ Shimane-ken shi: 
kindai (Matsue: Hokosha, 1967), pp. 414-415. 

tsushi hen, 
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The debate over which sector of the economy to 

emphasize in planning entered the public arena as well. The 

public newspapers carried editorials calling for increased 

attention to industry and commerce and pointing out the need 

to identify new markets for local products, since increased 

production would do very little good if it remained unsold 

in Shimane. The following example provides a glimpse of 

that debate: 

Discussion on economic development should include 
agriculture, industry, and commerce. The Ten-Year 
Plan, however, emphasizes agriculture so much that 
it seems to completely neglect the development of 
industry and commerce. The function of the newly 
established local government office, the 
Department of Economic Development, seems to 
really be a Department of Agricultural 
Development. 19 

The editorial went on to point out that the economies 

of some of the larger cities in the prefecture were already 

oriented toward industry and commerce, not agriculture. It 

recommended that increased attention be given to the 

development of processing industries, in particular, and 

that the prefectural and local governments be more active in 

developing markets outside of the prefecture. 

Such measures, however, have not been taken yet. 
This is very unfortunate. To change this 
environment [the primary industry orientation], we 
need to develop industrial education and 
strengthen the base of such activities. In other 

19San'in Shimbun, February 24L 1895; quoted in 
Shimane-ken, Shinshu Shimane-ken shi: tsushi hen, kindai, p. 
418. 



areas, [we need] 
center. Attention 
development of the 
water, or steam. 20 

a marine industry training 
must be given to the 

energy sources such as heat, 

150 

This local editorial clearly represents the views of 

those in shimane who saw the need to plan for economic 

development which was more broadly based than simply 

improving primary agricultural production. It called for 

the development of processing industries which could use 

local primary products as inputs, and it called for the 

development of marketing and commercial activities beyond 

the boundaries of the prefecture--a type of export-oriented 

growth strategy. Notably, though, the public debate did not 

find any fault with methods of local government 

intervention. Regardless of whether one favored a focus on 

agriculture or on industry, everyone wanted local and 

prefectural government to act primarily as a cacilitator of 

economic growth. No one called for any substantial 

government ownership of producer firms on the one hand or 

for a completely laissez-faire approach on the other. 

SILK REELING DEVELOPMENT AND THE SECOND PLAN: 1909 

Proponents of increased emphasis on industrialization 

could point to silk reeling as evidence that their views on 

the future of Shimane's economy were feasible. Until about 

20Ibid., p. 419. 
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1885, there were still only a few zaguri reeling machines in 

Shimane. Zaguri reeling was still man-powered, but utilized 

gears on the spinning wheel to make spinning much easier and 

to stabilize the spin. The gears resulted in much more even 

quality silk thread than was usual with traditional reels. 

The first mechanized (kikai) silk reels were introduced by 

1887, when several firms began using them. Powered by steam 

or water, the mechanized reels further improved 

standardization of product quality as well as output 

volume,21 

After the mid-1880s, many realized that these two 

technical improvements were very necessary if Shimane's silk 

industry were to grow. The prefecture had begun to acquire 

a reputation for poor quality silk thread, and technical 

upgrading was one way the private sector used to combat 

this. A number of new silk reeling firms were established 

over the next decade, and mechanized reels became ever more 

common in larger firm~ in Shimane, while the older style of 

zaguri reels similarly spread among small firms and some 

individual households. Some of the firms got together and 

2LNait~, "Nihon kindai ni okeru sangy~ka no tenkai 
katei," p. 146. Zaguri reels were not new to Japan; they 
had been introduced nearly a century earlier, and were 
fairly common is some parts of the core sericulture area. 
See, e.g., McCallion, Stephen William silk Reeling in Heiji 
Japan: The Limits to Change (Ph.D. Dissertation, The Ohio 
state University, 1983), chapter 1, which describes 
traditional and zaguri reels and their aduption in Nagano 
and Gumma. 
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started cooperative factories with close attention to 

product quality. Some organized to sell products as a group 

to stabilize supply. In 1890 the Association of 

Silk-Reeling Company Owners of Shimane was founded to 

promote development of the industry. The establishment of 

the Hara Silk Worm Egg Producti on Institute by the 

prefectural government in 1905 helped cocoon quality to 

become consistent throughout the prefecture, contributing 

further to improved quality.22 

As a result, the quality of Shimane silk products was 

improved drastically and San' in superior silk thread 

gradually started gaining popularity throughout Japan and in 

some foreign markets. By the end of the decade, the future 

of the industry looked quite good. By 1910, there were 

1,932 silk reeling firms in the prefecture. Most of them 

were quite small, cottage industLY type of operations 

utilizing either traditional reels or, if more advanced, 

zaguri reels. But a number of larger firms had also been 

established, utilizing both zaguri and kikai reels. Table 6 

lists thirty-seven of the most important firms, although 

22Nait~, "Nihon kindai ni okeru sangy~ka no tenkai 
katei," p. 148. 
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Table 6: Major Silk Reeling Companies in Shimane, 1910 

Name 

Yamada Seishijo 
Hamada Seishijo 
Yasugi Seishijo 
Matsue Sangyo 
Sato Seishijo 
Matsuyama Seishijo 
Kiyohara Seishijo 
Asakura Seishijo 
Unyo Seishijo 
Takatsu Seishijo 
Ushio Seishijo 
Konishi Seishijo 
Tsuiseikan 
Maejima Seishijo 
Yamasaki Seishijo 
Hisuisha 
Sekiyo Seishi 

kabushiki gaisha 
Mitsushiro Seishisho 
Sandai Seishijo 
Masuda Seishijo 
Seishijo 
Fukushiro Kyuzaburo 
Daiichi Seishijo 
Daini Seishijo 
Daisan Seishijo 
Nariai Saiichi 
Nisshinsha Seishijo 
Iijima Ayanosuke 
Ito Seishi jo 
Okamoto Mantaro 
Tsugano Yoshitaro 
Yamamoto Risaburo 
Ochiai Seishijo 
Nishio Seishijo 
Shukube Seishijo 
Kanayama Seishijo 
Kitsuki Seishijo 

Location Year 
(gun) Founded 

Hikawa 
Naka 
Nogi 
Matsue 
Yatsuka 
Hikawa 
Iishi 
Hikawa 
Hikawa 
Mino 
Kanoashi 
Ohara 
Kanoashi 
Hikawa 
Ohara 
Hikawa 

Ano 
Matsue 
Yatsuka 
Hikawa 
Nita 
Hikawa 
Hikawa 
Hikawa 
Hikawa 
Hikawa 
Hikawa 
Hikawa 
Hikil!tla 
Hikawa 
Hikawa 
Hikawa 
Hikawa 
Hikawa 
Hikawa 
Yatsuka 
Hikawa 

20 
20 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
24 
26 
26 
27 
27 
30 
30 
31 
32 

32 
33 
33 
33 
33 
34 
35 
35 
35 
36 
36 
36 
36 
37 
37 
37 
37 
37 
38 
40 
41 

Days 
Worked 

Annually 

210 
230 
248 
320 
250 
250 
150 
256 
250 
300 
109 
260 
325 
340 
280 
300 

230 
300 
310 
280 
280 
270 
300 
306 
306 
270 
170 
200 
180 
240 
280 
330 
220 
162 
197 
230 
300 

Hours Em
Worked ploy 
Daily ees 

11 
10 
12 
11 
10 
13 
13 
11 
12 
11 
12 
12 
10 
10 
11 
10 

11 
12 
12 
10 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
10 
11 
10 
11 
11 
11 
10 
12 
12 
10 
11 

50 
70 
80 
90 
98 
52 
22 
50 
45 
63 
41 
57 
21 
49 
31 
17 

58 
21 
26 
40 
71 
17 

134 
151 

98 
17 
18 
21 
25 
18 
18 
23 
25 
28 
20 
41 
61 

Note: Year founded is Meiji: 1887 = 20, and 1910 = 43. 

Source: Naito, Shimane no hyakunen, p. 137. 
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there were actually almost fifty that were large enough to 

be classified as factories by the prefecture. 23 

High start-up costs for larger concerns and management 

inexperience often still caused the failure of many new silk 

reeling firms. In addition, the sudden collapse of silk 

prices in 1907 forced many owners out of the business. 24 

Thus, even though the industry was achieving considerable 

success, there were still serious problems which many felt 

the prefectural gover.nment should address in its second ten-

year plan. Actually, a small level of government support 

for silk reeling had begun in the mid 1880s; for example, 

Chapter 4 noted that a prefectural silk reeling school was 

founded in 1889, and that the prefecture also subsidized 

many private silk reeling schools. Also, as noted above, 

the first plan contained some support for reeling, although 

23Nait~; 1967 L _"Nihon kindai ~i okeru sangy~ka no 
tenkai katei," in Toyo Gakujutsu K~nkyu 5(12):1967, p. 148. 
A good many of the silk reeling companies were concentrated 
in<'<iiikawa district, which was situated in the Hikawa pI ain, 
a major sericulture area in the prefecture. Although Hikawa 
plain was small on the national scale, it was the largest 
and agriculturally richest plain in Shimane, and had been a 
major cotton producing area in Tokugawa period. In the 
Meiji era, farmers in the plain, as elsewhere, shifted to 
sericulture. Hikawa eventually produced about one-third of 
all the cocoons produced in Shimane, and silk reeling 
companies were built near the source of raw m~terial 
suppliers. Nait~; 1982, "Shimane-ken no hyakunen." p. 135. 

24Nait~, "Nihon kindai ni okeru sangy~ka no tenkai 
katei," p. 148. 
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sericulture was considered far more important by most 

government officials. 

Nevertheless, the pro-industry people in and out of 

government, including those interested in silk reeling, 

still had little impact by the time the second plan was 

drawn up, and were unable to gain very much under it. 

Shimane continued to emphasize development of the primary 

sector to improve the local economy, even though Japan was 

entering a period of rapid industrialization. Prefectural 

officials did decide that Shimane could specialize in silk 

reeling, but they saw the industry as an exception, not as 

the example that demonstrated the viability of industry in 

the prefecture. Spending on silk reeling did increase, but 

even this was partly because the overall development budget 

was rising. Agriculture remained the primary concern under 

the second plan. 25 

Furthermore, even in its planning for agriculture, the 

prefectural government seems not to have paid much attention 

to local leaders at this time. In 1908 it went through the 

motions by soliciting opinions from mayors, district heads, 

and village heads concerning the new ten-year plan. At the 

same time the prefectural government called for discussion 

within the administration on economic conditions and the 

feasibility of future development. Prefectural official~ 

25Ibid., p. 147. 
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largely ignored local opinion, however, and submitted a very 

ambitious, agriculturally oriented plan to the central 

gC~2·'ment. This more authoritarian method of formulating 

policy seems to have been part of the effort to consolidate 

more power in the prefectural administration, a trend which 

generally had the support of the national government at the 

time. It may also indicates a desire to curry favor with 

national level bureaucrats by appearing to implement a very 

vigorous development plan. 26 

The plan targeted eleven key product categories in five 

different industrial divisions. These included rice, for 

which the plan set a production 

1917, from the beginning level of 

goal of 1,140320 koku by 

842,446 in the year the 

plan started. Barley was similarly supposed to increase 

from 235,187 to 318,256 koku over the ten years, and cocoon 

production was supposed to register phenomenal increases, 

from 33,236 to 126,675 koku. All of the key products under 

the plan except silk thread 

Development spending topped the 

were in the primary sector. 

100,000 yen mark for the 

first time in the first year of this plan, and had reached 

over 200,000 yen by the last year. 27 

silk reeling was the only real industrial activity that 

the plan addressed. Production targets were similarly 

26Ibid., p. 146. 

27Shimane-ken rodoundoshi, p. 135. 
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ambitious: zaguri reeling was expected to increase from 

about 870 kan at the beginning of the plan to 56,506 kan, 

and kikai (mechanized) reeling from 13,961 kan to 46,363 

kan. The two separate goals represent hopes that improved 

technology could penetrate both individual, p~rt-time 

reeling (zaguri), and larger silk reeling firms (kikai). 

Zaguri and kikai reeling constituted 45 percent of total 

production in 1909, and the prefectural government hoped 

that these two more advanced technologies would account for 

essentially all production by the end of the plan. The 

government continued to encourage the formation of 

associations and coops of silk reelers, especially among 

smaller operators utilizing zaguri reels. 2o 

The plan was not welcomed by the counties, towns and 

villages. Because opinions of local areas had not been 

sufficiently taken into account, it contained very 

unrealistic expectations about the magnitude of production 

increases to be achieved. Increases were allocated among 

the smaller administrative divisions, most of which had 

little hope of actually achieving their mandated goals. 

Village heads, mayors, and local leaders from every level of 

government voiced their disagreement. The local San'in 

Shimbun even discussed the complaints of local officials, 

20Nait~r "NiLon kindai ni okeru sangy~ka no tenkai 
katei," p. 148. 
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and the failure to take local conditions into account became 

the topic of editorials. 29 

The San'in Shimbun, for example, criticized the 

unrealistic goals set for the allocation of labor in order 

to increase production of rice, barley, and sericulture. 

One of the schemes to promote increased grain production was 

the expansion of rice fields through land reform. 3o But, 

after expanding the land available for rice, more labor 

input would be required. At the same time sericulture and 

raw silk output were expected to achieve even greater 

increases than grain crops. The newspaper editorial pointed 

out that sericulture and silk reeling required considerable 

labor input, and that if the female labor force were 

committed to expanding these industries, there would be 

little surplus labor left for the increased labor inputs 

required in rice production. It asked the rhetorical 

question: " ... do the planners want the peasants to work all 

day long without sleeping?"31 

29Ibid., p. 146. 

30Shimane-ken rodoundoshi, p. 138. 

31San'in Shimbun, october 26, 1909, quoted in 
Shimane-ken rodoundoshi, p. 138. It is worth noting that 
local society acknowledged the importance of the female 
labor force both in agriculture and in industry. Many felt 
that development of any area requiring increased labor 
inputs would have to depend heavily on further integration 
of women into the work force. 
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LOCAL PLANS 

However, since the plan had already been submitted to 

the central government for approval, the prefectural 

government would not modify it. Instead they strongly 

insisted that their plan be carried out by the villages and 

districts, and that local governments develop plans to 

ensure that prefectural goals were achieved. 32 District 

level plans had to be reflections of the prefectural plan, 

and they were· drawn up and implemented to accomplish at the 

local level what the prefectural government mandated. 

Planning documents from Hikawa-gun provide a good 

example of these more local plans. Hikawa was a relatively 

wealthy district containing the biggest plain in Shimane. 

It accounted for 28 percent of total rice production in 

1907, and 11,316 koku of cocoons, slightly over one-third 

of all cocoon production. Hikawa was also the location of 

many of the prefecture's largest silk reeling companies, and 

was relatively even more important in raw silk production. 

It produced 14,084 kan of Shimane's silk thread (46 percent 

by volume), but since it tended to produce higher quality, 

this accounted for about 52 percent by value. 33 

32Nait~, "Nihon kindai ni okeru sangy~ka no tenkai 
katei," p. 146. 

33Unless otherwise noted, this entire discussion of 
Hikawa district's ten-year plan comes from two sources: 
Shimane-ken, Dai niji Shimane-ken shokusan junen keikaku (no 
place of publication given: Shimane Prefecture, 1908); and 
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The Hikawa-gun plan specifically states that it was 

drawn up on order of the prefectural governor. For the most 

part, it concentrated on the same areas that the prefectural 

government had defined: major food crops (rice and barley), 

other agricultural activities (sericulture, cattle, 

forestry, fishery, fruit, hogs, and chickens), silk reeling, 

textiles (mainly habutae, a kind of silk textile), and a few 

other products. Where there were minor differences from the 

prefectural plan, this was due to local specializations 

unique to the district, the details of which the higher 

level plan could not address. Aside from the major food 

crops, and fishing in some specific coastal villages, most 

other activities were supposed to be part-time by-employment 

for farmers. 

The prefectural ten-year plan mandated that cocoon 

production increase to 2.8 times and raw silk production to 

3.4 times 1907 levels. Hikawa district was to contribute 20 

percent of the increase in cocoons, but only 7 percent of 

the increase in raw silk. These contributions are not as 

large as one would expect given the share Hikawa held in 

prefectural production of cocoons and raw silk. The 

district was judged already to have well developed 

Hikawa-gun, Shimane-ken Hikawa-gun shokusan junen keikaku 
(no place of public~tion given: Shimane Prefecture, 1909). 
Cf. also Hikawa-cho Shi Hensan Iinkai, ed., Hikawa-cho shi 
(Izumo, Shimane: Hikawa-cho Kyoiku Iinkai, 1972). 
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expansion relative to other districts. 
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little room for 

Therefore, most of 

the increase in cocoons and raw silk depended on encouraging 

growth in districts where they were relatively weak. In 

rice production, though, Hikawa was allocated 26 percent of 

the increase over the next decade, closely in line with its 

28 percent share of rice production in Shimane. Rice 

cropping was judged to be well entrenched everywhere, and 

production increases couln not come simply from expanding 

into areas where there was not much rice grown. 

The production increases for Hikawa district were 

allocated to individual towns and villages according to the 

estimated capacity for growth in particular areas. For 

example, increased mulberry leaf production was to be 

achieved through expansion of acreage planted in mulberry 

trees and through use of fertilizer to improve yields. A 

thorough land use survey was carried out to determine 

current agricultural cropping patterns and potential new 

lands. Hardly any rice paddies were converted to mulberry, 

but some areas of dry land cropping were converted, and 

substantial areas of woodland were developed. About 22 

percent of dry land was allocated to mulberry in 1907, and 

the percentage was to remain steady while new dry lands were 

developed over the life of the plan. Increased use of 
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fertilizer and increased density of planting would allow 

higher yields from mulberry lands. 

In 1907, approximately 37 percent of households in 

Hikawa district engaged in part-time sericulture, and the 

plan wanted to increase this to two-thirds over the next 

decade. Towns and villages were to encourage improvement of 

mulberry plantations, create town or village operated model 

plantations, and hold contests for mulberry production. An 

agricultural engineer was to be hired under the plan budget. 

Means of achieving increases in other areas were similar. 

Cocoon production increases were to be achieved mostly 

through vocational training, education, formation of 

cooperatives of various kinds, and the opening of a cocoon 

drying facility. 

Officials felt that the most significant increases in 

raw silk production would corne from encouraging adoption of 

zaguri reels by those not yet involved in silk reeling or by 

those using traditional r~els. Production from zaguri reels 

was to increase 100 percent, but from kikai reels only 40 

percent, and 30 percent for other reels. There is some 

indication that these increases were considered to be value 

based, not volume based, and 

increase would be achieved 

rather than volume increases. 

encouraging the formation 

that at least some of the 

through quality improvement 

Educating the work force, 

of cooperatives, and hiring 
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engineers and specialists in sericulture and silk reeling by 

local-level government and cooperative offices also received 

considerable attention in the Hikawa plan budget. 34 

The proportion of the development budget allocated to 

the implementation of mulberry production increases was as 

much as 20 percent of the total district budget. The 

documents are not clear on how much was for other aspects of 

sericulture or silk reeling. Funding came largely from 

local taxes, but small amounts came from organizations like 

the Nokai (the Agricultural Organization). The budget did 

not cover the total cost of the plan, and individual towns 

and villages were also expected to contribute to funding. 

Few local officials ever believed that the goals of the 

prefecture's ten-year plan could be met. By 1915, it was 

obvious even to over-zealous prefectural officials that, 

unlike under the first plan, almost none of the targets 

would actually be achieved. The plan was cancelled in 1915, 

two years before it was to have officially ended. Only one 

single product under th~ plan, charcoal, actually met 

production targets. All the others fell below the plan's 

goals. Rice production was 181,475 koku short of the goal, 

which meant that only 39 percent of the projected increase 

had been achieved. Barley fell 92,781 koku short. Not only 

34Naito, "Nihon kindai ni okeru sangyoka no tenkai 
katei," p. 148. 
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had no increases in barley production occurred, but 

production actually had fallen slightly over the life of the 

plan. Co~oons had missed by 52,147 koku, having achieved 

only 44 percent of the mandated increase. Mechanized silk 

thread output similarly achieved only 47 percent of the 

planned increase. 35 

The prefectural government came up with all kinds of 

reasons why the plan had to. be cancelled. Changes in 

prefectural government personnel meant that those who had 

drawn up the plan were not around to assure that it was 

carried out correctly; the central government was changing 

its plans and Shimane had to adjust; the financial position 

of the prefectural government was not favorable enough to 

allow carrying out the plan to its conclusion; and economic 

conditions in society as a whole were not favorable to the 

successful conclusion of the plan. 36 Conspicuous in its 

absence was any admission that the plan had been totally 

35Shimane-ken rodoundoshi, p. 139. 

36Some of the economic conditions and changes in 
government policy to which prefectural government officials 
referred concern the impact of WWI. Japan enjoyed enormous 
production increases as it stepped into world markets to 
fill the vacuum left while Europe concentrated on war. The 
increases came especially in armaments and other military 
goods and textile, and national government policy shifted 
even more toward promoting rapid development of the 
secondary and tertiary sectors of the economy. It is not 
clear how prefectural officials thought an economic boom in 
Japan could provide an excuse for the failure of their 
economic development plan in Shimane. 
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unrealistic in the first place, because it had ignored local 

opinion and local conditions. However, it seems that the 

appropriate lesson was learned; in development of the next 

plan, close consultation with local leaders in government 

and industry was reinstituted. 

THE SHIFT TOWARD INDUSTRY: THE THIRD PLAN: 1919 

The poor performance of the second plan apparently 

convinced prefectural officials that abandoning local input 

and consensus in formulating a plan was not very good 

policy. The third planning process, which was begun in 

1918, returned to careful consideration of opinions by local 

political and business leaders. A committee of 117 such 

leaders was appointed from among large landowners and 

company presidents, representing a wide variety of 

industries, and subcommittees were charged with 

investigating specific industries. This committee became an 

advisory body to the governor of Shimane, and this time it 

had real input into policy decisions. 37 

Compared to the previous two prefectural plans, the 

third plan had considerably more emphasis on industry, 

although agriculture was still very prominent. One reason 

for this was that officials were paying more attention to 

37Nait~, "Nihon kindai ni okeru sangy~ka no tenkai 
katei," p. 149. 
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local leaders. Xn the past two decades, industry had grown 

so that many businessmen had become as important as large 

landowners, and many of the large landowners had become 

important businessmen. At least as important, the economic 

opportunity offered by WWI had spurred the rapid growth of 

industry in Japan, and it was becoming clear to everyone 

that Shimane was falling behind other parts of the nation. 

Relative to other areas, the prefecture's industrial 

establishments seemed quite small and backward; furthermore, 

none of them were really new, but rather just applications 

of some modern technology to traditional local industries. 38 

A passage in the new plan itself outlined the state of 

industry at the time: 

Industries in Shimane overall are doing poorly, 
except for brewing, paper, pottery, dye, and silk. 
The combined output of all other manufacturing 
industries together only reaches 3,000,000 yen. 
Labor and energy costs are comparatively low in 
this prefecture and employees are submissive and 
loyal. There also are sufficient raw materials, 
and room to expand raw material production. Since 
the railroads have recently been constructed to 
areas in San'in, we can expect the development of 
industries in the future if we utilize materials 
and infrastructure properly. However, at present 
all the industries are either very strictly local 
or special products ... 39 

The plan went on to summarize the kinds of improvements 

needed in many areas. One key area essential in overcoming 

38Ibid., p. 149. 

39Ibid., pp. 149-150. 
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Shimane's industrial lag was believed to be the increased 

application of science and technology, particularly 

mechanization. The plan's authors felt that Shimane's 

technological base was primitive and outdated, which kept 

productivity low, product quality low, but costs high 

relative to other prefectures. They wanted specialists 

brought into the prefecture to introduce to industry new 

production methods, current state-of-the-art machinery and 

products, and modern techniques of production management. 

They recognized that this would require work force training, 

so the plan also called for more training centers and 

extension workers, and improved technical educational 

opportunities. This, of course, was a continuation of 

earlier policy stressing education and training, but now the 

prefecture was to expand such activities beyond 

agriculture. 4o 

One of the results of this increased attention to 

industry was the establishment of an industrial laboratory. 

The Shimane Product Exhibition Hall was reorganized and 

expanded, and it became an independent, government funded 

research and development facility. Four key divisions were 

charged with leading the modernization of the sake brewing, 

paper, ceramics, and dyeing industries, which were four 

40Shimane-ken rodoundoshi, p. 314; Naito, "Nihon kindai 
ni okeru sangyoka no tenkai katei," pp. 149-150. 
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particularly important target industries under the plan. 

For example, the station provided the research and 

development base for upgrading technology used in the 

production of Izurno paper, which even today remains an 

important product. This station has contributed to the 

modernization of local industries ever since it was 

reorganized under the third plan. 41 

Another industrial policy was similarly a straight 

extension of pol icies already implemented in the 

agricultural sector. The plan's authors felt that business 

operations in Shimane were quite small-scale, and that 

communication among businesses was lacking. This led to 

serious competitive disadvantages relative to larger firms 

and more organized industries in other prefectures. 

Companies in other regions had cost advantages from their 

ability to purchases inputs and manufacture in la~ger 

volume, and they also had better access to current industry 

information. The plan encouraged the formation of industry 

co-operatives for purchasing, labor, sales, and other 

activities, and of industry associations to keep businessmen 

more up-to-date on developments in their industries. 42 

41 Ibid. 

42Shimane-ken rodoundoshi, p. 314-315; Naito, "Nihon 
kindai ni okeru sangyoka no tenkai katei," pp. 149-150. 
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The plan recognized that, without better knowledge of 

the markets for Shimane's products, businesses in the 

prefecture were at a serious disadvantage against 

competitors in other prefectures who did have better 

information. Of course, as we have noted several times 

above, some observers had been pointing out the need for 

market research for quite some time. However, this plan now 

made more formal provisions for market research and the 

dissemination of market information than had previously been 

the case. The prefectural government assumed responsibility 

for gathering and making available basic information about 

market conditions where the prefecture's business sold or 

could potentially sell their products. 43 

The industries targeted under the plan continued to be 

those based on inputs of primary products which the 

prefecture produced. The plan did not think industrial 

development based on imports of inputs was feasible, since 

steady access to raw materials from the outside was 

probl ematical given the inadequate transportation 

infrastructure. In addition, they wanted development of 

supplier industries, i.e., agriculture, to continue, and 

they wanted these industries to have a market within the 

prefecture. It was just as hard to move bulky, low unit 

43 Ibid. 
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value commodities out of Shimane as it was to move them 

in.44 

Even with this new commitment to industrial 

development, agriculture and forestry remained a very 

important part of the third plan. After all, the primary 

sector would have to provide inputs for the growing 

industrial sector in the prefecture. However, there was a 

slight change in emphasis. Previously, most production 

gains had been achieved through use of modern inputs (such 

as fertilizer or insecticides), upgrading the skills of the 

agricultural labor force, and improvement of management 

techniques. Mechanization of agriculture had not been 

fostered, and the sector remained labor intensive. By 1918, 

however, the increasing availability of industrial jobs and 

of by-employment opportunities had cut into the agricultural 

labor force, and the future trends were clear. For 

continued production increases in the sector to be feasible, 

the prefecture had to begin encouraging land reform and 

mechanization of agriculture. 45 

Many measures taken in agriculture in Shimane were 

similar to those throughout the country in response to a 

crisis in agriculture. Rapid industrialization in Japanese 

cities in the first decades of the twentieth century had 

44rbid. 

45Naito, Shimane-ken no hyakunen, p. 129. 
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drained population from the rural areas. This contributed 

to large fluctuations in the price of rice. In 1918, rice 

riots spread throughout Japan. Shimane leaders felt that 

measures to increase efficiency, reduce production 00sts, 

and reduce labor requirements were much better ways to 

handle the crisis than for government to step in financially 

to manipulate rice markets. The use of draft animals, 

cooperative work in such activities as planting rice, and 

many other labor-saving methods were encouraged. Land 

reform aimed at reorganizing paddies into larger areas and 

collecting properties by swapping locations, so that draft 

animals and machinery could be used efficiently. Usually, 

agricultural machinery was bought cooperatively by members 

of the community for each assigned area. 46 

Like previous plans, local administrative divisions 

were responsible for implementing the prefectural plan. 

Districts dr.ew up their own documents which detailed how 

they would contribute to the prefectural plan, and villages 

drew up plans to help organize their contributions to what 

the district hoped to achieve. An example of one of these 

local plans comes from Shutto village, which is located in 

Hikawa district. The top village official produced a 

46Naito Seichu, Shimane-ken no kindai nogyoshi (Matsue: 
Hokosha, 1976), pp. 91-95. 
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twenty-page hand-written document, discussing the rationale 

for planning and what Shutto wanted to achieve over the next 

decade. According to the document, planning had become 

necessary because of pressures to adapt to changing society. 

To survive, any area's industries had to remain economically 

healthy, and the area had to foster development by spreading 

current scientific knowledge and encouraging the formation 

of cooperatives. At the same time, hard work had to be 

cultivated. 47 

These are fairly general principles, which do not say 

much about exactly how Shutto village was going to develop. 

They do show, however, that some of the same principles 

apparent at the prefectural level were operating at the 

local level as well. strong emphasis was placed on the 

government's role in fostering dissemination of the 

knowledge needed in industry and in encouraging and guiding 

industry and labor in directions deemed appropriate. At the 

same time there is no mention of village involvement in 

publicly owned production facilities. 

In addition, the Shutto document presented two goals 

more specifically geared to perceived local needs. The 

first was self-sufficiency. The writer of the document 

.7Anon., Hikawa-gun Shutto-mura sangyo keikakusho 
(Shimane: no place of pUblication given, 1919); cf. also 
Adachi Genjiro, ed., Shutto-mura shi (Shimane: Takenaga 
Meibunsha, 1928). 
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argued that village money should not be used to import goods 

that the village could produce itself or the village's 

wealth would soon be drained. If goods consumed by the 

village could be efficiently produced locally, then the 

village would not be dependent on outside markets for its 

basic survival. The writer was certainly not arguing for a 

return to a subsistence economy, and recognized that the 

village could not completely eliminate imports and still 

continue to see rising living standards. He simply wanted 

to cut outflows of wealth used to purchase goods from 

outside the village, which suggests that the village had 

developed 

Apparently, 

"balance of 

countries. 

considerable reliance 

Shutto village had a 

trade" problem common 

on imported 

local version 

goods. 

of the 

in many developing 

The second goal was to increase the production of items 

that were easy to produce locally and that had good 

potential for export outside the village. Taken together, 

these goals show a desire to diversify the local economy and 

pursue and export-oriented policy. Village officials were 

clearly trying to integrate the village into the developing 

national market economy, but they wanted to do so carefully, 

so that Shutto village would not become dependent on the 

national market for all its needs while having nothing to 

offer. They wanted village exports to pay for any imports 
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that the village required, and they did not think the 

village required imports of what it could perfectly well 

produce itself. 

In practice, these categories of local products and 

industries remained the same as under previous plans: grain 

crops (rice and barley), sericulture and silk reeling, 

cattle, forestry, fishery, and others. Even though the 

was partiall y purpose of the third prefectural plan 

motivated by the perception that shimane needed to catch up 

with the rest of Japan, when the plan got to the local 

level, actual activities were not very different from 

previous plans. There was no suggestion that Shimane or any 

smaller area in it could radically change its economy all at 

once. Rather, the prefecture should build upon the economy 

already in place. Even under a plan ostensibly oriented 

toward industrial development, building on the current 

economy meant in practice considerable attention to 

agriculture. 

Policies for sericulture and silk, the most successful 

export-oriented industries in the village, were the same as 

at higher levels. Education and training of villagers was 

considered important to upgrade the industry in all areas, 

but the improvement of silk-reeling techniques was 

particularly targeted. Local standards for product quality 

were fostered to upgrade the quality of village products, 
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especially for silkworm eggs. The plan encouraged the 

formation and joining of cooperatives so that local farmers 

and reelers could improve their market position through 

various economies available to larger scale operations. It 

also attempted to encourage even more households to engage 

in sericulture and silk-reeling. 

THE FAILURE OF INDUSTRIALIZATION 

The fourth plan was even more heavily oriented toward 

industrial development. In 1927 a committee was established 

consisting of 107 members, and it spent one year on a study 

of Shimane's economy and on developing recommendations for 

the plan. At that time, Shimane's population was just over 

750,000 people, 73 percent of them engaged in farming. 

Twelve percent of the work force was in commerce, and 10 

percent in ,industry. The planners were clearly looking to 

the prefecture's future; even by the late 1920s, heavy 

emphasis on agriculture could have been justified in Shimane 

based on the composition of the work force. 

The committee recommended and the plan adopted an 

emphasis on building transportation and communications 

infrastructure such as roads, railways, port facilities, and 

telephone and telegraph lines. They felt that industrial 

growth first required much better physical infrastructure 

than was available in Shimane. In the silk industry, the 
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prefecture wanted to move toward large-scale silk reeling 

factories by encouraging mergers or cooperatives of small 

firms with small plants. This plan was never really 

implemented, though, so it is not possible to see whether 

its implementation would have remained oriented toward 

industry. The onset of the world depression in 1929 and the 

farm depression in Japan the foIl owing year forced 

cancellation of this fourth plan. 4o 

Thus, local government in Shimane never really did 

address industrialization very much during Japan's 

development from the beginning of the Meiji era. The only 

industry to have received any substantial assistance at all 

was silk reeling. Even silk weaving never obtained much 

support from local governments, even though many local 

businesspeople thought that moving into silk weaving was 

logical for the prefecture. A small silk textile industry 

did develop in Shimane, but it never became as widespread as 

either sericulture or silk reeling. The first silk textile 

industry in Shimane were produced by a Matsue businessman as 

a trial in 1892. He brought in an engineer from Fukui 

prefecture, the center of the silk textile industry, to make 

habutae silk cloth {plain white textile woven with good 

4BNait~, "Nihon kindai ni okeru sangy~ka no tenkai 
katei," pp. 152-153. 
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quality silk thread), which is used mostly for lining 

kimonos. 

In the 1900s, habutae became a moderately important 

expor.t product for Shimane; most was sent to Fukui 

prefecture for further processing. shimane was really a 

newcomer in this industry and it never achieved the levels 

of product quality that were found in Fukui or the 

reputation for quality that some of the silk reeling plants 

had acquired. But there were markets for Shimane habutae, 

and production increased during the early 1900s, especially 

in Hikawa district. The first training center for silk 

weaving was founded in 1906. One of the biggest filatures, 

Ryozen Seishij~, ~ventually set up as many as 196 small 

training centers with more than 520 students at a time, but 

these figures further serve to show the small-scale nature 

of silk weaving in the prefecture. Most of the training 

"centers" were really just temporary, and the courses were 

given to a few students at a time in local areas. The local 

habutae weaving companies were severely affected by the 

fluctuating prices, and eventually the industry was 

abandoned in Shimane. It had never attracted much local 

government 'attention. 49 

49Naito, Shimane-ken no hyakunen, p. 138. 
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CHAPTER 6 

SOCIAL TRANSFORMATIONS UNDER DEVELOPMENT 

Previous chapters focused on issues of prefectural 

economic growth and local government's efforts to foster 

that aggregate economic growth in Shimane. Economic 

development, however, may also be measured by its impact on 

the majority of individuals in the society. Indeed, in many 

ways local government viewed the improvement in the average 

family's living standards, particularly in such areas as 

access to education, training, and financing for 

agricultural investment, as a necessary factor in gaining 

aggregate economic growth, and took steps to facilitate such 

access. This chapter will look more closely at the way 

people's lives began to change as a result of economic 

development in the prefecture. 

The chapter begins by looking at measurements of the 

material standard of living among rural families, including 

the amount of income that sericulture actually brought into 

the agricultural sector and the way that money was used by 

farm families. Then, it examines changes in non-material 

aspects of people's lives, particularly the opportunities 

available to the average family member. Since the majority 

of the silk reeling labor force was female, one focus will 

be whether women's role in the development process increased 
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opportunities or improved status for women. Finally, the 

broader issue of expanded opportunity through education and 

training is treated. 

IMPROVEMENT OF LIVING STANDARDS 

Once established, the silk 

many other prefectures, provided 

sources of supplemental income 

industry in Shimane, as in 

one of the most important 

to farm families. Some 

observers expressed concern that even though farmers were 

gaining extra income from sericulture, the money was not 

being widely reinvested in productive activities. Some even 

complained that sericulture allowed farmers to begin leading 

lives of luxury. All of the extra income from sericulture, 

they charged, was destroying agricultural society, as well 

as individual farm families, because farmers were wasting 

their income for unnecessary consumption, while such 

important moral values as frugality and the work ethic were 

decaying. 1 Presumably the urban elite was much more able 

than unsophisticated farmers to handle the corrupting 

influences of higher incomes. 

Actually, there were relatively few cases of the 

reinvestment of sericulture profits in real estate or small 

reeling plants in Shimane, unlike many of the core areas of 

sericulture and silk reeling, where farmers often did use 

lShimane-ken Nokaiho, editorial (March, 1909), pp. 43-45. 
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the additional income to purchase land for cultivation. 

Many farmers in core prefectures raised their status from 

tenants to landowners, or expanded their ownership in land 

if they already owned some. 2 However, this discrepancy is 

not because moral values in Shimane's agricultural sector 

were decaying while those of other prefectures stayed 

intact. It is more likely that the additional income in 

Shimane, while enough to raise living standards a little 

bit, was not sufficient to allow large capital investments. 

Operations in Shimane in both sericulture and silk 

reeling were fairly small-scale by the standards of core 

area prefectures. Many of Shimane's farm families were 

engaged in part-time sericulture, and although the aggregate 

income for the prefecture was quite large, the amount of 

additional income that an individual household earned was 

fairly small. After accounting for production expenses, it 

is likely that enough was left over to purchase only a few 

"luxury" items, such as socks and silk kimonos for special 

occasions, and more rice. Items like cloaks, ~tol~s, 

blankets, hats and Western shoes, so-called "fashionable 

items," were also adopted in the countryside after the 

2Ishii Kanji, Nihon sanshigyoshi bunseki, 2nd Edition 
(Tokyo: Tokyo Daigaku Shuppankai, 1981), pp. 57-92. 
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Russo-Japan War.3 Profits from sericulture were hardly 

sufficient to purchase land, agricultural or other. 

Possibly because of public misperceptions about the 

farmers' "good life", in 1917 the prefectural government 

conducted a survey on how much additional money farmers were 

receiving for their activities in sericulture, and how they 

spent their additional income. 4 By this time the industry 

had become well established. A total of 11,265 households 

engaged in sericulture in 42 towns and villages were 

questioned about cocoon yields, cash income from sales of 

cocoons, and how the household utilized the cash. These 

represented about one-quarter of all farm households, but 

about one-third of all those which engaged in sericulture. 

The surveyed households produced 30,790 koku of 

cocoons, which had a cash value after sale of nearly 

2,205,700 yen. In 1917, the prefecture as a whole produced 

about 91,700 koku of cocoons, valued at an estimated 

6,568,800 yen. Average household income for the spring 

3Naito Seichu, Shimane-ken no hyakunen (Tokyo: Yamakawa 
Shuppansha, 1982), p. 104. See also discussions with an 
old, experienced farmer on life in rural Shimane in "Tamura 
Matakichio Inatori-mura chidan," Shimane-ken Nokaiho (March, 
1909), pp. 2-31. 

4:':Yosan shunyu shikin shito chosa," Shimane-ken 
Nokaiho, (July, 1918), pp. 16-24. Fujiwara Yuzo, "Noka no 
seikatsuhi," Shimane-ken Nokaiho, (August, 1916), pp. 15-16, 
also discusses household expenditures of about the same 
time; and Shimane-ken Naimu-bu, Noka keizai chosa (Matsue: 
Shimane-ken Naimu-bu, 1924) presents data from a few years 
later. 
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harvest was about 125 yen, and f~r the summer/fall harvest 

nearly 160 yen. (These two averages do not add up to the 

overall average one would get by dividing total cash value 

by the number of households in the survey, because some 

households only raised silkworms for one harvest, not both.) 

In aggregate terms, nearly one fifth of the total cash 

income from sale of cocoons was used to cover direct 

production costs for inputs such as mulberry leaves, tools, 

disinfectant, and hired labor. Other big chunks went for 

payment of loans which covered these same kinds of 

production costs (16 percent), and for direct capital 

investment in sericulture (11 percent). Only 9.4 percent 

was used for purchase of real estate. Overall, when various 

categories with some relation to sericulture are added up, 

about 55 percent of all cash income from sericulture went 

back into sericulture. Another 12 percent went to savings, 

and only about one third of all the cash generated by 

sericulture was actually allocated to household consumption 

expenditures. This translates into about 66 yen per 

household which was devoted from sericulture income to 

immediately improving living standards. Even most of this 

money for consumption went to everyday living expenses; the 

survey estimates that only about 10 percent actually went 

for luxuries. 
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In terms of number of households, nearly 84 percent 

reported using some of the income for production costs, and 

a similar 80 percent reported using some for daily living 

expenses. Only 8.6 percent reported purchasing real estate. 

The results from this survey clearly show that farmers were 

not spending extra income frivolously; it also supports my 

contention that the scale of sericulture was too small to 

allow much new investment by farmers in real estate. A 

great many farm families could make enough extra money by 

engaging in sericulture to raise their living standards 

somewhat, but not very many were actually becoming affluent. 

One important measure of 

living standards is their diet. 

changes in people's material 

In the eighteenth and early 

nineteenth centuries, peasants in Iwami province virtually 

lived on okai (a small amount of rice or sweet potatoes 

cooked in a large amount of water) for breakfast, steamed 

sweet potatoes or barley for tea time, barley with pickled 

radish or plum for lunch, some small snack for tea, and 

barley or steamed sweet potatoes or okai for dinner. In 

Izumo, okecha (leftover rice or barley, miso paste, chopped 

pickled Ladish, etc., in slightly salted coarse tea) was the 

common breakfast. On Daikonjima island, barley and sweet 

potatoes were the primary food. There was little rice in 

these diets, and the poorest families considered even sweet 

potatoes a luxury. Because the diet was so deficient in 
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protein and calories, peasants had to eat as often as five 

to six time 3 day, especially during heavy working seasons. 

Even moderately ·well-off landowners rarely enjoyed large 

amounts of rice in their meals except on special occasions. 5 

There had been slow improvements in diet throughout the 

latter part of the Tokugawa era, of course, but rapid 

improvement came during the Meiji era. By the end of the 

Meiji period, diets were considerably better, at least by 

the standards of Japanese at that time. There was an 

increase in the proportion of polished rice in the diet; 

indeed, consuming more rice was one of the first things 

families did as more and more of them began to realize 

income from outside activities. The nature of the diet did 

not differ very much between social classes, although the 

proportion of individual foods in it did vary. By the end 

of Meiji period, a typical meal for middle class families in 

prosperous parts of Shimane consisted of barley or a mixture 

of barley and rice, pickled radish or chinese cabbage, and 

preserved fish for breakfast; barley and rice, soup, pickles 

and cooked vegetables for lunch; barley and rice, cooked 

5Naito Seichu, Shimane-ken no rekishi, 2nd Edition 
(Tokyo: Yamakawa Shuppansha, 1977), p. 93 ff., discusses 
pre-Meiji diets in Iwami. eta Shiyo, Meiji Taisho no Izumo 
shomin fuzoku (Matsue: Imai Shoten, 1962), pp. 42-55, 
discusses pre-Meiji diets in Izumo and on Daikonjima Island, 
respectively. ota, who was born in 1890, provides 
first-hand accounts of diets for the mid- to late-Meiji and 
Taisho periods and for part of the Showa period. 
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vegetables, pickles and sake wine for dinner. Sake once a 

day was another clear indicator that a family had achieved 

solid middle class status. 

Poor families had fewer extras besides the main staples 

of barley and rice, pickles, and soup, and the poorer the 

family, the smaller the proportion of rice in the meal. 

There was less rice in poor villages, in particula~ly 

mountainous areas, or in fishing villages, though 

inhabitants of fishing villages often had more protein in 

the diet than many other people. Naito notes that a few 

villages in Iwami had only slightly better diets in the 

Meiji period than they had had before. Nevertheless, even 

in poor families, rice was fairly common by the end of the 

period, and the proportion of the population that was 

becomini prosperous enough to include it in every meal was 

getting quite large. 6 

For the beginning of the Meiji era, one document 

actually provides detailed information on the proportions of 

rice in meals. 7 By 1880, meals in most areas of Izumo 

consisted on the average of 70 to 80 percent rice, with the 

rest barley, corn, miscellaneous other cereal grains, and/or 

6Fukada Kimie, Meiji makki noson no ishokuju ni tsuite 
in Kyodo (1962), page numbers unknown. Naito, Shimane-ken 
no hyakunen, pp. 104-106. 

7Shimane-ken, Shimane-ken kangyo geppo 
chart comparing diets in different counties 
1860 to 1880. 

(1880) cites a 
in shimane from 
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sweet potatoes. A decade earlier, most areas had averaged 

60 to 70 percent rice, and 50 to 60 percent in 1860. Some 

of the richer districts, particularly where cotton had been 

strong and provided extra income, had already reached the 

higher proportions as the Meiji era began. Iwami was a 

relatively poor area, and by 1880, diets consisted of 50 to 

60 percent rice, about 20 percent barley, and another 20 

percent corn, millet, miscellaneous cereals, and sweet 

potatoes. The poorest county, Mino-gun, had only 25 percent 

rice, 50 percent barley, 20 percent millet, and 5 percent 

sweet potatoes. A decade earlier, in 1870, most areas in 

Iwami had had around 50 percent rice, which had not 

increased much from 1860. 

The increased living standard evident in improved diet 

did not necessarily derive from sericulture, of course. 

Earlier chapters 

established in the 

showed 

early 

that sericulture was just getting 

Meiji period covered by these 

figures. It was not yet solidly entrenched among a large 

number of farmers as it would become several decades later. 

other factors that contributed to improved living standards 

early in the Meiji period included the gradual increase in 

rice production. But rice was a traditional cash crop as 

well as a subsistence crop. If farmers were selling their 

surplus for cash, they could not be consuming it. They 

could afford to eat the rice rather than sell it precisely 
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because new cash crops gave them alternative sources of 

outside income. Lighter taxes also helped farmers, but the 

most substantial changes in taxes came immediately after the 

Meiji government assumed power, whereas the most substantial 

increases in rice consumption in these figures are in the 

next decade. Therefore, improved diets were probably 

related to cash cropping, which gave farmers more income. 

Further evidence for this conclusion comes from Izumo. 

It is hardly a coincidence 

slightly better diets than 

that Izumo started out with 

Iwami in 1860, but over the 

twenty years that sericulture was being 

diets improved much more rapidly 

Significantly, cotton cropping had been 

established, Izumo 

than did Iwami. 

more prevalent in 

Izumo than in Iwami during the late Tokugawa period, and in 

the Meiji era sericulture became more widespread earlier in 

Izumo. The fact that diets also improved more rapidly 

throughout Shimane from 1870 to 1880 than they did during 

the previous decade also suggests the link with cash 

cropping, because sericulture spread among peasants during 

that period. 

A few other concrete indicators of improved material 

living standards should also be mentioned. The use of 

tatami mats in the homes increased very dramatically 

throughout the Meiji period. Fukada Kimie notes one village 

early in the Meiji period in which 95 percent of the 
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households had no tatami mats at all. By the end of. the 

Meiji era, 60 percent of all households in the village 

possessed tatami mats in at least part of the household. 

This is a rather dramatic example, but throughout Shimane, 

most villages showed a two to threefold increases in the 

number of houses that were entirely covered with tatami 

mats. The numbers of those which were partially covered 

with tatami mats increased 1.5 to 2 times. In the most 

prosperous villages, partially covered households actually 

decreased, because the majority of the village was able to 

convert to totally covered houses during the Meiji period. s 

Another priority item for farmers when they started 

having more income was improved roofing. Most houses and 

barns built after about 1910 had either pine bark or tile 

roofs, and many existing thatched-roof houses were 

converted. Thatched roofs became very rare on homes, and 

remained on barns and other attached buildings only among 

poor farmers. Rich farmers used tiles for entire buildings, 

while Mi~dle class and poor farmers used pine bark. In this 

case, it is clear that the spread of better roofing was 

largely due to cash income from sericulture. 9 

SFukada Kimie, "Meiji makki noson no ishokuju ni 
tsuite"; Naito, Shimane-ken no hyakun, pp. 106-107. 

9Naito, Shimane-ken no hyakunen, p. 107. 
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It is difficult to demonstrate conclusively that 

improvement in diet and material possessions in rural 

society resulted directly from the promotion of sericulture. 

Nevertheless, an improvement in the standard of living did 

seem to parallel the development of sericulture. Judging 

from the evidence available, sericulture appears to have 

brought positive benefits to rural society. 

CHANGING ROLES FOR WOMEN 

Rapid development in Shimane in the Meiji and Taisha 

period fostered changes in social roles, among the most 

important of which was the role of women. Awareness of the 

importance of women's role in the family and in Japanese 

society as a whole was growing, and these issues were 

discussed in the journals of the day which concerned 

themselves with economic development. 

Even relatively conservative commentators saw the need 

for improved educational opportunity for women beyond what 

they received to train them for silk weaving. For example, 

Fujiwara Yuza, an agricultural engineer employed at an 

agricultural extension station, argued that men and women 

were biologically different, and therefore absolute equality 

between men and women was impossible. 10 He was very much 

lOThere were ceveral articles in Shimane-ken Nokaiha in 
the late Meiji and Taisha periods that raised issues on 
women. Fujiwara Yuzo, "Nason fujin no shida ni doryoku 
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against the views of some of those in Japan who pressed for 

excessive equality. Poli tics, he felt, was clearly 

something men should worry about, and women should cert3inly 

not participate in political activities as equals. 

However, Fujiwara thought that women should be given 

more power in their own proper spheres of horne, childbearing 

and childrearing, and for these responsibilities they needed 

more education so they could function better. If Japan's 

development demanded that men receive better training and 

education so that they could carry out their 

responsibilities better, then women likewise should receive 

more training and educatiun for their roles. Fujiwara did 

not think women were prepared to take full responsibility 

for the management of a household and proposed enhanced 

education for women in general cultural knowledge. Fujiwara 

wanted agricultural training for women, since in most farm 

households women participated in the farming and engaged in 

by-employment. Fujiwara called for establishment of a 

women's division in the Agricultural Organization (Nokai) 

and for development of schools and training sessions 

specifically for women. 

seyo," Shimane-ken Nokaiho (November, 1920), pp. 6-9. See 
also Sengoku Kotara, "Kokuun no hattatsu to fujoshi no 
sekinin," Shimane-ken Nokaiho (August, 1909), pp. 24-26; and 
Abe Kenkichi, "Joshi no sangya narabini keizaiteki Shimei," 
Shimane-ken Nokaiha (September, 1922), pp. 8-17. 
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Fujiwara was essentially calling for a kind of home 

economics education for women. Although his vi~ws may seem 

antiquated in the modern West, they are actually not very 

far from contemporary views of many Japanese, and by the 

standards of his day these views constituted a program for 

substantial improvement in women's status. Trained and 

educated, women would be given power and autonomy within the 

domestic sphere rather than remaining totally submissive and 

subordinate to men. 

Some of those who started from the same basic premises 

as Fujiwara's about women's role in Japanese society were 

even more emphatic about the need to extend education to 

women. Abe Kenkichi claimed that Japanese society of the 

day had become so complicated that men could not manage both 

production and consumption. 11 They should remain 

responsible for production and thus for earning income 

through farming and other activities, while women should 

completely take over consumption, i.e., the domestic sphere 

and the household budget. But to manage the household 

budget intelligently, their education had to go beyond home 

economics. They also needed to understand the men's 

sphere--the production side--in order to make informed 

consumption decisions. 

llAbe, "Joshi no sangyo narabini keizai teki shimei," 
pp. 8-17. 
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Abe conducted a survey in 1922 on the household budget 

among middle class landowners who farmed their own land. He 

found that 40 to 60 percent of total income was used for 

food, clothing, and miscellaneous consumption items, areas 

in which women were involved in the purchase decisions. The 

large portion of household income managed by women 

demonstrated the need to teach them about the sources of 

income--farming--so they could plan their household budget. 

He felt that, unfortunately, most farm women were not well 

informed and did not understand much about farming. 

Abe also cited his findings on labor participation by 

women. Within the household, women took on almost 100 

percent of domestic work. They also supplied 30 to 40 

percent of the labor in agricultural production. He noted 

that women were an important labor force in other 

industries. He cited statistics on labor force composition 

from the Ministry of Agriculture and Commerce and the 

Department of the Interior which showed that women 

constituted 24 percent of the work force in public sector 

industry, and 53 percent in private sector industry. 

Eighty-four percent of these women in industry were engaged 

in silk reeling, cotton spinning, and weaving. This was 

further proof to Abe that women were important to Shimane's 

economy and therefore should receive more education and 

training. On the other hand, Abe and others did not seem to 
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see any inconsistency in citing figures on woman's 

non-domestic labor force participation to support their 

views that womenrs sphere was domestic consumption while 

men's was production. 

Many others interested in industrial development in 

Shimane urged changes in women's roles that went beyond 

simply giving them more education and more responsibility in 

the home. Women who were in the non-domestic labor force 

were concentrated in the textile industries, and reeling 

companies supported several major reforms. A local 

newspaper article cites an appeal by one company owner to 

workers not to quit working even when they married or had 

children. 12 Instead, they should continue working, he said, 

and turn over their domestic work, including child care, to 

someone else. He probably meant that relatives, especially 

the parents of workers should care for the children as day 

care facilities did not exist. Reeling plant owners, then, 

were among the first in Shimane to begin calling for career 

women, whose social and economic role should not be confined 

to the home. To be sure, their motivation was not the 

advancement of women, but rather the retention of skilled 

employees, but at least they recognized that women had 

12San'in Shimbun, April_ 4, 1985, reproduced in 
Shimane-ken Rodoundoshi Kenkyukai, Shimane-ken rodoundoshi, 
Vol. 1 (Matsue: Shimane-ken Shoko Rodo-bu Rosei Kunren-ka, 
1981), p. 176. 
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contributions to make to Shimane's economy beyond being good 

housewives. 

Trying to foster the idea that women could have long

term employment outside the home was important to these 

reeling companies, because the vast major.ity of their 

workers were women. These jobs could not be filled by 

unskilled labor, and the companies invested considerable 

resources in training reelers. But reeling-plant owners 

also had to deal with the problem that women who planned to 

work long-term were more concerned about job conditions and 

pay than those who planned to leave soon. Many silk reeling 

plants were starting up, and "there was considerable 

competition for reeling skills. There was always a shortage 

of experienced reelers. This fact gave women a certain 

amount of power in the labor market. At first, this power 

was nothing more than the ability to take a position in 

another plant if not satisfied with conditions or pay. But 

eventually, in 1893, silk reeling company owners made an 

agreement not to raid other companies employees for at least 

five years. This agreement was extended in 1900, when it 

took on the force of prefectural government regulation. 13 

Typical contract conditions were not very favorable to 

the women employees. 

usually parents or some 

The worker herself and a guarantor, 

other responsible family member, 

13Shimane-ken rodoundoshi, p. 174. 
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both had to sign the contract. There were stringent 

conditions to protect the employer's investment in training. 

For example, conditions listed in contracts by Yamamoto 

Seishi Ltd. included a five-year term, no vacation time 

except for emergencies or accidents, wages based on 

adherence to quality standards in the company, and 20 

percent of wages held back in savings. This was paid upon 

expiration of the contract, but if she was fired or quit 

before the end of five years, the company kept the 

accumulated savings to cover training costs. Often, the 

co-signers were even required to provide some reimbursement 

for training if the woman left before much savings had 

accumulatecl. 14 Such contract conditions were fairly common 

throughout Japan in textile industries, and were not 

particular to Shimane. 

Not everyone accepted such stringent conditions as a 

matter of course. The local newspaper was often rather 

sympathetic to the women employees. San'in Shimbun reported 

in 1899 the case of one employee who had to give up her 

marriage arrangement because her employer threatened to make 

her pay for the "loss" the company would sustain if she quit 

earlier than agreed in the contract. The paper was very 

critical of such attitudes on the part of reeling firms. It 

14Yamamoto Family Document, reproduced in Shimane-ken 
rodoundoshi, pp. 174-175. 
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warned that there had been other similar incidents aud that 

such management practices were likely to lead to strikes. 

The text of this article reads: 

In Kitsugi town in Ohara district, there are 23 
silk-reeling companies. We- do not know which one, 
but it is reported that one of them has poor 
management. When it opened, this company 
attracted workers by paying higher wages. Once 
workers were employed, they were forced to sign an 
agreement which read: 'No one is allowed to quit 
for at least five years. If anyone does want to 
quit, she must pay for damages sustained by the 
company.' Workers signed this unreasonable 
agreement because wages were so high ... One worker 
tried to quit when a good marriage arrangement was 
made, but the factory owner would not allow it on 
the grounds that she had signed the contract. 
Furthermore, if she did quit, the owner refused to 
pay wages [for work already performed] and 
threatened to deduct more from the savings held 
out from her wages if she did not pay damages. 
Because of these unreasonable demands, the woman 
had to give up the marriage arrangement and 
continue working. We hear that there are such 
cases elsewhere. Workers' complaints are 
increasing, and eventually [such management 
policies] might cause strikes. 1S 

In fact, by 1899, strikes had already been common for 

several years and the newspaper's warning was simply 

pointing out the obvious. Quitting for marriage or some 

other reason which would take women out of the work force 

was not as common as quitting for another job. Because of 

competition for skilled labor, women could often rapidly 

make up in wages at a new job what they lost in buying out 

the contract at the old job. After 1893, this became very 
-------.-------

15San i in Shimbun, July 12, 1899, reproduced in 
Shimane-ken rodoundoshi, pp. 174-175. 
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difficult, and it is probably no coincidence that the first 

strike in Shimane was in 1893. Fifty female workers struck 

"demanding increased wages. The owner agreed to accept their 

demands and the strike was concluded peacefully. The next 

year, another strike occurred in another plant where workers 

asked for a day off for a special national holiday. The 

company agreed to this demand too. 16 

In the next few years, there were many more strikes 

over wages, hours, and work conditions, though wages were by 

far the most important concern to the employees. By 1897, 

numerous strikes were occurring throughout Shimane. Some 

were ended by police force, others by firing strike leaders. 

Often, though, even these measures were face-saving devices 

for factory owners who actually granted most demands. For 

example, in Mino district, 44 female workers struck, 

demanding a raise. The company insisted on firing one of 

the leaders but did promise to raise wages. 17 

"About thirty women struck a Matsue factory to demand 

better wages and the dismissal of an unqualified instructor. 

This company also fired the strike leaders but met the 

16The 1893 strike in San'in Shimbun, November 21, 1893. 
The strikers also made six other demands which were not 
reported in detail. The 1894 strike in San'in Shimbun, 
March 12, 1894, April 16, 1894. These are reproduced in 
Shimane-ken rodoundoshi, pp. 182-183. 

17San'in Shimbun, December 12, 1897, reproduced in 
Shimane-ken rodoundoshi, p. 183. 
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demands. In this case, though, the women immediately went 

out again, demanding that the three strike leaders be 

rehired. All thirty women went home when the company 

refused. It sent mediators to the workers' homes to try to 

convince them to return to work, but the strike leaders kept 

up support and no one returned. Eventually the company was 

forced to meet all of the strikers' demands. LO Similarly, 

another strike in Matsue in 1897 was over a raise and an 

incompetent. That company also eventually accepted 

demands. 19 

Most of these strikes were concluded more or less 

peacefully through direct negotiations between employees and 

plant owners, or with the intervention of mediators. The 

industry was so profitable for well-run companies, and the 

initial conditions were so bad, that most companies could 

afford to raise wages small amount and improve conditions 

slightly, and still remain very profitable. Another likely 

~~ason for employers' willingness to settle was that public 

opinion was usually on the side of the female employees in 

these strikes. Local newspapers were usually either neutral 

or, as noted above, openly critical of management practices. 

This began to change, however, by the end of the 

lOSan'in Shimbun, April 22, 1897, reproduced in 
Shimane-ken rodoundoshi, pp. 183-185. 

L9San'in Shimbun, August 8, August 10, August 11, and 
August 17, 1897, cited in Shimane-ken rodoundoshi, pp. 185-186. 
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decade, especially in cases where the same factory was 

struck several times in a row. A few articles implied mild 

criticism in 1898, such as "The workers at Nakahara Silk-

Reeling Co. went on strike last year, but they struck again 

[this year] complaining of things like working hours and 

working conditions. Luckily there was someone who was 

willing to mediate and they agreed to go back to work."20 

In 1899 the tone of newspaper articles became even less 

sympathetic to strikers. One of the strikes for better 

wages in that year was reported rather mockingly, and 

leaders of the strike were ridiculed: 

... seventy women with heads looking like dirty 
pumpkins [decided] ' ... we pretty, young women 
should be dressed-up and should be enjoying flower 
viewing but look at us. Why should we be covered 
with suet and working so hard. We cannot accept 
such conditions. Let's demand a raise.' Thus 
everyone joined in to demand negotiations .... Women 
can get very noisy when three of them get 
together, so imagine over seventy women 
complaining one after another as if a bee hive was 
poked. 'Everyone, what do you think?' one asks 
with a voice like a blowing whistle .... [However,] 
willow is willow, no matter how many of them are 
together; they went back to work very meekly.21 

Apparently, the public wanted the worst aspects of 

exploitation erased, and wanted moderately good wages for 

2oSan'in Shimbun, January 
Shimane-ken rodoundoshi, p. 186. 

20, 1898, cited in 

21San'in Shimbun, April 1, 1899, cited in Shimane-ken 
rodoundoshi, pp. 186-187. The Japanese expressions used in 
this article are, if anything, even more mocking than they 
sound in English. 
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the silk workers. However, they did not want excessive 

demands to slow down the expansion of the industry in 

Shimane. It should be remembered that in 1900, shortly 

after this change in public opinion, the agreement among 

reeling plants not to compete for each others' workers took 

on the force of official prefectural regulation. 

governments had not hindered nearly a decade 

But local 

of labor 

struggle to improve conditions, and did not try to reverse 

the gains. 

Overall, it would seem that substantial gains did occur 

in women's status in Meiji-era shimane. Some came about as 

part of the general evolution toward more authority in home 

life for women, and more education so that they would be 

better prepared to take on more formal responsibilities. 

Even more advancement was evident in the reeling industry, 

which needed skilled women in its labor force. Of course, 

despite substantial improvement in status, women remained 

legally and economically subordinate. Furthermore, while 

most women certainly took advantage of the opportunity to 

gain more control in the domestic sphere, not many pursued 

long-term careers in industry, so that the gains there were 

mostly potential rather than real. Most women still viewed 

working as temporary, a way to make some money to help their 

family or to take with them into eVentual marriage. 

Conditions in the reeling industry were not so good that 

-------------------- -- - ----
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many believed a career would be an attractive alternative to 

traditional marriage and family life. 

EDUCATION AND TRAINING 

The prefectural government became involved in education 

and training early in the Meiji era, in the belief that 

development of new industries, including (in particular) 

sericulture and silk reeling, depended heavily upon the 

availability of an educated and well trained work force and 

management. The Shimane government hired its own technical 

experts to help disseminate the skills needed in industry. 

These experts also began to develop standards for training 

in both prefectural or local government centers and in those 

private centers that received some sort of government 

assistance. 

One of these prefectural employees, who had previous 

sericultural experience in Fukushima prefecture, kept 

detailed records 

silk reeling. 

observations on 

of his 

Suzuki 

the state 

efforts to improve sericulture and 

Jun'ichi's records included his 

of the industries in Shimane and 

the advanced techniques he had learned from continued visits 

to core-area prefectures. The Shimane prefectural 

government eventually had him compile his records into a 

training manual 

sericulture and/or 

for those who 

silk reeling. 

wanted 

This 

-------------------"--- _ ... _-"" 

to 

very 

engage in 

detailed, 
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e:asy-to-follow, step by step "how-to" manual, Seishigyo 

kokoroe, was published by the prefectural government in 1889 

and made available for purchase. It ccntained a wealth of 

essential information on cultivating silkworms and reeling 

silk. 22 

The manual also became the standard for training in the 

prefecture. The appendix contained regulations for the 

graduation examination from training centers for sericulture 

and silk reeling. Sericulture training centers that 

received financial assistance from the prefectural 

government had to cover the following areas: growth and 

propagation of mulberry trees, construction of rooms for 

raising silkworm eggs, storage and raising silkworm eggs, 

cocoon raising, killing pupa, and how to recognize and 

choose cocoons for quality level. Silk reeling training 

centers had to teach the following sUbjects: recognition and 

choice of cocoons, purchasing procedures for cocoons, 

killing pupa, cocoon storage, filtering water for boiling 

cocoons, silk reeling, re-reeling, twisting, binding and 

packing of raw silk, management of silk reeling operations, 

and procedures for marketing raw silk. 

GraduaJes were ranked according to total points they 

earned on the final examination and in a few other 

22Shimane-ken Nosho-ka, ed., Seishigyo kokoroe (Matsue: 
Hakkosha, 1889/1890). 

-------------------- ----
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The final itself was worth 3,500 points, 

constituting the vast majority of all points available. 

Students could, however, earn a few additional points from 

occasional other exams throughout their training and for 

their overall attitude. Students who received over 3,500 

points in silk reeling were rated superior; achieving this 

usually required at least 95 percent on the final exam. 

Over 2,800 points was rated good, and over 2,100 was 

required to pass the training course. 

Similar rankings were made for sericulture students. 

These examinations included written, oral, and practical 

performance. For silk reeling, in which most of the women 

students trained, practical skills were weighed most 

heavily, but the written part did receive some weight, which 

indicates that the women were expected to be literate. 

Women were apparently not expected to go into management or 

sales, however, as they were exempted from the portions of 

the exam on packing cocoons and sales procedures. 23 

It is not clear exactly how much weight was given to 

the written sections of these exams. At any rate, in 

government centers, and in private centers adhering to 

government standards (a requirement for financial 

assistance), illiterate women were not admitted anyway. 

Regulations stated that women had to be ~ble to read fairly 

23Ibid. 

----------------------------_ .. -... -
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well. Men had to have some arithmetic skills as well as 

reading ability, and no one was exempt from the written 

portions of the exams. 

In 1894, a survey was taken of employees at Ryozen 

Seishi, one of the largest silk reeling companies in Shimane 

prefecture. Among 85 female workers, 30 had completed an 

elementary school education. It is not clear, however, how 

many of these women were actually literate. A large number 

(54) could not add and subtract; reading was considered more 

important for women than arithmetic, and not all women who 

received basic education may have received training in 

arithmetic skillz. Probably most of the women could read 

and write to some extent if they had attended elementary 

school for some period of time. Four could do basic 

arithmetic even though they never finished elementary 

school. 

Thus, it is clear that most of those who went through 

formal training in Shimane had some level of education, and 

that the sericulture and silk reeling industries were 

building a skilled work force. 24 Moreover, the mere fact 

that a high proportion of the female work force had received 

basic education in this peripheral, largely rural prefecture 

indicates that women's status was rising. There was general 

recognition that women should have some education, even if 

24Ibid. 
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they stayed at home, but especially if they were to enter 

the work force and acquire skills which helped Shimane's 

economy develop. 

silk reeling contributed to the enhancement of women's 

status not only because silk-reeling skills made women more 

desirable in the work force as well as in marriage, but also 

because women could use their skills as bargaining power to 

improve their wages and work conditions. Moreover, women's 

participation in the work force made society more aware of 

the importance of educating them. 

--------------------- -- .. --. 
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSION 

Shimane's experience in the modern period pcovides 

information on how peripheral areas in a successfully 

developed country deal with their own economic development. 

Roughly, these issues can be grouped into three simple 

questions: what is economic development, how is it achieved, 

and what is its impact? The first set of issues, tor the 

purposes of this dissertation, focuses on the measures taken 

to promote economic development. Funding is almost always a 

pressing constraint. Local areas, unless they have been 

designated targPot regions for national investment, will 

usually have relatively even less funding available than 

national governments. They cannot afford to waste money and 

effort, so they must be very careful about the kinds of 

programs they support. 

The results of a development program certainly must 

depend substantially upon what people decided they wanted to 

achieve, and how they went about doing it. The second 

question steps back and looks at exactly what was achieved 

in Shimane prefecture. A final section of the chapter 

explores areas of future research that would lend 
- , 
a 

comparative perspective to this single case study of one 

region. 

--------------------- - -- ----
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THE DEFINITION OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

To political and economi, leaders in Shimane in the 

early Meiji period, development first and foremost meant 

increaning agricultural output. Shimane's only raw 

materials were agricultural products. The vast majority of 

the prefecture's population consisted of peasants engaged in 

growing crops. It was natural that economic development was 

initially defined as growth of agricultural production. Of 

course, most officials realized that for the nation overall, 

agricultural growth alone was not enough, since Japan needed 

strong industries, a strong financial sector, and a strong 

military if it was to compete with the West. But 

agricultural growth, particularly when high value cash crops 

were a part of the growth, was considered basic, and it was 

thought to be what Shimane could best contribute to the 

national effort. 

The typical views of local officials are represented 

well by Baron Matsudaira, who was a member of the pre-Meiji 

ruling family in Shimane and a local leader during the 

period under discussion. 1 Baron Matsudaira wrote that, 

although economic strength was Japan's single most important 

goal, excessive concentration on industry and commerce would 

not build a strong economy, because agriculture was the 

lMatsudaira Masanao, "Nichiei ha~urankai, sanshi9Y~ nQ 
sh~rei oyobi Nihon sanshikai no jigyo." Shimane-ken Nokaiho 
(November, 1909), pp. 1-12. 

------------ --- -- - - ---
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basis of Japanese society. He urged peasants to stay in 

farming rather than migrate to the cities to become 

laborers. Matsudaira felt sericulture and silk reeling were 

the kinds of good, agriculturally based activities that 

would allow farmers to prosper without having to leave their 

farms. 

Obe reason why Matsud~ira aDd others viewed agriculture 

as essential to industry is that capital needed for 

investment in building other sectors had to come primarily 

from agriculture. 2 Given Japan's reluctance to borrow from 

abroad, most government bond sales and savings depended on 

average Japanese citizens being prosperous enough to invest 

and frugal enough to save part of their income. Matsudaira 

believed that the government could only get high savings and 

bond purchases from farmers if they enjoyed real improvement 

in living standards. The attention paid to improving living 

standards has been mentioned several times in this study; 

most local officials were very concerned that everyone enjoy 

the benefits of economic growth. This concern reflected not 

so much a commitment to equity, however, but was explicitly 

linked to national economic growth. Matsudaira wrote that 

Japan's economic strength depended far more on increasing 

2Extracting savings from the agricultural sector was 
national as well as local government policy. Nakamura 
Takafusa, Economic Growth in Prewar Japan (New Haven, CT: 
Yale University Press, 1983), p. 58. 
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the incomes of the ave~age Japanese citizen than on making a 

few rich families or large zaibatsu even stronger. 

One important income enhancement strategy available to 

farm families was sericulture or by-employment in silk 

reeling. Although researchers elsewhere have argued that 

the Meiji government extracted capital from the agricultural 

sector by heavy taxation, and that farmers' by-employment 

was necessary to pay taxes and debt,3 it is clear that 

Shimane officials, at least, took a different view. 

Matsudaira and others already noted above wrote that the 

silk industry would help farmers improve their lives. It is 

also clear from the discussion in Chapter 6 that income from 

sericulture was not entirely devoted to paying taxes and 

debts. Much of it was spent on improving farmers' material 

living standards. 

As the agricultural economy developed, more and more 

people in Shimane began to expand their definition of 

economic development to include the industrial and 

commercial sec::tors as well as agricul ture. As local firms 

began to contribute to the economy, local businesspeople 

called for government attention to industrial development. 

The prefectural government was very slow to recognize and 

address this structural change in the economy. After 

3Mikiso Hane, Peasants, Rebels, and Outcastes (New 
York: Pantheon Books, 1982), p. 31. 

---------------------- - --- ---
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generally outpacing most other peripheral areas of Japan in 

the early stages of development, the prefecture eventually 

lagged behind other areas. The reason for this decline in 

economic performance will be discussed below. Here it 

should be recalled that even local businesspeople defined 

industry mainly as light agricultural processing industries 

which used local agricultural inputs. The successful growth 

of agriculture, in other words, was intended to supply the 

next stage of development. This was also the view of local 

government by the time it finally did begin seriously to 

address industrial development. 

HOW DID LOCAL GOVERNMENT FOSTER ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT? 

Previous chapters have noted many times that there was 

not complete agreement in Shimane about exactly what sectors 

and industries should be supported in development efforts. 

However, despite this lack of consensus about exactly what 

should be done, there was little disagreement about how to 

do it. Regardless of which sector one thought could 

contribute most to building the prefecture's economy, 

everyone thought that private enterprise should take the 

lead. The actual investment in and management of productive 

activities was a private sector responsibility. 

Government's role was to build physical and institutional 

infrastructure, to develop the knowledge and technology base 
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through research, and to foster technology transfer by 

spreading knowledge about modern technology. These kinds of 

activities were largely beyond the scope of what individual 

private interests could hope to accomplish. 

The types of infrastructure that the government built 

included educational and training institutes, both for 

specific technical skills and for broader general education. 

Prefectural government founded applied technical research 

stations, started extension programs, and published 

practical how-to publications for various industries, 

notably sericulture and silk reeling. Government also 

encouraged and supported the establishment of professional 

organizations, such as the agricultural organizations and 

cooperatives. By funding financial institutions such as the 

agricultural bank, what is more, capital became available 

for investment in new productive activities. Finally 

government subsidies to those in the private sector who 

wanted to start private schools or training institutes, 

research stations, and the like, also contributed to 

infrastructural development. 

In evaluating these governmental efforts, Naito Seichu, 

an authority on Shimane's economic history, argues that the 

prefectural government's help was negligible. In 

particular, it offered only minimum financial and technical 

assistance to the silk industry and did so only as an agent 
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of central government policy.4 This seems to overlook the 

fact that not all prefectures in Japan developed sericulture 

and silk reeling to the level of Shimane's industry. Having 

become involved in sericulture and silk reeling somewhat 

later than many other prefectures, Shimane's rapid 

development of technical skills and knowledge was critical. 

Of course, Naito is correct in saying that, initially, 

prefectural government did very little. Local entrepreneurs 

introduced the silk industry into Shimane, and private 

efforts pioneered even in founding training and research 

facilities, in publishing technical manuals, and in 

beginning extension work. Nevertheless, the industry began 

to grow rapidly and become important to the local economy 

only after local governments became committed to widespread 

development of the necessary "human capital." 

Although Naito notes that local governments supported 

the kinds of activities that helped build this human 

capital, he does not give them much credit for it, and he 

seems to downgrade its importance. 5 However, development of 

human capital was one of the most important activities of 

4Naito, Shimane-ken no hyakunen, pp. 6-7. 

5Although Naito gives credit to local government for 
making an effort to improve the local economy by drawing up 
four ten-year plans, he does not particularly emphasize its 
role, despite the fact that a major portion of the plans 
were devoted to education and research. Naito also claims 
the four-year plans were not necessarily a major success. 
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prefectural and local government. Theodore Schultz argues 

that the growth of human capital is one of the most 

distinctive features of modern economic systems. To be 

sure, it may not always be "obvious that useful skills and 

knowledge [that people acquire] are a form of capital, and 

that this capital is in substantial part a product of 

deliberate investment ... " still, Schultz believes that 

"investment in human capital is probably the major 

explanation" for differences in increases in national 

output, i.e., for economic growth.6 

Another issue that Naito downplays is the fact that 

Shimane's development policies were for the most part the 

result of local consensus, not central government mandate. 

He claims that the shimane prefectural government itself was 

nothing but an agent for the national government, and thus 

he blames national policy for the relative backwardness of 

Shimane today.' It is true that prefectural governments in 

Meiji Japan certainly acted in some sense as agents of the 

central government for the development of agriculturally 

oriented areas in Japan. Indeed, gove~nors in Shimane, who 

played key roles in formulating development policy, were 

appointed by Tokyo. But they were not appointed and sent 

6Theodore Schultz, "Investment in Human Capital." The 
American Economic Review 51,1 (March, 1961), p. 1. 

'Naito, Shimane-ken no hyakunen, pp. 2-3. 
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with anything like a detailed development plan to be imposed 

upon the prefecture. The governor's role was precisely to 

build local consensus on how to develop the prefecture, and 

then to marshall local resources to achieve development. 

As representatives of the central government, governors 

provided input from Tokyo, which was an interested party, 

and tried to keep prefectural efforts in harmony with 

national policy. But local leaders, for the most part, were 

the chief formulators of local policy. Indeed, at first the 

local assembly often opposed the gQvernor's office in its 

efforts to improve technology and develop skills through 

training. Many legislators argued that government's 

responsibility in spending public tax money should only 

extend to making ideas available. Extensive research and 

development, as well as training, they felt, would benefit 

specific individuals and firms, and was not a proper use of 

tax money. 

Ultimately, of course, most legislators changed their 

minds about the proper role of local government. In 

particular, once it became clear that the silk industry held 

great potential for the prefectural economy, the lack of 

skilled workers in sericulture and silk reeling became 

important to the local assembly. Legislators saw the 

necessity of governmental assistance for keeping up with 

ever-changing technology, and for keeping skills levels high 
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They became 

convinced that government involvement was needed to overcome 

the technology and skills gap between Shimane and other 

prefectures which had begun to develop the industry earlier. 

But even though local views came around to match those of 

the central 

specifically 

government more closely, 

adapted to conditions 

still, 

in the 

they were 

prefecture. 

Development was a rice-roots operation. 

Therefore, the prefecture lagged behind in later stages 

of development, at least part of the blame must lie with 

local officials and legislators. Between 1885 and 1905, 

Shimane was very successful in building first the 

agricultural sector and then light agricultural processing 

industries. This initial success confirms the value of 

local input. When the policymaking done with substantial 

prefecture abandoned this principle for the second plan, the 

result was very unrealistic and unpopular, and it failed 

badly in reaching any of its goals. The prefecture returned 

to the principle of substantial local input in development 

planning for the third plan but it was too late. 

Finally, a principle 

development process in Shimane 

allowed to succeed. Those 

implicit throughout the 

was that people should be 

who were successful in 

agricultural production or in building industrial plants 

thereby contributed to the prefectural economy, and they 
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benefited from it. The prefectural government did not step 

in to appropriate wealth, either by confiscation or 

indirectly by excessive taxes. The agricultural sector was 

not squeezed to support industry or urban areas, and private 

industry was not squeezed to support other concerns, 

Government tried to make sure that everyone from the small 

farmer to the large reeling plant owner achieved some 

economic gain. This kind of attitude was implicit in local 

definitions of what the prefecture needed to achieve, and in 

particular for raising living standards. It was also 

implicit in the methods prefectural officials used to 

achieve development goals, especially the heavy reliance on 

the private sector and the ready availability of technical 

education. 

THE IMPACT OF LOCAL DEVELOPMENT 

One of the key issues in looking at the history of 

economic development in Shimane is the question of why the 

prefecture eventually lagged behind many other areas of 

Japan. shimane had started out in the mid-Meiji era with a 

comparatively strong commitment to local development. Naito 

claims that Shimane's economy lagged behind for a number of 

reasons in addition to his argument, cited above, that local 

government was merely the pawn of the central government. 

He cites geographical remoteness, lack of raw materials, a 
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weak financial base, lack of initiative by local 

entrepreneurs and local government, and the neglect by the 

central government. s Some of these ideas are related to his 

belief that the prefectural government was nothing but an 

agent for the central government, which represented the . 
interests of the nation as ~ whole in making sure that 

Shimane fulfilled its role in national economic development. 

We have already shown above that the prefectural and 

local governments actually did contribute quite 

substantially to development in the prefecture. In other 

aspects, however, Naito is correct in saying that Shimane 

was in a disadvantageous position. It lacked raw materials 

other than agricultural products, although this was also 

true of most other areas in Japan. Agriculture in shimane 

was not particularly rich by the standards of many 

prefectures, and it did not have good access to imported raw 

materials, which were critical in building an industrialized 

economy. Shimane was situated in a remote area and was not 

connected early by railroad with the central areas. 

Precisely, because the prefecture lacked resources and 

remoteness, the central government chose not to invest too 

many of its scarce resources in it. 

Shimane did achieve substantial gains even without 

central government attention, however. For the first 

0Ibid., pp. 2-7. 
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several decades of the Meiji era, it actually surged ahead 

of many prefectures in similar situations. There is clear 

evidence that the prefecture's living standards improved. 

Furthermore, agricultural development kept Shimane self

sufficient in food. Development of such new agricultural 

activities as sericulture brought cash into the rural 

economy to replace by-employment opportunities lost when 

traditional industries, such as cotton, mining, and paper

making, declined. Development of light industries like silk 

reeling also contributed substantially to better material 

living standards. They helped in more intangible ways as 

well, spreading skills among the work force and developing 

managerial expertise among owners and operators of 

industrial plants. Social changes necessary for building an 

advanced economy were fostered. 

to play a greater role in 

society. 

Women, in particular, began . 
the work force and in local 

From the viewpoint of the nation's needs as a whole, 

Shimane also was quite successful. It became an important 

supplier of raw materials, and developed a light industry 

(silk reeling) that contributed to Japan's export earnings. 

It was able to keep up with the central areas of Japan in 

delivering increased living standards to its population. 

Shimane did this without soaking up national level 

resources, so that it also contributed in a somewhat passive 
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sense simply by not becoming a liability or a problem area 

for the central government. 

Nevertheless, by the mid-1920s, Shimane's development 

had stalled. The prefecture did not develop its industrial 

sector beyond the light agricultural processing industries, 

the most successful of which was silk reeling. What went 

wrong? 

When diffusion of sericulture and silk reeling had 

reached maximum levels in Shimane, the government should 

have encouraged diversification into other industries. Tax 

revenues from sericulture, silk reeling, and other 

successful activities could have funded a new round of 

research and development, training, and subsidies to target 

industries. Profits from private sector activities in the 

successful light industries could have been invested in 

diversification. This was the pattern by which many other 

areas of Japan developed. 

Shimane did not attempt 

the fourth plan at the end 

had already fallen behind 

to take this next step until 

of the 1920s, by which time it 

most other prefectures. The 

prefecture's ten-year plans and local debate, discussed in 

several previous chapters, show that people in Shimane 

essentially regarded their prefecture as agriculturally 

based. Local government and local leaders could not ignore 

the interests of peasants because they made up the majority 
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particular and 

agriculture in general had become the primary revenue 

sources for the local budget. Increases in agricultural 

output fueled economic growth from the beginning of the 

Meiji era, and continued to supply growth of the light 

industries. 

Although some people criticized this heavy reliance on 

agriculture to the exclusion of any other activities, no 

coherent policies were ever devised to break out of the 

pattern. Initially, development policies were quite 

successful at improving peoples' lives, and most of them 

were satisfied with that tangible progress. They did not 

look ahead to anticipate the structural changes that 

occurred in the Japanese economy, and therefore they did not 

recognize that Shimane was falling behind other areas of the 

country. 

At the same time, 

transformed into an 

peripheral areas like 

because Japan 

industrial 

had been successfully 

economy, the role of 

important. During the 

shimane became relatively less 

Meiji and Taisho eras, little 

from Tokyo because scarce funds development aid had come 

were concentrated in core areas. By the end of the 1920s, 

little funding was available for areas that had not 

developed strong industrial sectors because the country was 

concentrating on further strengthening its industries to 
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support military expansion. Either way, the result was the 

same: Shimane was essentially on its own in building its 

economy. 

Too much dependence on a single inoustry was one 

important reason for Shimane's failure to maintain economic 

growth. Since the market for raw silk depended upon foreign 

market conditions, the industry was very vulnerable to 

fluctuations in price. The central government did take 

steps to protect the silk industry, a key source of foreign 

exchange, but protection was minimum at the bottom levels of 

the industry, i.e., for small-scale mulberry and cocoon 

production. Government aid to the industry went mainly to 

those who directly dealt with foreign competition, such as 

major silk reeling factory owners and raw silk wholesalers 

in Yokohama, where raw silk was exported to foreign 

countries. 

Both sericulture and silk reeling in Shimane remained 

relatively small in scale. Unlike some other areas of 

Japan, the prefecture never developed really large 

agricultural operations or reeling plants. This contributed 

to the lack of concentrated capital for investment in new 

industries. It also meant that Shimane's silk industry 

received relatively little protection when the world market 

became less advantageous, particularly near the end of the 

1920s. Small-scale operations had no cost advantages or 
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financial cushions to help them remain competitive or ride 

out the market downturn, and without much government 

assistance, many of them eventually failed. 

In 1931, the San'in Shimbun reported on the bankruptcy 

of one of the major local silk-reeling companies. As the 

president of the company explained: 

Companies with little capital, which are mostly 
the case in Shimane, have difficulties every time 
unexpected events happen in the world market 
[especially wars], due to changes in the price of 
cocoons. Our operation never was outstanding, 
although we made enough profit to continue 
operations. without sufficient capital, we could 
not buy more costly cocoons [this year] due to the 
drop in the price [of silk] last year. Therefore, 
[without cocoons] we could not operate. These 
tough market conditions have continued."9 

The president also mentioned that one of the Shimane 

governors had tried to encourage company owners to expand 

and diversify. 

However, at the time business was going well and 
nobody really listened to him. Now we regret it, 
because our operation is so small, that 
wholesalers in Yokohama now refuse to do business 
directly with us. We once made our name in 
Yokohama and even in the United states as a 
superior quality raw silk producer. 10 

Where Shimane failed, in short, was in the private 

sector; that is, in the reluctance of local businessmen, 

despite government prodding, to expand and diversify beyond 

9San'in Shimbun, Decemb~r 16, 1931. ReErQduc~d in 
Shimane-ken Rodoundoshi Kenkyukai, Shimane-ken rodoundoshi, 
p. 316. 

lOIbid. 
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the industries that had become successful by the end of the 

century. shimane certainly did not receive much central 

government attention. , But this is not to say that local 

government did nothing. Local government contributed 

substantially to the prefecture's development, and it was 

still pushing, albeit unsuccessfully, by the end of the 

1920s, to turn private entrepreneurs in directions that 

would have helped the prefecture develop even further. 

If local government can be faulted in the later stages 

of development, it can only be for failing to press its case 

strongly enough to change local opinion. Local opinion 

determined successful development policy during the early 

stages. Local opinion continued to set policy throughout 

the period under discussion. Perhaps because Shimane had no 

large urban areas where non-agricultural interests were 

concentrated, the prefecture was unable to develop consensus 

on the need for any development beyond agriculture and 

agricultural light processing industries. Both the credit 

and the blame for the results of these policies should be 

placed with those who made them--political and economic 

leaders in and out of the government at the local level. 

AREAS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

This study of local development provides a number of 

insights into economic development of peripheral areas and 
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yields lessons relevant to many countries attempting to 

develop today. A number of avenues for future research 

would further illuminate other aspects of local development. 

One obvious area of future work is a comparison of Shimane 

w{th a peripheral area in Japan that did not stall at the 

light industry and agriculture stage. If the analysis 

offered here is correct, one should find several factors 

which differed. The most important of these would be that 

local opinion did reach consensus earlier than in Shimane on 

the need to expand and diversify beyond dependence on a few 

agriculturally based light industries. Where this consensus 

did develop, it would be important to examine how it was 

generated; that is, whether from below or thruugh more 

forceful action by prefectural government or even national 

government intervention. 

It would also be instructive to examine local 

development in those peripheral areas of Japan where there 

was no sericulture. Implicit in the study here is the idea 

that Shimane was able to achieve such great success in the 

early stages of development partly due to happy coincidence. 

It was well suited to developing an industry which produced 

goods which happened at the time to be in very high demand 

in the world economy. What happened in prefectures that did 

not have good conditions for sericulture? Unless they had 

some alternative crops or industries similarly in high 
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demand on world markets, one would expect that they would 

not have developed as rapidly as Shimane in the early 

stages. Thus, they too would not have had a base upon which 

to build in the later stages of development, and they too 

would have remained behind the rest of Japan. 

Yet a third issue of interest is the question of the 

extent to which prefectures in the core areas had local 

control over development issues. shimane and other 

peripheral areas had considerable local control essentially 

by default. The central government did not have enough 

resources to intervene everywhere, and where it could not 

intervene, it could not maintain very tight control over 

local policy. Perhaps core area prefectures found it easy 

to go beyond the stages of development achieved in Shimane 

because the central government stepped in to build consensus 

on the need to do so. Then there would have been strong 

opinions, perhaps even mandates, which went beyond strictly 

local interests. 

Finally, the issues raised here can be examined in 

contexts other than Japan. It would be instructive to 

examine local development in successful, newly 

industrializing countries (NICs), such as Taiwan and Korea, 

to see if they have followed patterns evident in Meiji and 

Taisho-era Shimane. These NICs also did not start out with 

central governments rich enough to intervene everywhere. 
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Local development should also be examined in countries in 

Third World Asia which have not been very successful. One 

would expect that the situation in these countries would 

depart from patterns shown here. For example, private local 

initiative was perhaps discouraged, or government neglected 

to provide the necessary infrastructure. 

At any rate, it is clear that Shimane prefecture during 

the Meiji and Taisho eras did achieve substantial economic 

development which eventually stalled. The historical record 

of local development in the prefecture provides good 

material for examining the key elements of successful 

development, as well as for ascertaining why economic growth 

did not continue. These lessons can help in understanding 

more about how Japan industrialized, and they can provide 

guidance to peripheral regions in countries trying to 

achieve development today. 
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APPENDIX A 

SOURCES OF LOCAL ECONOMIC HISTORY 

Most of this study is based on Japanese language 

sources which are not available in the U.S., so some 

discu~sion of these materials is necessary. For 

convenience, sources are divided into two broad categories: 

primary and secondary Japanese language sources. The many 

English language sources used in this study cannot be 

considered primary, except for a few which are simply direct 

translations of Japanese works, and all of these address the 

broader issues of how Japan as a nation developed without 

dealing with local development to any great extent. 

Very few English language sources specifically deal 

with Shimane. Most Japanese who take the trouble to write 

in English apparently have felt that local details would be 

of little interest to a non-Japanese audience; they have 

been more concerned with national level issues. Similarly, 

non-Japanese writing about Japanese 

usually concentrate on macro-issues, 

economic development 

rather than local 

history. These sources do present a good overview of how 

both Japanese and non-Japanese view the Japanese development 

experience, but since they are familiar to likely readers of 

this study, they are not included in this brief discussion. 
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Primary sources are those which were written during the 

period under discussion, i.c., essentially Meiji and Taisho 

(1868-1930). They consist of government pUblications by 

Shimane prefecture and various lower level political 

divisions in the prefecture, and of local journal articles 

which concern the public debate on economic development. We 

cannot claim exhaustive coverage of these documents, and the 

brief review here does not necessarily mention all of the 

sources used in this study, only important examples of 

various types. Shimane prefecture is a rich source of 

historical data, and it would take years to track down all 

relevant materials. The documents utilized here were 

gathered during several short trips to Matsue over three 

summers. They should be considered a representative sample 

illustrating key policies and actions and the main concerns 

of the public debate on local development tactics. Wider 

access to primary documents can be gained through some of 

the sources categorized as secondary. 

Secondary Japanese sources as defined here are those 

published in the post-WWII period in the Japanese language. 

Most of them are concerned specifically with prefectural and 

local history. Japanese language secondary sources which 

discuss broader national issues in Japan's economic 

development during the Meiji and Taisho periods were not 

consulted unless they contained direct reference to Shimane 
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or similar peripheral areas. Japanese thinking on these 

broader issues is readily available in English, which is 

more easily accessible to the audience likely to utilize 

this study. 

There is, however, some overlap in these categories. 

Many of the works categorized here as secondary Japanese 

sources are actually local histories or gazetteers. They 

were commissioned by local government agencies and rely 

heavily upon local documents from the period under 

discussion. These types of works sometimes quote 

extensively from the original documents, and often lack much 

original analysis, so that many of them could almost be 

considered reprints of primary sources. In a few cases, 

they are clearly designated as reprints, and are included in 

the review of primary sources. otherwise they have been 

left in the secondary categ0ry. Several post-WWII 

government documents have also been listed as primary, 

because they are simply publications of statistical data 

which span the period under discussion as well as the 

post-WWII period. 

PRIMARY JAPANESE SOURCES: PLANNING DOCUMENTS 

A number of prefectural and local gove~nment 

publication~ from the Meiji and Taisho eras present details 

of government plans to develop the economy. Among the most 
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important are several documents on the various ten-year 

plans themselves. Three of these illustrate both the nature 

of government intervention into the local economy, and the 

extent to which this intervention penetrated various levels 

of prefectural and local government. Furthermore, the 

documents clearly show that coordination among the levels, 

not competition, was the rule. 

Shimane-ken, Dai niji Shimane-ken shokusan junen 

keikaku (The Second Ten-Year Industrial Development Plan of 

Shimane Prefecture), Shimane: shimane Prefecture, 1908, is a 

prefectural government document which discusses the second 

prefectural ~evel ten-year plan. Since this plan was 

envisioned as an extension of the first, elements of the 

first plan are also discussed in the document. 

Hikawa-gun, Hikawa-gun shokusan 

Ten-Year Industrial Development Plan 

junen keikaku (The 

of Hikawa District), 

Shimane: 1909, presents the Ten-Year plan of Hikawa district 

in Shimane. 

Anon., Hikawa-gun Shutto-mura sangyo keikakusho 

(Document of Industrial Plan for Shutto Village in Hikawa 

District), Shimane: 1919, presents the Ten-Year Plan of a 

village in Hikawa district. This very local plan is closely 

coordinated with Hikawa district's Ten-Year Plan, both in 

the target industries identified, and in the methods 

utilized to promote those industries. 
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GOVERNMENT REGULATIONS 

An example of a book showing local government 

involvement in the silk industry is Shimane-ken Dai Ichi-bu 

Nosho-ka, ed., Seishigyo kokoroe (The Regulations of Silk 

Reeling Industry), Matsue: Hakkosha, 1889, 1890. This is 

really a combination of a how-to manual for silk production 

and marketing and an industrial regulations handbook. It 

presents detailed instructions on how to conduct all the 

work involved in the silk i~iustry, from purchasing raw 

materials to exporting raw silk. The appendix presents 

prefectural government regulations for the industry, 

especially regulations governing the silk reeling employees. 

STATISTICAL SURVEYS 

The prefectural Ten-Year Plans stipulated that 

statistical surveys of conditions in Shimane be made 

continuously to provide data for planning purposes. Some 

examples of these include Shimane Prefecture Agricultural 

Co-operative, Shimane-ken Nogi-gun Ugasho-mura noji chosa 

hokokusho (Report on the agricultural survey of Ugasho 

village in Nogi district, Shimane prefecture), Shimane: 

Shimane-ken Nokai, 1912. This pUblication presents 

information on Ugasho-mura village over a ten-year span so 

that changes in the agricultural industries and their 

present conditions could be analyzed. The survey claimed 
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complete coverage of all households in the village and 

covered ordinary agricultural products, sericulture, stock 

breeding, forestry, and other agricultural activities. 

Government interest in living standards is evidenced by 

surveys such as Shimane-ken Naimu-bu, Noka ~eizai chosa (A 

Survey of Farm Family Budget), Matsue: 1924. It is a 

detailed statistical report on farm finances, covering such 

things as income, expenditure, wages, loan and household 

budget. It also discusses examples of farm budgets from 

several areas representative of different economic 

structures in the year 1922. 

The many national statistical series that included 

Shimane will not be mentioned specifically here. However, 

Shimane prefecture also regularly publishes its own 

statistical series, such as Shimane-ken Tokei-ka, 

Shimane-ken tokei hyaku nen (Statistics of Shimane for One 

Hundred Years), Matsue: Shimane-ken, 1974. It contains 

statistical information on farm household budgets, land 

distribution, and major farm products since 1881, and is a 

good place to look at long-term trends. Shimane-ken 

Kikaku-bu Tokei-ka, Shimane no tokei (Statistics of Shimane 

Prefecture), Shimane-ken, Shimane: 1987, contains mostly 

contemporary (1975-1987) statistics on population, 

agriculture, household budget, and others data which provide 

a comparison with conditions in the Meiji and Taisho eras. 
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The prefectural government also keeps geographical 

records such as Shimane-ken Somu-bu Chiho-ka, Shimane-ken no 

chimei kan (Encyclopedia of Geography of shimane 

prefecture), Shimane-ken: Shimane, 1976. It is a kind of 

gazetteer, with maps and the names of villages of Shimane, 

including discussion of the evolution of placenames from the 

Meiji period. 

INDUSTRIAL GUIDES/YEARBOOKS 

A number of industrial guides and yearbooks were 

published during the period investigated in this study. For 

example, some of the earlier yearbooks include Shimane-ken 

Kangyo-ka, Shimane-ken kangyo nenpo dai nikai (The 

Industrial Year Book of Shimane Prefecture, Second Issue), 

Matsue: 1879; and Shimane-ken Kangyo-ka, Shimane-ken kangyo 

nenpo dai sankai (The Industrial Year Book of Shimane 

Prefecture, Third Issue), Matsue: 1890. They contain 

statistics on Shimane farm and industrial products in 

different districts. The 1890 edition in particular also 

contains information on an industrial exhibition, the 

condition of the mulberry farms, statistical information on 

the mulberry plants given to farmers, and the condition of 

silk reeling in Shimane. 

These reports were also issued monthly. Those that 

contain information on sericulture and the silk industry 
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include Shimane-ken, Shimane-ken kangyo geppo (Shimane 

Prefecture Monthly Industrial Report, issues 1-9), 1878; 

-Shimane-ken, Shimane-ken kangyo geppo dai junigo (Shimane 

Prefecture Monthly Industrial Report, Twelfth issue, May, 

1879), which provides information on sericulture in other 

prefectures; and Shimane-ken, Shimane-ken kangyo geppo dai 

nijugo (Shimane Prefecture Monthly Industrial Report, 

Twentieth issue, January, 1880), with illustrated step-by-

step instructions on how to grow mulberry plants. 

An example of such an industrial yearbook from several 

decades later is Shimane-ken Naimu-bu, Shimane-ken sangyo 

an'nai (The Guide for the Industries in Shimane Prefecture), 

Matsue: 1912. It talks about the major industries in 

Shimane, and gives detailed information on the name, 

addresses, size, and invested capital of companies. It also 

includes the chart of prefectural spending on industrial 

development for five years from 1908 to 1912. Major 

industries in each district in Shimane are briefly 

discussed. 

PREFECTURAL ASSEMBLY PUBLICATIONS 

Insight into the political debate over development can 

be found in Shimane-ken Gikaishi Hensan Iinkai, Shimane-ken 

gikaishi, dai ikkan, dai nikan, dai sankan {The History of 

Shimane Prefectural Assembly Sessions, First, Second, Third 
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The three volumes 

contain edited compilations of reports from the Shimane 

Prefectural Assembly ordinary and extraordinary sessions 

from 1879 to 1897, 1898 to 1925, and 1926 to 1945, 

respectively. Many figures on development budgets appear in 

these volumes. 

PRE-WAR LOCAL HISTORIES AND ECONOMIC SURVEYS 

Local histories and gazetteers, often commissioned by 

local governments or official organizations, contain 

extensive information. For example, Moriwaki Taichi, ed., 

Ochi-gun shi (Gazetteer of Ochi District), Shimane: Moriwaki 

Taichi, 1937, presents discussion on the historical 

development of sericulture in several areas of Ochi 

district, Shimane. As early as the mid-1600s mulberry trees 

were taxed in Hamada han. Later in the Tokugawa era and in 

the transition to the Meiji period, local governments 

encouraged sericulture, though development was not very 

extensive until the late-1880s. Moriwaki cites some prices 

paid to farmers to show that sale of cocoons gave farmers 

nearly three times as much return as r.ice. Itoga Yasu, ed., 

Minari-mura shi (History of Minari Village), Shimane: 

Shimane-ken Nita-gun Minari-mura Jinjo Koto Shogakko, 1934, 

discusses similar issues, but on the village level. 
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Some works simply compiled current information. For 

example, Yuki Heikichiro, Shimane-ken juyo bussan no kenkyu 

(A Study of Major Products of Shirnane Prefecture), Matsue: 

Shoyo Shinposha, 1930, includes statistical information on 

Shimane prefecture's 

silk thread. Works 

contain information 

major products, including cocoons and 

about important local personages also 

on these people's contributions to the 

Shimane-ken Ano-gun local economy, such as 

Iwatani Kujuro seiden 

Shimane-ken Ano-gun 

(Biography of Kujuro 

Kyoikukai, 

Iwatani), 

Shimane-ken Naimu-bu, 

Kyoikukai, Shimane: 1919; and 

Shimane kyuhan biseki (Distinguished 

Services in Old Han in Shimane Prefecture), Matsue: Shoyo 

Shimposha, 1912. 

LOCAL JOURNAL ARTICLES 

An excellent source for following local debate on the 

development process is local journal articles. Some simply 

discussed local conditions, such as: "Tamura Matakichio 

Inatori-mura chidan" (The Talk on Governing Inatori Village 

by Mr. Tamura Matakichi), shimane-ken Nokaiho (March, 1909), 

pp. 2-31, which presents interviews with an old experienced 

farmer. It contains considerable cultural information on 

early Meiji rural Shimane. 

seikatsuhi" (Farm Household 

Nokaiho (August, 1916), pp. 

Fujiwara Yuzo, "Noka no 

Living Expenses), Shimane-ken 

15-16; and Shimane-ken Nokai, 
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"Yosan shunyu shikin shito chosa" (Survey on usage of income 

from sericulture), in Shimane-ken Nokaiho (July, 1918), pp. 

16-24, present survey data on living standards in local 

areas of Shimane. 

The role of sericulture in local development and 

management of sericulture were popular topics. Nozu 

Rin'ichi, "Sangyo ni tsuite" (About Sericulture), 

Shimane-ken nokaiho (December, 1901), pp. 19-28; and 

Tsuchiya, "Yosan gyo keiei ni tsuite" (About the Management 

of Sericulture), Shimane-ken Nokaiho (August, 1909), pp. 

29-30, discuss sericultural management. Matsudaira Masanao, 

"Nichiei hakuran kai, sanshigyo no shorei oyobi nihon 

sanshikai no jigyo" (Japan-Britain Industrial Exhibition, 

Encouragement of Silk Reeling and the Work of Japan's Silk 

Reeling Organization), Shimane-ken Nokaiho (November, 1909), 

pp. 1-12, discusses the importance of quality in 

international competition; Sangyo Hokoku, "Takatsu sangyo 

seiseki: Shimane-ken Mino-gun Nokai 8angyo Koshusho jigyo 

seiseki hokoku" (Result of Takatsu Business: Report on 

Activities of Mino District Business Training Center), 

Sangyo Hokoku, No. 28 (August, 1900), pp. 23-41, notes 

development of early sericulture training centers. 

Many articles discuss sericulture as a by-employment 

activity: Omori Junzo, -"Aki sangyo no taisei ni tsuite" 

(About the Popularity of Fall Crop Sericulture), Shimane-ken 
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Nokaiho (August, 1909), pp. 23-24, maintaius that fall 

season sericulture is 

activity for farmers 

Fujiwara Y~zo, "Nason 

Sericulturists in Farm 

(September, 1916), pp. 

more appropriate as a part-time 

because it utilizes idle time. 

no fukugyo yosanka niH (To the 

Villages), Shimane-ken Nokaiho 

16-17, also discusses the role of 

sericulture in farm villages. Sengoku Kotaro, "Nos on 

fukugyaron, ja" (Theory of By-employment in Farm Villages, 

a), Shimane-ken Nokaiho (April, 1916), pp. 1-5; and Sengoku 

Kotaro, "Nason fukugyoron, ge" (Theory of By-employment in 

Farm Villages, b), Shimane-ken Nokaiho (May, 1916), pp. 1-6, 

looks at the whole issue of farm by-employment, of which 

sericulture was an important component. 

Some examples of articles which addressed the role of 

women in development include: Sengoku Kotaro, "Kokuun no 

hattatsu to fujoshi no sekinin" (The Development of the 

Nation's Future and the Women's Responsibility), Shimane-ken 

Nokaiho (August, 1909), pp. 24-26; Fujiwara Y~zo, "Nason 

fujin no shida ni doryoku seyo" (Make Effort For Training 

Women in Farm Villages), Shimane-ken Nokaiho (November, 

1920), pp. 6-9; Abe Kenkichi, "Joshi no sangyo narabini 

keizaiteki shimei" (Industrial and Economic Mission for 

Women), Shimane-ken Nokaiho (September, 1922), pp. 8-17. 

These all show a general awareness that women's position in 
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society must change, but there was no consensus on how far 

the change should go or how much equality women should have. 

SECONDARY JAPANESE SOURCES: LOCAL HISTORIES 

There are many local histories, both on the prefectural 

level and on district or town level. Most of these make 

extensive use of primary sources, 

documents, and often there is not 

often reproducing 

too much original 

analysis. Some examples include: Nita-gun Yakusho, ed., 

Shimane-ken Nita-gun shi (Gazetteer of Nita District in 

Shimane Prefecture), Tokyo: Meicho Shupp an , 1972, which is a 

local history commissioned by Nita district. It contains 

extensive use of local historical documents, and includes 

discussion 

production. 

development 

on 

of 

the 

This 

the 

development of sericulture 

source shows very clearly 

late Tokugawa period was 

and silk 

that the 

actually 

arrested, and industry regressed somewhat in the first years 

of the Meiji era, because local government support by the 

han was not continued. The silk industry did not resume its 

growth until the second decade of the Meiji era, when 

coherent local government policies supporting growth were 

once again being developed. 

Fujioka Daisetsu, ed., 

(Dictionary of Local History: 

Shoheisha Shupp an Ltd., 1981, 

Kyodoshi jiten, Shimane-ken 

Shimane Prefecture), Tokyo: 

presents a short history of 
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miscellaneous events and historical figures in Shimane. It 

includes information on paper-making in Tsuwano and Izumo 

cotton purchases by Mitsui, and the family history of the 

Matsue lord. Hikawa-cho Shi Hensan Iinkai, ed., Hikawa-cho 

shi (History of Hikawa), Shimane: Hikawa-cho Kyoiku Iinkai, 

1972, is a local history. It includes a discussion of 

capitalism in Hikawa district for several decades from the 

1890s, and lists and descriptions of the companies and 

factories in Hikawa in 1900 and 1912. There is also 

considerable citation from the Ten-Year Plans of 1895 and 

1909. 

Hirose-cho Shi Hensan Iinkai, ed., Hirose-cho shi 

(History of Hirose Town), Vol. 1, Shimane: Hirose-cho 

Yakuba, 1968, is another local history. It contains 

particularly good information on the local agricultural 

sector through the Meiji period. 6ta Shiyo, Meiji Taisho no 

Izumo shomin fuzoku (Living Conditions and Customs in Izumo 

Area in Meiji and Taisho era), Matsue: Imai shoten, 1962, 

includes detailed discussion of living standards, including 

diets. Nozu Samanosuke, ed., Ohara-gun shi (a.~z_~tteer of 

ohara district), Tokyo: Meicho Shuppan, 1972, is another 

local history gazetteer. It contains good statistics on 

population, households engaged in sericulture, acreag~ 

planted in mulberry trees, cocoon production, silk reeling, 
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etc. There is also discussion of a local district 

sericulture association founded in 1919. 

other local histories with similar information include 

Ochi-cho Kikaku-ka, Ochi-cho shi (Gazetteer of Ochi Town), 

Vol. 2, Shimane: 

Yatsuka-gun shi 

Ochi-cho, 1977; Okuhara Fukuichi, ed., 

(Gazetteer of Yatsuka District), Main Vol., 

Tokyo: Meicho Shuppan, 1973; Dba Yoshimi, Nichihara oboegaki 

(Nichihara Memo), Shimane: Nichihara-cho Kyoiku Iinkai, 

1971; Dba Yoshimi, ed., Nichihara-cho shi; gendai (The 

History of Nichihara; Modern), Vol. 1, Shimane: Nichihara

cho Kyoiku Iinkai, 1979; Yamaoka Eichi et al., Daikon jima; 

Seitai to kadai (Daikon Island; Its Ecology and The Issues), 

Kyoto: Seki Shoin, 1956; Yamaoka Eichi, ed., San'in noson no 

shakai kozo (The Social structure of Farm Villages in San'in 

Area), Tokyo: Tokyo Daigaku Shuppankai, 1959; Yatomi 

Kumaichiro, Masuda-shi shi (History of Masuda City), 

Shimane: Masuda Kyodoshi Yatomikai, 1963. 

Prefectural histories and gazetteers published by the 

prefecture itself include Shimane-ken, Shinshu shimane-ken 

shi (The New Edition of the History of Shimane Prefectur.e), 

shiryo hen, Vol. 4-6, 1966; Shimane-ken, Shinshu shimane-ken 

shi (The New Edition of the History of Shimane Prefecture), 

tsushi hen, kindai, Vol. 3, 1967; Shimane-ken Nogyo Kyodo 

Kumiaishi Hensan Iinkai, Shimane-ken nogyo kyodo klm1iaishi 

(The History of the Agricultural Cooperative of Shimane 
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Prefecture), Matsue: Shimane-ken Nogyo Kyodo Kumiaishi 

Hensan Inkai, 1965; Shimane-ken Rodoundoshi Kenkyukai, Vol. 

1, Shimane-ken rodoundoshi (The History of Labor Movement in 

Shimane Prefecture), Matsue: Hokosha, 1981. 

One national level history worth mentioning for its 

local information on Shimane is Ishii Kanji, Nihon 

sanshigyoshi bunseki (The Analysis of the History of the 

Sericultural Industry in Japan), 2nd ed., Tokyo: Tokyo 

Daigaku Shuppankai, 1981. This is a national level history 

of how Japanese silk moved into the world market. Most of 

the discussion focuses on core areas of the silk industry. 

There is some coverage of silk reeling in Shimane when Ishii 

discusses different quality strategies of Japanese 

companies, and cites a Shimane company as one example of 

companies producing high quality thread. 

NAITO'S LOCAL HISTORIES 

Professor Naito is probably the most knowledgeable 

expert on the local 

also be separated 

history of Shimane. His works should 

from most of the other local histories 

mentioned because, while still including considerable 

reproduction of original materials, Naito generally offers 

much more extensive and coherent analysis. Naito Seichu, 

Shimane-ken no rekishi (History of shimane Prefecture), 

Tokyo: Yamakawa Shuppansha, 1969, is a comprehensive social 
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history of the prefecture, divided into ancient, medieval, 

pre-modern, modern and contemporary. The sections on modern 

history give a good discussion of social aspects such as 

improvements of living standards and development of the 

educational systems. There is also detailed information on 

local administrative organization. 

Naito Seichu, Shimane no kindai nogyoshi (Modern 

History of Shimane Prefecture's Agriculture), Matsue: 

Hokosha, 1976, focuses on the agricultural sector, including 

analysis of how the shift from cotton to silk occurred in 

early Meiji years. There is then considerable discussion on 

the development of the silk industry, prosperity in Shimane, 

and eventual decline of the industry. Naito Seichu, San'in 

no fudo to rekishi (Local Conditions and The History of 

San'in), Tokyo: Yamakawa Shuppansha, 1976, contains a 

comprehensive history of each han in the San'in area, 

including Tsuwano, Matsue, Tottori, and Hamada. This is 

really an economic history, and much of the discussion 

focuses on the modernization of local industries such as 

paper, iron, cotton textile, and the development of 

transportation systems. 

Naito Seichu, ed., "Kindai shimane no tenkai kozc;" (The 

structure of Development in Modern Shimane Prefecture), in 

Shihonshugi kakuritsuki ni okeru chiho kangyo seisaku {The 

Policy of Local Industrial Development in the Period of the 
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Formation of Capitalism), Tokyo: Meicho Shuppan, 1977, pp. 

154-174, contains detailed discussion of the four ten-year 

plans. Naito Seichu, Shimane-ken no hyaku nen (One hundred 

years of Shimane Prefecture), Tokyo: Yamakawa Shuppansha, 

1982, contains much of Naito's analysis of Shimane as a 

backward prefecture of Ura Nihon (backside Japan). There is 

much information on the labor force and labor policy of the 

silk industry, and on economic planning and the development 

of silk reeling cooperatives. 

These sources are just a 

very rich and diverse set of 

the local history of Shimane. 

representative sample of a 

local documents available on 

Furthermore, Shimane is 

typical of most areas of Japan, in that locai development is 

fairly well documented. Local governments were actively 

involved in economic development and published considerable 

material about their involvement. Local individuals debated 

the issues in journals and books. Those who seriously want 

to understand how the Japanese development process worked 

must look beyond national level events; fortunately, 

extensive material is available at the local level. 
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